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Abstract		

Social media technologies have radically changed the way people interact. Consumers like to 

network with people who have interests and desires that are similar to their own. Since most of 

these sites require personal information, it has led to an increased amount of personal data being 

stored in central databases. This has caused an increasing fear of using these traditional platforms 

due to hacking, surveillance and profiling of their information.  

Blockchain systems are trying to re-incorporate trust by offering a system where the personal 

information is distributed among all the participants and as a consequence cannot be hacked.  

The objective of this research is to explore the individual use of personal profiles, and the 

different use patterns seen, as the users’ perceptions of value and contribution on these social 

media sites change. 

The methods of data collection is a triangulation of qualitative primary data collected from 

netnographic study by observing interactions on the Reddit platform and the Steemit platform, 

and secondary data collected from peer-reviewed papers and other articles. 

The analysis will look into the trust and perception each user has on the “safe keeping” of 

their personal data on both the traditional and centralized databases and blockchain as distributed 

ledgers. This is done by comparing user behavior on the Steemit (Blockchain) and the Reddit 

(traditional) platforms and the value received from their contributions on each. Furthermore, the 

security of personal data on each platform is discussed related to legal issues found in the 

society, security issues as well as technical issues. The implementation of blockchain based 

systems have a to consider several elements, as society is not adjusted and prepared for this 

transformative and disruptive innovation. The legal and security environments evolve slower, 

and as a result of that the standards and regulations that exists do not apply to blockchain . The 

platforms as well as the users are increasingly getting used to the development towards web 3.0 

environment, where distributed ledgers is the new game. 
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1.0	Introduction		

Interaction with information systems penetrates most layers of modern society. Computing has 

turned into a personalized matter, where the use of information systems is connected to electronic 

identities and profiles (Fritsch, Fuglerud, & Solheim, 2010). Furthermore, access to systems, data 

and applications is granted with privileges associated with these profiles. In the private sector, the 

eagerness to identify individuals and collect information about them is driven by the promise of 

new revenue streams through the provision of ‘customer-centric’ personalized services.  

Recommendation and social networking systems rely on the aggregation of various types of 

information about individuals—the resulting personal profiles allow the platforms as well as third 

parties to analyze the data in order to provide personalized adverts and content (O’Donovan and 

Smyth, 2005).  

Technology has transformed the traditional model of how users communicate and interact. The 

rise in interactive digital media has catapulted company and consumer contact from a Web 1.0 

passive model, to a Web 2.0 interactive model where consumers are simultaneously the initiators 

and recipients of information exchanges (Richard, et al.). Social media platforms have 

transformed the internet from a platform for information to a platform for influence and human 

interaction. Users communicate and exchange information and ideas with personal profiles on a 

vast number of different platforms.  

Social media technologies have radically changed the way people interact. There are literally 

hundreds of different social media platforms causing a nature and sources of information and 

connectivity being vast, in effect creating a 24/7 collaborative world. The platforms have 

empowered their users to connect, share, and collaborate, creating spheres of influence that have 

fundamentally altered the way they communicate (Richard, et al.). Consumers are interested in 

networking with people who have similar interests and desires. Web 2.0 platforms can leverage 

this desire by creating communities of like-minded individuals by encouraging them to 

communicate with personalized content and adverts. The platforms focus on different ways of 

communication so that users connect with an increasing amount of “free” platforms.  

These platforms are able to offer a “free” service by leveraging the user-generated data by 

storing and analyzing this increasing amount of personal data in central databases. This have 

caused an increased fear of using the traditional platforms due to hacking, surveillance and 

profiling of their information. The data that is published and shared by users is all connected to 
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their personal profile that is centrally stored within the databases of the platform. The data is 

therefore owned by the platform owners and further used by them to monetize the content. They 

do this by analyzing and personalizing services and adverts, but also by selling this data to other 

companies. Consumers as well as hackers are increasingly realizing the amount of personal data 

that these cooperation’s own. This has resulted in an increased distrust as well as hacking into 

these systems.  

With the use of blockchain and other technologies we are now moving towards a 3.0 Web 

where the users can generate value for themselves on platforms which are offering more privacy 

and control to the users. A lot of the communication on the Web 2.0 platforms is owned and 

controlled by the underlying platforms and contributors, but with these new 3.0 applications the 

users themselves can be in control and extract credits from their actions, rather than just social 

capital. Blockchain systems are trying to re-incorporate trust by offering a system where the 

content is distributed among all the participants in “locked blocks” which cannot be hacked.  

1.1	Objective		

The objective of the research is to explore the individual use of personal profiles, and the different 

use patterns seen as the users’ perceptions of value of their contributions on these sites change.  

1.2		Research	Question	

The research question to be answered is thus:  

How is user’s perceptions of personal profiles affected by the implementation of blockchain based 

profiles? 

 

The paper will investigate and analyze users on two different social media platforms through a 

netnographic study. One of the platforms is centrally stored, and managed and owned as a Web 

2.0 platform, and the other being a distributed platform on a blockchain that based as a Web 3.0 

platform.  
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2.0	Literature	review	

This paper discusses several important topics that will be explained in this section.  

2.1	Social	Media		

Social media are computer-mediated technologies that facilitate the creation and sharing of 

information, ideas, interests and other forms of expression through virtual communities and 

networks. The variety of social media services that are currently available introduces challenges 

of definition. There are 4 common features that are seen on social media platforms; (1) they are 

interactive internet-based applications, (2) with user generated content running the platform, (3), 

the content is shared and posted through service-specific profiles, (4) these platforms facilitates 

the development of online social networks by connecting user profiles with similar individuals and 

groups (Baruah, 2012).  

 

In, 2015 nearly two-thirds of American adults (65%) used social networking sites. This was an 

increase from 7% in 2005 (Pew Research, 2015).  The rise of social media has affected such things 

as work, politics and political deliberation, communications patterns around the globe, as well as 

the way people get and share information about health, civic life, news consumption, communities, 

teenage life, parenting, dating and even people’s level of stress (Pew Research, 2015).  

 

By engaging and interacting with social media platforms, users can create highly interactive 

platforms by engaging with individuals, communities and organizations by sharing, co-creating, 

discussing and modifying user-generated content as well as pre-made content posted online. These 

communities “introduce substantial and pervasive changes to communication between 

organizations, communities and individuals”(Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 

2011). Social media platforms operates in a dialogic transmission system that never was possible 

before, as the traditional media operates in a monologic transmission model (Baruah, 2012).  

Social media can help to improve an individual's sense of connectedness with real or online 

communities, and social media can be an effective communication (or marketing) tool for 

corporations, entrepreneurs, nonprofit organizations, advocacy groups, political parties, and 

governments (Kietzmann et al., 2011)  
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2.2	Blockchain	system	

In its core, blockchain is similar to a very secure distributed database. The most prominent 

difference is the way how information is stored in sequential blocks of data, in which each block 

is linked to the entirety of all the preceding blocks. A blockchain implementation supported by a 

well-functioning ecosystem is thus tamper-proof because all mining actors hold the same historical 

blockchain state. Transactions can only be appended, and the ledger of past transactions is 

immutable; hence provenance is secured as well. As with any complicated matter, there are various 

definitions in use to describe blockchain. The original Bitcoin whitepaper by Nakamoto (2008) 

explains how a blockchain based system acts as a chain of digital signatures, where public-private 

key cryptography, hashing, timestamping and a decentralized infrastructure could be used to create 

a peer-to-peer electronic cash system. The most outstanding feature about blockchain is that 

nobody has ever come close to hacking the system as a whole. The high level of security is due to 

its tamper-proof qualities. Past transactions can never be deleted as they are known by the entire 

ecosystem, and new transactions can only be appended to the blocks. These qualities ensure that 

the transaction record is always intact. 

 

Bitcoin, introduced by Nakomoto (2008) was the first working cryptocurrency that was not owned 

by a central authority. Blockchains was originally used to provide a new way of creating money 

and transferring it via the Internet, the technology can also be used to run and govern decentralized 

systems by means of smart contracts (Parra-Moyano & Ross, 2017. Smart contracts are computer 

protocols that facilitate, verify, or enforce predefined clauses whenever a set of conditions is given 

(Parra-Moyano & Ross, 2017.  

 

Glaser (2017) provides a solid ontological development of blockchain systems concepts and 

defines a common set of blockchain components and relationships. According to Glaser (2017) 

there are  two layers of code —namely, the fabric layer and the application layer. The term fabric 

layer denotes the system’s code base, which embraces communication, the public-key 

infrastructure, the software that constructs and maintains the database, and the execution 

environment of the system (Parra-Moyano & Ross, 2017). One important characteristic of 

blockchain systems is that they do not allow for a differentiation between users and user 
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management modules, which implies that all the users have complete transparency when reading 

the transactions and the smart contract code deployed (Parra-Moyano & Ross, 2017).  

 

The application layer comprises the application logic of the services implemented in the form of 

smart contracts. The application layer encompasses three dimensions —namely, the ecosystem 

closeness, the value linking, and the market type. The closeness of the ecosystem refers to the 

extent to which the system needs to interact with other structures that are outside of the blockchain-

based framework —that is, with other trusted interfaces. Since the decentralization of control ends 

at the boundaries of the blockchain-based system, the more closed the system is, the higher the 

leverage of a blockchain-based solution. The value linking of the system refers to the intrinsic 

value of the tokens that are exchanged between parties within the system. The last dimension of 

the application layer is market type, which describes the nature of the market in which the 

blockchain-based solution is framed (Parra-Moyano & Ross, 2017).  

2.3	GDPR	

In May 2015, the European Commission published its Digital Single Market strategy, designed to 

produce a seamless commercial market across national borders to improve online access to goods 

and services, set a level playing field for competing firms, and spur economic growth. As part of 

this regulatory harmonization, the EU adopted the General Data Protection Regulation to facilitate 

net neutrality, cloud computing, access to big data and protection of citizens’ personal data (Global 

Legal Blockchain Consortium ).  

 

The GDPR will become enforceable from 25 may 2018. It was created as a response to the rapidly-

evolving challenges posed by the information economy to the preservation of individual privacy 

and autonomy (EU).  The GDPR focuses on giving citizens more control of their personal data by 

limiting the scope of lawful data processing, enforcing a right to erasure of data, a right to data 

portability and a right to the consent of the usage of one’s personal data (Global Legal Blockchain 

Consortium ). The GDPR defines that the rights of the “data subject,” that is, the individual whose 

data it is, be protected (EU). It also mandates that data controllers and processor abide by the 

principle of “data protection by design and default”. This means that privacy is fundamentally 

included as part of an architected solution. By requiring that the controllers and processors use 
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common technological standards, the GDPR aims at creating an environment that protects the 

users and their control of their data (Global Legal Blockchain Consortium ). 

 

Part of the expanded rights of the data subjects is their right to obtain confirmation on whether, 

where and for what purpose personal data concerning them is being processed by the data 

controller. The right to be forgotten, also known as the right to data erasure, entitles the data subject 

the right to get the data controller to erase his/her personal data. 

 

In the GDPR, the conditions for consent have been strengthened. The request for consent must be 

given in an intelligible and easily accessible form, with the purpose for data processing attached 

to that consent. Consent must be clear and distinguishable from other matters and provided to an 

intelligible and easily accessible form, using clear and plain language. It must be as easy to 

withdraw consent as it is to give it (EU). 

 

The businesses dealing with personal data that is related to or about European citizens must deal 

with the GDPR. The customers must receive extended information about the flow of information 

that is sent and stored. The information must be relevant for the occasion and be stored for a reason. 

They must protect the users, let them see the information and let them transfer the information. 

The consent to store this information must be clear. The data stored must be cryptographically 

stored in order to protect the user (EU). Any company that does business in Europe or towards 

European citizens will need to comply. The maximum fine that a company in breach of the GDPR 

can receive is as high as 4% of annual global turnover or €20 Million (whichever is greater) (EU). 

2.4	Data	protection	

The perceived value of personal and proprietary data has increased tremendously. Big companies 

create massive data warehouses where they store this information in order to analyze and create 

value from it. The behavioral traces produced by these applications are a treasure for the advertisers 

and the company itself. Harnessing social media activity for purposes of targeted marketing or 

relationship building is a growing business. Being able to identify customers is a key part of this 

process because it enables companies to better target individuals for marketing purposes and to 

learn more about their customers in order to deepen the relationship. To the extent that individuals 

produce content online, they may be identified (Ellison 2013). 
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The terms big data and big data analytics have recently been used to describe the data sets and 

analytical techniques in applications that are so large and complex that they require advanced and 

unique data storage, management, analysis, and visualization technologies. We are living in a big 

data era with explosively growing amount of data (Cheng, Chen, Sun, Zhang, & Tao, 2018). This 

data has penetrated all aspects of life, and is gradually becoming an important factor in all aspects 

of business (De Mauro, Greco, & Grimaldi, 2014). The arrival of the big data are has inevitably 

brought up challenges for the ability of data controlling (Cheng et al., 2018). The ability for 

knowledge discovery in databases was first defined in 1989 as a nontrivial process of identifying 

valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns from a data sets (Fayyad, 

Piatetsky-Shapiro, & Smyth, 1996).  

 

Corporate data mining sell personal information to direct marketers, law enforcement and 

governmental agencies (Michael, Burgess, Cās, Bellanova, & Peissl, 2017). The spoils of these 

data mining ventures are bits of information that are in essence re-privatized as the property of 

data clearing houses. Thus, the commodification of private information that has been collected, 

recast as private property, and sold, illustrates the ambiguity of the public and the private in the 

contemporary data sphere. This can interfere with the solitude or anonymity implicit in the 

guarantees of privacy laws. Access to information in democracies is pitted against individual 

desires to control personal information in accordance with privacy guarantees (Fernback, 2013). 

Antagonisms exist between freedom of information and the inclination toward control of 

information (Michael et al., 2017).  

 

Economic growth in the future is dependent on global data sharing. Due to the rapid adoption of 

new technologies, the use of data, when well managed, can change business models and improve 

efficiency. The recent increase in reported incidents of surveillance and security breaches 

compromising users’ privacy call into question the current model, in which third-parties collect 

and control massive amounts of personal data. The amount of data in our world is rapidly 

increasing. Facebook, the largest online social-network, collected 300 petabytes of personal data 

since its inception – a hundred times the amount the Library of Congress has collected in over 200 

years (Zyskind & Pentland, n.d.). 
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In the Big Data era, data is constantly being collected and analyzed, leading to innovation and 

economic growth. Companies and organizations use the data they collect to personalize services, 

optimize the corporate decision-making process, predict future trends and more. Today, data is a 

valuable asset in our economy. While we all reap the benefits of a data-driven society, there is a 

growing public concern about user privacy. Centralized organizations – both public and private, 

amass large quantities of personal and sensitive information. Individuals have little or no control 

over the data that is stored about them and how it is used. In recent years, public media has 

repeatedly covered controversial incidents related to privacy. Personal data, and sensitive data in 

general, should not be trusted in the hands of third-parties, where they are susceptible to attacks 

and misuse. Instead, users should own and control their data without compromising security or 

limiting companies’ and authorities’ ability to provide personalized services (Zyskind & Pentland, 

n.d.).  

 

Data breaches have gained attention with the increasing use of digital files and companies and 

users large reliance on digital data. Even though data breaches happened before digitization of 

information the popularity of the digital platforms brought data breach to a new dimension as the 

volume and importance of the data exposed have considerably increased (Statista). Worldwide, 

identity theft is the most common type of data breach incident, accounting for 59 percent of all 

global data breach incidents in 2016 (Breach level index).  

 

Data breaches are happening on a daily basis. And as the number of breaches have soared, the 

scale of attacks has escalated as well. According to the Breach Level Index, 1.9 billion data 

records worldwide were compromised during the first half of 2017 due to 918 data breaches. The 

number of lost, stolen or compromised records increased by an overwhelming 164 percent 

compared to the last six months of 2016 (Breach level index).  

 

As businesses struggle to maintain and protect consumer data, consumers are growing wary of 

both the attitude and practices those organizations take in order to do so. Concern among 

consumers is high. Two-thirds (67 percent) of consumers fear that they will fall victim to a data 

breach in the future. They know who they’ll blame if their personal information is stolen. Sixty-
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two percent of consumers believe that companies are primarily responsible for the security of their 

information, and an overwhelming 93 percent of consumers said they would take or consider 

taking legal action against an enterprise that has been breached (Bluefin). 

 

Social networks have been faulted for the systematic surveillance of its users in critiques that often 

focus on violations of user privacy. Surveillance is the practice of rigorous monitoring, sometimes 

openly and sometimes illicitly, of human data for the purposes of control (Fernback, 2013). The 

expansion of a hearty surveillance environment, whether protective or invasive, results from the 

interaction among corporate, military, technological, legal, economic, and political bureaucracies. 

As the techniques and means of surveillance were gradually integrated across these bureaucracies 

in the form of record-keeping, surveillance became endemic to modern life. Eventually, military 

bureaucratization led to governmental surveillance, criminal surveillance, and consumer 

surveillance (Allmer, 2011). The digital revolution created an atmosphere in which surveillance is 

ubiquitous, acute, and naturalized. Ultimately, digital technologies allow monitoring by means of 

databases, video surveillance, interlinked IDs, swipe cards, and the huge data repositories. The 

surveillance state cultivated by corporate monitoring of information traces found on social media 

can culminate in citizens being targeted by data brokers or identity thieves (Fernback, 2013).  

 

2.5	Tokenomics			

A token is “a unit of value that an organization creates to self-govern its business model, and 

empower its users to interact with its products, while facilitating the distribution and sharing of 

rewards and benefits to all of its stakeholders” (Mougayar). A cryptocurrency token represent a 

programmable currency unit that is bolted to a blockchain, and is part of a smart contract logic in 

the context of a specific software application. A token is a privately issued currency (Mougayar).  

 

Unlike traditional currency, most cryptocurrency also embodies a tradable good. It might represent 

a fraction of a share, a discount, or access to a service. Tokens can do things that traditional 

currencies can’t. Because they are built on blockchains, they provide incorruptible records of 

transactions. They allow electronic payments without an intermediary. And they can be used for 

effective micropayments, exchanging a small fraction of an asset (Tomaino). One of the most 

important uses of tokens that they create literal buy-in. Once someone has invested in a platform 
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and has a token for use there, they are more likely to return. Utility tokens can become a way to 

building up a user base. Used the right way, utility tokens provide a better motive for people to use 

a service. If they let people do something active on the platform they can establish a sense of 

achievement and discourage departure (Barrera) 

 

Tokens can be seen as the digital identity of “something” that can be owned by the members of 

the ecosystem it is inhibited in (Glatz). Tokens can therefore have a representational dimension 

that stretch into the physical, virtual or legal realm. They can represent voting rights, ownership 

shares in the ‘company’, virtual stock options, and whatever else one might think of. The 

functionality of those tokens is immediately and exclusively defined within the smart contract 

where they are created, or within the network of smart contracts within which such a token can be 

transferred (Glatz). 

 

Tokens were one of the first applications that pushed blockchains beyond their original use as 

accounting ledgers. Tokens themselves are units of account that are used to keep track of who 

owns how much of some quantity. The token concept is central to most social and economic 

innovations developed with blockchain technology. A token is a socio-technological construct. It 

has a technological part, as an entry in a blockchain database and a social part,	as	an agreement 

between a group of people. The social aspect of the token represents the relationship and status of 

the member and their relationships with other members. Tokens derive value from faithfully 

reflecting the changes in those relationships and statuses over time (Mougayar). 

 

Blockchains has enabled the development of new types of organizations who are issuing their own 

currency in the form of digital money or cryptocurrency, and they are setting their own terms and 

rules around its operations, in essence creating new self-sustainable mini-economies. Reward 

models based on cryptographic tokens is emerging as an essential component of the blockchain 

based systems. (Mougayar). Tokens thus enable Internet tribes to emerge not in the form of 

traditional companies as we know them, but instead in a new type of organization called 

a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO). A DAO is best described as a group of people 

bound together not by a legal entity and formal contracts, but instead by cryptographic tokens 

(incentives) and fully transparent rules that are written into the software. A work token that gives 
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users the right to contribute work to a DAO and earn in exchange for their work. Work tokens are 

tokens that give individuals rights to contribute work to a DAO (and earn value) to help it function 

properly. Tokens provide a model for creating shared computing resources (including databases, 

compute, and file storage, CPU-sharing) while keeping the control of those resources decentralized 

(and without requiring an organization to maintain them). well-designed token networks include 

an efficient mechanism to incentivize network participants to overcome the bootstrap problem that 

bedevils traditional network development (Tomaino).  

 

Mougaya proposed a framework with 3 tenets for the token utility being; role, features and 

purpose. Each role has a key purpose. By owning a token a users gain a specific right, as can be to 

use a product, governance actions, contribution, voting or plain access to the product or market. 

The token can also be used as a tool to enrich the user experience, including basic actions like 

joining a network, or connecting with users. It can also be used as an incentive, if it is given in 

return for performing an action. The token is an atomic unit of value exchange in a particular 

ecosystem of a blockchain. The token and blockchain is therefore creating a transactional economy 

between buyers and sellers. This consists of features that allow users to earn value and to spend it 

on services that are internal to the inherent ecosystem. They can earn value as tokens by doing 

either active, or passive work. The token is a very efficient payment method and transaction engine 

of choice. The tokens are a key for enabling frictionless transactions inside these closed blockchain 

environments (Mougayar).  

 

Tokenization is an aspect of blockchain technology that is enabling the effective transfer of value 

across the internet. (Aru) The fluidity and liquidity created by this concept helps to connect 

products and services while defying the restrictions of location and continually breaking the 

barriers of compatibility. The beauty of the work token model is that, absent any speculators, 

increased usage of the network will cause an increase in the price of the token. As demand for the 

service grows, more revenue will flow to service providers (Samani). Given a fixed supply of 

tokens, service providers will rationally pay more per token for the right to earn part of a growing 

cash flow stream (Samani ).  
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3.0	Methodology		

The research philosophy defines important assumptions about the way in which the researcher 

view the world and how the strategy is underpinned.  

3.1	Philosophy		

The philosophy of the paper is based on an interpretivistic study that is based on the assumptions 

that social phenomena are created from the perceptions and consequent actions of those social 

actors concerned with their existence. This is a continual process in that through the process of 

social interactions these social phenomena are in a constant state of revision. There is, through this 

perspective, necessary to study the details of the situation to understand the reality. It is important 

to explore the subjective meanings motivating the actions of social actors in order to understand 

these actions. Social constructivists views reality as being socially constructed. Social actors may 

place many different interpretations on the situations in which they find themselves. Individuals 

will perceive different situations in varying ways as a consequence of their own view of the world. 

These different interpretations are likely to affect their actions and the nature of their social 

interactions with others. In this sense, people do not only interact with their environment, they also 

seek to make sense of it through their interpretations of events and the meanings that they draw 

from these events. People’s own actions may be seen by others as being meaningful in the context 

of these socially constructed interpretations and meanings. It is important to understand the 

subjective realities of the users in order to understand their motives, actions and intentions in a 

way that is meaningful (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2008). 

 

The epistemology concerns what constitutes acceptable knowledge in the field of study. In this 

paper, it is argued that the social world is far too complex to lend itself to theorizing by definite 

laws. Rich insights into this complex world are lost if such complexity is reduced entirely to a 

series of law-like generalizations. Interpretivist advocates that it is necessary for the necessary to 

understand differences between humans in our role as social actors. Social actors interpret their 

everyday social roles in accordance with the meaning they give these roles. In addition, they 

interpret the social roles of others in accordance with their own sets of meanings. Crucial to this 

interpretivist philosophy is that the researcher has to adopt an empathetic stance. The researcher 
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has to enter the social world of the research subjects and understand their world from their point 

of view (Saunders et al., 2008). 

3.2	Research	Approaches	

The theory will be made explicit in the design of the research. The extent to which this paper is 

clear about the theory raises an important question concerning the design of the research project. 

This paper is focusing on testing theories, and is therefore using a deductive approach. Deduction 

involves the development of a theory that is subjected to a rigorous test. It is therefore the dominant 

research approach in the natural sciences, where laws present the basis of explanation, allow the 

anticipation of phenomena, predict their occurrences and therefore permit them to be controlled 

(Saunders et al., 2008).  

 

Deduction possesses several important characteristics. In order to pursue the principle of scientific 

rigor, deduction dictates that the researcher should be independent of what is being observed. 

Using deduction, the concepts under question need to be operationalized in a way that enables 

facts to be measured quantitatively. Problems are better understood if they are reduced to the 

simplest possible elements. The final characteristic of deduction is generalization. In order to be 

able to generalize statistically about regularities in human social behavior it is necessary to select 

samples of sufficient numerical size (Saunders et al., 2008). 

3.4	Research	strategy		

An exploratory study is a valuable means of finding out and understand a problem. It is a flexible 

study that is adaptive to changes. The focus of the study is initially broad and progressively 

becomes narrower as the research progresses. The research intends merely to explore a research 

question, and not to offer any final or conclusive solution to an existing problem (Saunders et al., 

2008). 

 

The data collection techniques employed are various and used in combination including an 

netnographic study applied with secondary literature. Consequently, by applying a case study 

strategy a triangulation of multiple sources of data is applied. Triangulation refers to the use of 

different data collection techniques within one study in order to ensure understanding of what the 

data is telling, and the understanding of it (Saunders et al., 2008). 
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3.4.1	Secondary	data	

Secondary data include written materials that might be important raw data sources in their own 

right. Written documents are used as qualitative data, in order to triangulate findings based on 

written documents and primary data collected through interviews. Multiple-source secondary data 

can be based entirely on documentary secondary data. One method of compilation is to extract and 

combine selected comparable variables in order to undertake a longitudinal study. Research is 

dependent on access being granted by the owners of the data. Findings can be placed within a more 

general context or, alternatively, triangulate the findings. Secondary data generally provide a 

source of data that is both permanent and available in a form that may be checked relatively easily 

by others (Saunders et al., 2008). 

3.4.2	Netnography	

Netnography is an online research method that originated from ethnograph. It was applied as a tool 

to understand the social interactions in the context of digital communication on the Reddit and 

Steemit social platforms. It is a method that is rooted in participant observation. A significant 

amount of the data will originate in and be manifested through the digital traces of naturally 

occurring public conversations recorded on these platforms (Arnould & Epp, 2006).  

 

The need to understand the cultural meaning of participation on online communities has grown 

exponentially since the appraisal of Web 2.0 interfaces (i.e., user-generated content), along with 

the growth onto Web 3.0 interfaces now, and a usage of blockchain as an underlying technology. 

Technology and social platforms are used as a gateway to social interactions with other users in 

the form of discussions, forums or chats. Furthermore, cultural practices within the physical world 

are extended to, and enhanced by, these online communities. With ethnography as its background, 

an netnographic study can be used to understand and reflect upon communication patterns in order 

to understand the practices and social implications of the online communities of interest 

(Mariampolski, 2005). 

 

The distinctive characteristics of the online platforms of interest were studied. Further on, 

structured interviews were conducted on the platforms. This was done in order to establish data in 

context to extend understanding of those data into related concepts, archives, communications, and 
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sites. Reflective field notes, in which the ethnographer recorded her observations were 

accumulated (Arnould & Epp, 2006).  
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4.0	Case	description	

The two cases Steemit and Reddit will be described in order to provide an overview and general 

understanding of the two platforms  

4.1	Steemit	

The Steemit platform deploys a blogging and social networking website imposed on the Steem 

Blockchain database. The Steemit project was officially launched in July 2016 as a social platform 

(Steem Center). It is aiming to support the community of users by returning much of its value to 

the people who provide valuable contributions.  

 

Steemit is a blog-based social news website that allows participants to receive micropayments both 

for generating content as well as identifying popular content when it is first posted. Steemit is 

based on a blockchain with the cryptocurrency STEEM that is externally tradeable. The core of 

Steemit is a set of posts created by its users. Authors of blog posts, comments and replies that are 

upvoted by other users receive STEEM Dollars, according to a formula involving the number of 

voters, the ‘reputation’ of these voters and the current US Dollar/STEEM exchange rate. The 

STEEM Dollar rewards can be converted into offline currencies or other cryptocurrencies through 

currency exchanges. The rewards does not cost the voters because it is taken from the platform 

and regenerated over time (“Steem,” 2018). 

 

Steemit is structured as a reputation system where votes on posts influence the user’s reputation, 

incentivizing better online etiquette, comportment and interaction between community members. 

Steemit is designed around the concept that a user’s meaningful contributions to the community 

should be recognized for the value it adds. When people are recognized for their meaningful 

contributions, they will continue to contribute, and the user-generated content will continue to 

grow. User accounts can upvote posts and comments, and the authors who get upvoted can 

receive a monetary reward in a cryptocurrency token named Steem and US dollar-pegged tokens 

called STEEM Dollars. People are also rewarded for discovering the popular content. 

Discovering involves voting comments and post submissions. Vote strength and discorvery 

rewards are influenced by the amount of Steem Power held by the voter (“Steem,” 2018). The 

voting input is therefore critical for the accurate allocation of payments to the contributors.  
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Steemit includes third-party applications, such as d.tube, a decentralized video platform based on 

the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) protocol. D.tube is similar to YouTube, but without 

advertisements, instead it uses the built-in Steem currency which gets awarded by users upvoting 

videos (“Steem,” 2018). 

 

Social capital is an important feature of the Steemit platform with “good” behavior that is 

appreciated by a wider group is financially beneficial. Networking and interaction on the platform 

is the driving factor, rather than just content creation. The continued importance of the personal 

dimension on the Steemit platform suggests that social capital is more important than content. 

Thus, it seems possible that users overall are more focused on social capital than content (“Steem,” 

2018). 

 

Compared to other blockchains, Steemit stands out as the first publicly accessible database for 

immutably stored content in the form of plain text, along with an in-built incentivizing mechanism. 

This makes Steemit a public publishing platform from which any Internet application may pull 

and share data while rewarding those who contribute the most valuable content. In the field of 

crypto-currencies, the unique properties of STEEM make it both “smart” and “social” compared 

to others, such as bitcoin and ether (“Steem,” 2018). This stems from two new token features. The 

first is a pool of tokens dedicated to incentivizing content creation and curation (called the 

“rewards pool”). The second is a voting system that leverages the wisdom of the crowd to assess 

the value of content and distribute tokens to it. These two unique properties when combined are 

referred to as Proof-of-Brain, which is an entendre based on Proof-of-Work , meant to emphasize 

the human work required to distribute tokens to community participants. Proof-of Brain positions 

STEEM as a tool for building perpetually growing communities, which encourage their members 

to add value to the community through the built in rewards structure. All of this allows it to support 

the mission of bringing smart and social currency to publishers and community builders across the 

Internet (“Steem,” 2018). 

 

STEEM recognizes that the value of all user contributions (posts and votes) is greater than the sum 

of the parts. A single comment is worth next to nothing, but millions of curated posts is worth 
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many millions (or possibly even billions) of dollars. A single vote provides little curation value, 

but billions of votes is very effective curation. Content without curation is of limited value. It is 

the links between information that give it significant value. Because everyone benefits, everyone 

should pay. In other words, no individual user should be expected to pay for anything, but instead 

should be paid for everything they do that brings value to STEEM. 

4.2	Reddit	

Reddit is a social news aggregation, web content rating and discussion website. Registered 

members can submit content, such as links, text posts, and images to the site. These are then voted 

up or down by the other members. Submissions with more up-votes appears higher up on the site. 

Reddit had 542 million monthly visitors in February 2018, making it the 3rd most visited website 

in the U.S and 6th in the world (Statista).  
 

The site appears as a collection of entries submitted by its registered users, essentially a bulletin 

board system. It is divided into numerous categories, and the most popular posts from these 

‘subreddits’ appears higher up on the page and eventually appearing on the site’s front page. 

Users earn "post karma" and "comment karma" points for submitting text posts, link posts, and 

comments, which accumulate on their user profile. "Post karma" refers to karma points received 

from text and link posts, while "comment karma" refers to karma points received from comments. 

Reddit also created a system of points called "creddits". Karma in general is a number that 

represent the attention a post has gotten (Reddit).  

 

Reddit gold creddits are like gift certificates: each creddit allows a user to give one month of Reddit 

gold to someone else. Creddits confer status, not perquisites. They serve as a badge of honor for a 

user among their peers (Reddit). 

The website is known for its open nature and diverse user community that generate its content. Its 

demographics allows for wide-ranging subject areas, or main subreddits, that receive much 

attention, as well as the ability for smaller subreddits to serve more niche purposes. The unique 

possibilities that subreddits provide create new opportunities for raising attention and fostering 

discussion across many areas. In gaining popularity in terms of unique users per day, Reddit has 

been a platform for many to raise publicity for a number of causes. And with that increased ability 
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to garner attention and a large audience, users can use one of the largest communities on the 

Internet for new, revolutionary, and influential purposes (Reddit).  

 

Its popularity has enabled users to take advantage of its large community base. Its innovative 

socially rating and sorting system drives a method that is useful for fulfilling certain goals of 

viewership or simply finding answers to interesting questions. User sentiments about the website's 

function and structure include feelings about the breadth and depth of the discussions on Reddit 

and how the site makes it easy to discover new and interesting items (Reddit). 
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5.0	Findings	

The data collection was, as mentioned, done by a netnographic study of analyzing content, user 

behavior and contribution, as well as actively using the platforms in order to ask questions on both 

the Reddit platform and Steemit platform. The findings are a compression of field notes as well as 

publicly published posts from users that interact on the platforms.  

5.1	Reddit	

It is possible to be a “non-interacting” participant who solely read on the platform without 

registering, but that implies that they are not considered a “user” and cannot participate and interact 

on the platform. Unless people solely want to read posts once in a while, people tend to establish 

a profile in order to be considered a user. It is easy, convenient and free to establish a profile. Most 

people want to have an account in order to interact on the platform by participating in discussions, 

ask questions, or post things they find interesting. When they contribute with content that is 

perceived interesting or considered to be worth an “upvote”, and many votes on it, the collective 

users who posted and voted will receive karma points (Findings 1, 2, 3, 16). 

 

If and when a user gain higher karma points it allows them stronger rights of participation on the 

platform. A certain amount of points gives them a right to participate and create different 

subreddits. Most users are interested in the subreddit that gives a right to join or create groups and 

smaller communities, in order to be a part of something “special”. Karma points can also increase 

self-confidence as they feel that their opinions are appreciated and matter with a sense of validation 

and pride. The use of karma-points is also ensuring and encouraging the users to engage and 

continue to engage in a gamification sensation (Findings 4, 5, 6). 

 

Users expect that they would actually vote on their preferences on a post rather on how many 

points they could receive if karma-points did not exist. If karma-points did not exist votes would 

be the only important element, and would change which posts that were voted on. Users expect 

that posts that are considered funny would be more likely to be voted on rather than the most 

interesting and debatable. The game aspect would be removed, leading to less interaction and 

participation, with less returning users (Findings 11, 12, 13, 14).  
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The users gain personal value while participating on the platform. The platform is, for many users, 

a form of time-consumption for solving a sense of boredom. Many users seek social media, such 

as reddit, when looking for some entertainment and something to do when they are bored. People 

also participate in order to learn from a wide variety of topics. Self-worth is increased or decreased 

based on the upvote of comments and posts. An important reason for participating is enforced by 

the karma-points that is generated based on popular posts and comments (Findings 1,2,3, 7,8, 9, 

10) . 

 

Reddit claims that their data collection is completely neutral. They collect and store the 

information that is directly provided to them, this includes account information, content submitted 

to the platform, actions taken on the platform, transactional information, or other information 

collected from forms, promotions or other Reddit-sponsored activities. Some information is also 

automatically collected by the Reddit platform. This includes log and usage data, information 

collected by cookies and similar technologies, and location information. They do not only store 

information from their own platform, but also from other sources. This includes information from 

other users and third parties, that is combined with the other information they have in order to 

understand the users and give them more personalized advertising and content. This information 

can be coming from linked services, integration services (Findings 23).  

 

The collected information in the Reddit databases is used to provide and improve their services, 

safety, support, communication, monitoring and analyzing trends and personalization of service 

and advertisements. The information is therefore shared with linked services, partners, in order to 

comply with the law, to enforce policies and rights, with affiliates, with user consent, but also 

sometimes aggregated or de-identified information. All posts submitted by a user is publicly 

visible on the platform, as well as the profile itself. The posts can further be shared on other social 

media platforms (Findings 23).   

 

This information is by default allowed to be shared, analyzed and stored by the platform itself as 

well as partners, but the user are allowed to access and change certain parts of this. The user can 

change and delete their account. This entails that the profile is no longer visible to other users and 

disassociated from content that was posted from that account. The posts, comments and messages 
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will however still be visible unless they are specifically removed. Information may still be kept by 

Reddit as required by law of for legitimate business purposes. The users can also control which 

services are linked to their profiles, remove or reject cookies, opt-out form some adverts and 

analytics, as well as personalization of content and advertisements. The information that is stored 

is kept for as long as it is necessary for the purposes it was originally collected (Findings 23).  

 

5.2	Steemit	

On Steemit you also need an account to interact, but also to roam around on the platform. You 

need to be approved as a “participant” on the platform as a real actor. This also allow the participant 

to earn Steem Power (Findings 19, 20). 

 

Users contribute to, and generate value on, the Steemit platform in order to receive credit for 

valuable content and build relationships in the community by engaging with them. The users use 

this platform as there is no central authority that can constitute censorship or control based on their 

interests. Content can be flagged or voted on, and thus “censored” out based on the community’s 

interest (Findings 19, 20, 21, 22). 

 

STEEM power is valuable due to its value as a currency that can be extracted from the blockchain 

and exchanged to fiat/traditional money. The amount of STEEM power is based on a user’s 

engagement and its appreciation and validation. When a post is seen as interesting they will vote 

on this post. If a post receives many votes, the user who made it will receive STEEM power.  The 

users who initiated the voting on this post will also gain STEEM power. When a user generates a 

higher Steem power they also have more control and their contributions are more valuable for the 

platform due to its contribution of higher impact to the platform. The more they invest in the 

platform and its currency the more power they receive (Findings 17, 21).  

 

If STEEM power did not exist, the engagement on the platform would decrease. The initial interest 

for the users to gain STEEM power would be removed. Users would no longer seek more points, 

thus decrease their engagement in posts, votes and comments. The votes and upvoted content 

would change as the users no longer want to consider what other users might find interesting in 

order to gain more STEEM power themselves. The quality filter would then be completely 
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different. The removal of Steem power would also remove the gamification aspect. Without Steem 

power or credit to and from the contributors, and investors on the platform the whole transfer and 

concept of STEEM power and its application on a blockchain aspects would be removed and the 

platform could not exist in the same way. The STEEM blockchain is dependent on the creation of 

content and distribution of assets (Findings 18).  

 

STEEM power ensures more rights and more value for the participation. Users can gain higher 

STEEM power by investing in the platform, either by funding the actual blockchain or by 

providing valuable contribution that is voted upon or voting themselves on valuable content. Power 

is increased by reputation and is increased when other participants vote on the same content. When 

a user gains more STEEM power, this can also be extracted as revenue. Users can thus earn a 

revenue based on their contribution when it is considered valuable for the other platform users 

(Findings 18, 20).  

 

People are participating in order to enrich themselves, both by earning STEEM, but also to be a 

part of a community. Participation is not based on advertising, but on content and the reputation. 

The Steemit platform is owned by the community, so the revenue of the content is given to the 

community. It is not paid by the advertisers, but created and built by the users. The users who 

generate valuable content by either posting content that others vote on, or voting on content that 

gets popular will be credited for it.  The value is based on the perception of what the users perceive 

as valuable content, and the supply and demand of the currency behind the platform (Findings 20). 

 

The data on the Steemit blockchain is hashed, but readable. If all data is encrypted and can only 

be decrypted with a key that could be made unavailable if a user wants their data removed. This 

technique would also allow for having private data that is stored off-chain, but if needed, publicly 

publish it. By default, only pseudonymized data is stored on the blockchain with public keys and 

user names. A person should not be identified by their username or public key. They are not 

required to publish or give any personal information when creating their profiles. Steemit does not 

enforce requirement for people to reveal their identity, and should therefore only entail personal 

identifiable information if users post it themselves. Data on the STEEM blockchain can therefore 

be encrypted in order to ensure that the information is inaccessible and obscured by the front-end 
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tools. Steemit as a front-end app are only presenting the data in readable form. Steemit and its 

backend STEEM would then be able to comply with the “Right to be Forgotten”. The content will 

still be accessible, but decrypted on the platform, and is impossible to remove from blockchain. 

Steemit therefore has very little user data. All of it is stored on the underlying STEEM blockchain. 

You can view it all with steemd.com. As a blockchain, the previous transactions as posts, cannot 

be erased or even altered after it has been published. A user cannot change any of it, all you can 

do is add new information on top of it (Findings 24). 
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6.0	Analysis		

Social media channels can be categorized in kind of service and approaches using the honeycomb 

model of seven functional building blocks, defined by Kietzmann, Hermkens, McCarthy and 

Silvestre (2011). These building blocks are; identity, conversations, sharing, presence, 

relationships, reputation, and groups. Each block allows for unpacking and analyzing a specific 

facet of social media user experience.  The blocks are neither mutually exclusive, nor do they all 

have to be present in one platform. They are constructs that allow us to make sense of how different 

levels of social media functionality can be configured (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

By defining the building blocks that Reddit and Steemit fit into, it is easier to see how they differ 

and are similar as social media platforms. In the next section, we will discuss some of the concepts 

presented here. 

 

 

 

 

6.1	Identity		

The identity functional block represents the extent to which users 

reveal their identities in a social media setting. This is happening 

with personal information such as name, age, gender, profession and 

location. The presentation of a user’s identity can often happen 

through the conscious or unconscious ‘self-disclosure’ of subjective 

information such as through thoughts, feelings, likes, and dislikes (Kietzmann et 

al., 2011).  

 

Both platforms acknowledge and implement user profiles as part of their core. The identity 

aspect of the platform is mostly seen in the backend of Reddit as they use the profile to analyze 

the users. The presentation is occurring unconsciously as the users interact on the platform and 

self-disclose subjective information about themselves, such as thoughts, feelings, likes, dislikes 

and even locations. The users and the Reddit platform have different discourse aims and 

preferences about the usage of this information. The users have to create a profile revealing their 
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email address in order to interact and engage on the platforms. One major implication of the 

identity aspect of the platform is privacy. Users willingly share their identities, yet this does not 

mean they do not care what happens to this information (Breach level index). The users does 

increasingly have concerns about how their data is used and sold fordata mining and 

surveillance, and the extent to which Reddit passively facilitate or actively encourage these 

activities. They are realizing that they need a careful balance between sharing identities and 

protecting their privacy. 

 

On Steemit the profiles are used to recognize and send their contribution. The users are seen as 

anonymous for the other platform users. All their contributions are stored on the STEEM 

blockchain, and used in order to calculate the STEEM power gained in return for their 

contributions (Finding 20). Reddit use the profiles as a way to generate revenue from each user by 

analyzing and selling their data to provide personalized service and adverts. The identity is the 

users, with their personal information, but the data that comes from its interaction with the world 

is owned by Reddit. Every time the user log on and interact on the platform, Reddit collect 

information about them, in order to slowly build a complete understanding of each user. They 

aggregate this data into a virtual representation of, and deliver personalized service and 

advertisement in return as a result of after aggregating and analyzing this data (Findings 23).  

 

The virtual identities are used for profiling and for the benefit of Reddit to sell, analyze and 

understand their customers. Regardless of the extent to which these technologies are incorporated 

into social media applications, all social media have the option of saving and analyzing behavioral 

data about their users (Findings 23). In order to develop this systems Reddit are aggregating and 

storing more and more personal data by providing “free” services and personalized advertisement 

for its consumers. Each like, search and purchase feeds the learning system to further improve the 

algorithms. This is in turn brings more customers and engagement.  

 

Steemit have the potential to give power back to the users, by allowing users to decide how value 

is created and distributed online. Steemit was established as a blockchain based platform that is 

owned and controlled by the users (Finding 19). The blockchain is stored and distributed among 

all the participants. There is no authority that is controlling the content, and therefore no owner 
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who can make a revenue from the platform. This means that rather than having a central controller, 

the users are collectively responsible for ensuring that the site is functioning, the content is legal, 

but also the division of revenue. Everyone is responsible for detecting inappropriate content, but 

in return they receive the revenue from the content they create (Finding 19). A user that wants to 

make a revenue on social media is therefore not dependent on sponsors and advertisement on their 

channels in order to make a revenue, but rather creating and voting on content that is perceived as 

valuable by the masses. The content is controlled by the appreciation and perceived value from the 

users. Users earn cryptocurrency in exchange for the content they create. Every day, the website 

generates a number of ‘Steem dollars’, which are distributed among the users that have generated 

the most traffic. Influential users, who like and share popular updates, are also rewarded for their 

effort (Finding 20). 

 

In order to provide content that is targeted to the users, as well as providing targeted advertisement, 

Reddit is dependent upon collecting and analyzing data about its users. This includes data that 

users provide when setting up an account and publishing, information collected automatically by 

the platform as well as information collected from other sources. This data is used to maintain and 

provide a reliable service, research and develop a better service, protect the users, update the 

service, provide customer service, and monitor and analyze the users, trends, usages and activities 

in connection with the service, as well as personalization of  content and ads (Finding 23).  

 

 

As more and more information is stored, analyzed and even sold between Reddit and other 

databases, the Reddit platform is increasingly in danger of data breaches due to the amount of 

personal and valuable data that is stored within single databases. The Reddit databases are not 

seeing increased protection, while they also store more and more sensitive information.  

Social media are often invoked in popular discourse as devices for potential exploitation of 

individuals privacy. Online social networks enable environments of both watching and being 

watched. Reddit encourages social intimacy through information sharing surveillance is a key 

attribute of the platform that is inhibited in the terms and conditions. Users “willingly” build upon 

their identities by continually interacting on the platform. Reddits data mining metrics compile a 
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lot of information about its users. These information is compiled into databases of linked 

information, preferences, behaviors and so forth (Findings 23).  

 

The Steemit platform is a reaction to this collection of personal information, where the user are in 

control of what they share and their identity. They need to reveal their email when establishing a 

profile, but this is never shared further. The platform is a collective control, where the identity 

never is revealed, collected or analyzed (Findings 24). Everything that occurs on Steemit is 

encrypted and it’s possible to prove that data has not been altered. Because of its distributed nature, 

the data is the same across all nodes. If someone does change a record, then the signature is 

rendered invalid. While hackers can break into traditional networks and find all the data in a single 

repository and extract it or corrupt it, the blockchain makes this unfeasibly hard. The data is 

decentralized, encrypted, and cross-checked by the whole network. Once a record is on the ledger 

it’s almost impossible to alter or remove without it being noticed and invalidating the signature. 

Every legitimate transaction is confirmed by multiple nodes on the network (Findings 24). 

6.2	Conversations		

The conversation block of the framework represents the extent to which users communicate with 

other users in a social media setting. Many social media sites are designed primarily to facilitate 

conversations among individuals and groups. These conversations happen for all sorts of reasons 

in order to facilitate debates, meet similar people or develop new ideas. Differences in the 

frequency and content of the conversations that occurs on the many different social media sites 

have implications for making sense of the conversations of the sites (Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

 

Both Reddit and Steemit are designed primarily to facilitate conversations among individuals and 

groups. These conversations happen through posts, comments and votes in orde<r to meet like-

minded people, build self-esteem, or to be on the cutting edge of new ideas and trending topics. 

Other users see the platforms as a way of making their message heard and create a debate around 

important topics. The platforms cover groups and platforms for publishing longer posts and 

comment in regards to a topic that the user find interesting. If other people have a comment or like 

the posts they can comment or vote on the post in order to share their opinion and participate in 

the debate (Findings 2, 19).  
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By initiating and participating in conversations the users are consuming time, gaining enjoyment 

and interesting conversations. Some users focus on these aspects of the conversations, but other 

users are also participating in order to gain points and receive the benefits that follows a higher 

score. The conversations are encouraged by the gamification implemented on both the platforms. 

The users compete for attention and rewards by bringing content and adding value to the platform. 

The rewards people earn are tokens that have market value and are readily tradable. It is similar to 

how someone playing a video game could obtain a limited item or currency by playing the game. 

If the currency or items are transferable between users, then they can sell or buy them on game 

item markets (Findings 3, 19). 

 

On Reddit, a certain amount of participation in valuable conversations will lead to opportunities 

of participating in groups with special benefits as well as their own groups. A user’s “karma” 

reflects how much a user has contributed to the Reddit community. When posts or comments get 

upvoted, the user gains some karma. A user will gain karma when they submit a post that other 

users find valuable and interesting. Posts need to be relevant, funny, interesting or engaging 

(Findings 5).  

 

On Steemit, every user has a reputation score that is publicly available next to their name. This 

reputation is one of the ways Steemit measures the amount of value each user has brought to the 

community. The reputation increases when other users vote on their content or they are discovering 

another post. Getting downvoted by someone with a higher reputation can make a user’s post less 

visible. Users with a lower reputation score are unable to affect the reputation of someone with a 

higher score than them. The more Steem Power the voter has, the larger the effect is. The best way 

to earn upvotes is by adding value to the Steemit community (Findings 19).  

6.3	Sharing		

The sharing block represent the extent to which users’ exchange, distribute, and receive content. 

The term ‘social’ often implies that exchanges between people are crucial. In many cases, however, 

sociality is about the objects that ties the people together, often being the reasons and how they are 

associated. social media is therefore consisted of users connected by a shared object. Sharing alone 

is a way of interacting, but whether this leads users to want to converse or even build relationships 

with each other depends on the functional objective of the social media platform. One implication 
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of sharing is the implication of identifying the type of object that the users share and have in 

common. Without having some main objects it is difficult for a platform to facilitate associations 

(Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

 

The sharing block represent the extent to which users’ exchange, distribute and receive content. 

The term ‘social’ often implies exchanges of information between people, and objects that mediate 

the connection. These objects are thus occurring as the reason why and how the users associate 

with each other. Both Reddit and Steemit allows for sharing, and users tend to share articles or 

pictures and discuss them, but it is not a major force. People tend to publish more unique comments 

and contributions.   

6.4	Presence		

The presence block represents the extent to which users can know if other users are accessible. 

This block implies knowing where others are, and whether they are available. In the virtual world, 

this happens through status lines. Given the increasing connectivity of people on the move, this 

presence bridges the real and the virtual world. The implication of presence is that firms need to 

pay attention to the relative importance of user availability and user location. In some cases, this 

is tied very directly to a desire to interact synchronously, whether this is through voice or sharing 

data. Should users prefer to engage in real-time, then the social media platform should offer a 

presence or status line indicator, along with a suitable mechanism through which these users can 

contact each other and interact. Firms should recognize that social media presence is influenced 

by the intimacy and immediacy of the relationship medium, and that higher levels of social 

presence are likely to make conversations more influential (Kietzmann et al., 2011). 

 

The presence block is not strong on either of the platforms. The users cannot and do not need to 

know if a specific user is online, because it does not focus on personal communication, but rather 

group conversations. It is still possible to make smaller ‘chats’. Users cannot have contact of close 

friends, but if they have a debate with one or a few users about a topic or want to debate further 

without everyone else being a part of it, or seeing it, they have the possibility of starting a chat. 

This is though only possible on Reddit. Steemit only allow for ‘online’ communication as 

everything is stored on a public and accessible blockchain. Therefore, it wouldn't make sense to 

have closed conversations that everyone else still can see.  
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6.5	Relationship	

The relationships block represents the extent to which users can relate to other users through some 

form of association that leads them to converse, share objects of sociality, meet up, or simply just 

list each other as a friend or fan. Consequently, how users are connected often determines the what-

and-how of information exchanges. The structural property of a user’s relationships refers to how 

many connections they have and their position in their network of relationships. The flow property 

of user relationships refers to the types of resources involved in individual relationships and how 

these resources are used, exchanged, or transformed (Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

 

Both platforms engage to some degrees in the relationship block of the model. This block 

represents the extent to which users can be related to other users. By relate it is meant that two or 

more users have some form of association that leads them to converse, share objects of sociality, 

meet up, or simply just list each other as a friend or fan. Consequently, how users of a social media 

platform are connected often determines the what-and-how of information exchange. In Reddit 

and Steemit these relationships are mostly informal and without structure. These platforms are 

functioning like blogs and discussion forums as well as sharing of ideas. Users can develop a 

relationship without a formal arrangement of what and how much information they should share. 

They normally do not know too much about each other, as one does not post as personal 

information as on other platforms. The general rule is that social media communities which don’t 

value identity highly, also don’t value relationships highly. By earning Karma points the users on 

Reddit are able to participate in smaller groups that acts as communities were the participants can 

build relationships (Findings 5).  

 

Steemit is based around the gamification were tokens provide a means of exchange within that 

community and so encourages people to provide services for each other. This creates a more 

complex and engaging community. Tokens can also be used to directly shape behavior. 

Communication and discussions can result in in tokens, and is therefore the encouragement for 

participating. This also ensures that the users participate in relationship-building. When the users 

interact on the platform they will earn more tokens, This results in, the more active users there 

are on the platform and engage on the, the more the token will be worth, and in turn more users 

will join. On the other hand, if the users misbehave they will be penalized.  
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The STEEM embodies a tradable good that can be brought and sold again with added or 

decreased benefits on the platform. Because they are built on blockchains, they provide 

incorruptible records of transactions. They allow electronic payments without an intermediary. 

And they can be used for effective micropayments, exchanging a small fraction of an asset. 

Once someone has invested in the Steemit and has a token for use there, they are more likely to 

return. These tokens can become a way to building up a user base. Used the right way, utility 

tokens provide a better motive for people to use a service. If they let people do something active 

on the platform they can establish a sense of achievement and discourage departure (Findings 

18).  

 

6.6	Reputation		

The reputation block refers to the extent to which users can identity the standing of others, 

including themselves, in a social media setting. Reputation is often a matter of trust. It refers not 

only to the people, but also their content. The content is often evaluated through a voting system.  

The reputation block represent to which extent users can identify with the standing of others 

(Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

 

On both Reddit and Steemit, reputation is a matter of trust. The reputation refers not only to people, 

but also to their content, which is evaluated using content voting systems. Reputation has 

significant implication for how Reddit and Steemit effectively engage social media. The users 

value their own reputation score, and the one of others. The platforms have thus chosen to reveal 

these scores in order to engage the users. The quality of an individual’s contribution is used to 

incorporate a rating system (Findings 23, 24).  

 

The point-systems that each of the platforms have incorporated has the effect of ensuring a sense 

of gamification aspect on the platform. Gamification is a tool that encourages the platforms 

audience to play a game. It can be an opportunity to score points, compete with others or win a 

prize. Gamification has, within the past five years, turned into one of the biggest industry 

buzzwords as a tool to increase engagement on platforms. The biggest benefit of incorporating 

gamification is that it adds an element of fun to the channel, ensuring that people are more likely 
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to return. Gamification can lead to a 100 to 150 percent increase in the user engagement (Burke). 

The rise of gamification during recent years has been made possible in part due to the increased 

use of social media and interactive content by brands. By combining game mechanics with social 

media, companies have created some of the most effective marketing campaigns in recent history 

(Burke). People generally use social media to connect with a community. Given how much time 

people spend online, and the number of different platforms there are, each platform also need to 

ensure that they keep coming back to their platform and do not change over to another one. The 

platforms need to offer the users something extraordinary and attention grabbing in order to 

harness social networks to spread their brand and content.  

 

Both Reddit and Steemit have realized that they need to move beyond the two-dimensional strategy 

for a more interactive user-experience. Gamification has proved to be a highly successful way to 

do this. On the Steemit platform this is also increased by allowing for buying points by investing 

in the platform as well as the opportunity of exchanging these points for currency. The gamification 

aspect is established by the users being able to gain points through actions performed. When a user 

writes or votes on a post that a lot of users engage with, they will receive points. An increased 

amount of points will give them certain benefits across the platform. The gamification give the 

user points for contributing with content that is valued by users, seen by amounts of votes and 

comments. The higher score, gives the user higher points and thus a higher reputation in the 

community. The reputation gives more power in the community as well as more rights.  

 

Every day, a fixed amount of STEEM tokens are allocated to the network reward fund, commonly 

called the "reward pool." These get distributed to the users writing popular posts and thos that 

discovers them. Most of the posts payout is given to the author, but some is also given to the 

curators, as a reward for discovering the content. The Steem network continually creates new 

digital tokens to reward content creators and curators. Some of the newly-created tokens are 

transferred to users who add value to Steem by posting, commenting, and voting on other people's 

posts. The remainder is distributed to holders of Steem Power and the witnesses that power the 

blockchain (Finding 18). 
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Steem operates on the basis of one-STEEM, one-vote, where individuals who have contributed the 

most to the platform, as measured by their account balance, have the most influence over how 

contributions are scored. STEEM can both be bought and earned. The only way for users to 

increase their influence in the platform is to increase their STEEM, by either buying them or 

earning them from contributing with valuable content and discoveries. Furthermore, Steem only 

allows members to vote with STEEM when it is committed to a 13 week vesting schedule called 

Steem Power. Under this model, members have a financial incentive to vote in a way that 

maximizes the long term value of their STEEM (Finding 18).Here, Steemit differs from Reddit as 

users can users can use the gamification in a different manner. They can invest in the platform in 

order to increase their reputation, or decrease it in order to earn a revenue from it (Finding 18). 

 

The users who produce content are adding value to the network by creating material that will drive 

new users to the platform, as well as keep the existing users engaged and entertained. This aids in 

distributing the currency to a wider set of users and increases the network effect. The users that 

take time to evaluate and vote on content are playing an important role in distributing the currency 

to the users who are adding the most value. The blockchain rewards both of these activities relative 

to their value based on the collective wisdom of the crowd collected through the stake-weighted 

voting system. 

 

The reputation score is one way Steemit measures the amount of value a user have brought to the 

community. It’s not to say other variables aren’t important, but reputation is the main factor in the 

level of success. Many users look at a users’ reputation scores when deciding which articles to 

read because they know higher reputation scores means it is much more likely quality content. 

Furthermore, the higher reputation, the more effect a user’s vote will have on the reputation of 

others. It is worth noting that if someone has a reputation score goes below 0, Steemit will hide 

their posts and comments making it very difficult to gain monetary rewards and followers. This 

incentivizes online etiquette and respect for other users (Finding 18). 

 

Reddit users can also buy themselves in to more control with Reddit Gold, Reddits premium 

membership program. The program grant the user access to extra features that improve their Reddit 

experience. You pay for it and it lasts a month, it gives you additional features such as seeing a 
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breakdown of where your karma came from, which comments you've already read, and the ability 

to load more comments at once. Additionally, it also gets rid of the ads and a private subbreddit 

(Finding 25). 

6.7	Groups		

The group block represents the extent to which users can form communities and sub communities. 

The more ‘social’ a network, the bigger the group of contacts. Social media platforms have 

recognized that groups can be seen as analogous to clubs in the offline world. The direct 

implication of groups is straightforward. It can be assumed that a social media community would 

enjoy a way to group its users, even when the number of likely contacts is low for each member 

initially. Given the enormous traffic on social media and the amount of noise it generates daily, 

the need for filtering is paramount (Kietzmann et al., 2011).  

 

It can be assumed that a social media community would enjoy a way to group its users, even when 

the number of likely contacts is low for each member initially. There is a focus on different 

permissions for different group membership activity and content. Given the enormous traffic on 

social media and the amount of noise it generates daily, the need for filtering is therefore 

paramount.  

 

Groups are important on Reddit, as higher Karma points result in new benefits. These groups allow 

for communication and a sense of belonging. The users can also create their own groups as soon 

as they reach a certain amount of points. Steemit does not focus on the development of groups 

Findings 7).  

7.0	Discussion	

Conversations, groups and the reputation that are built up by the users are important elements that 

both platforms inhibit, and it is evident that there are a lot of similarities between the platforms. 

But there are still differences between the two platforms that affect the users’ perception of their 

profiles and contributions to the platforms. The expected contribution to knowledge is a different 

perspective to the usage of social media and the users perceived value that the storage of 
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information and control of the information. The way the information is stored and controlled also 

give rise to the discussion on where the revenue from the platform is distributed.  

 

The paper is giving a light to the discussion, revealing some of the complications we see today 

with the implementation of new technologies against the existing platforms. Users are increasingly 

realizing that the data that they upload for free is stored and distributed in order for the platform 

owners to gain a revenue. These increasingly growing databases attacks hackers to exploit the data. 

Blockchain technology is an attempt to solve these dilemmas, but it is seeing pressure from society, 

organizations as well as governmental regulations.  

 

As a new technology that challenges the existing market with a new set of rules and functioning it 

is challenging the way that organizations are functioning. Social networks have been functioning 

based on central databases with an authority that direct it with an opportunity to analyze the data 

in order to personalize services as well as advertisement. The way that both these services as well 

as adverts operates are therefore in jeopardy. The society in general are attracted by an idea of 

redistributing the control and power of both personal data as well as personally published data. 

The discussions need to continue in order to reach a common ground for all actors involved.  

 

Once adoption of standards reaches critical mass and different approaches to establishing security 

and trust have been studied through real-world experience, wide-ranging innovation through broad 

participation should be possible. Rather than focusing on regulating unknown risks, multiple 

stakeholders should come together to focus on the fundamental benefits that blockchain 

technology has to offer. Similar to how the internet has become a necessity to doing business, 

access to data is beginning to have the same impact. As important as data security and 

confidentiality are to this entire effort, misguided regulations can drive up costs unnecessarily 

resulting in information being trapped in national silos. If governments remain on the current path, 

networks might remain disparate meaning that data flow markets will to remain largely regional 

rather than truly global. 

7.1	Security	consideration	

One of the major differences between the Steemit and Reddit platforms is the way that the 

identity and activity of the users are owned, stored and thereby controlled. Reddit is a platform 
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that was centrally established, and is owned and stored on centrally located databases. The 

revenue goes to the platform owners, and is earned by selling the user’s data for advertisement 

on the platform, as well as for personalizing content for the users. The platform owners have full 

control and ownership of the data and information that is recorded and posted on the Reddit 

platform. The users are using the Reddit platform for free, but are, as a result of that, actually the 

product of the service, not the customer. By allowing for advertisement and profiling, Reddit is 

generating value on its users’ profiles, as they have a huge user base they are also a valuable 

company. The users, on the other hand, are not seeing any of the revenue the platform owners are 

making. They only see it through increased personalized service and advertisements on the 

platform. The users signed up for the platform for free in order to be able to interact on the 

platform and seek the benefits of increased points collected. Many users did not consider the fact 

that all this information then would be collected and stored in order to provide the service of 

personalized content and advertisement (Finding 23). Users are increasingly realizing this fact 

now, as data from various databases are being exploited (Breach level index).  

 

Despite human impulses to share information, people resist when the surveillance becomes 

invasive. Reddit users want to achieve social intimacy through sharing, but tendencies toward 

resistance are exhibited when sharing is used for data analysis, profiling and personalization of 

content that removes them from their believed anonymity or control over self-presentation. 

Reddit engages in  surveillance simply by aggregating information revealed through user self-

disclosure. Reddit applications ‘‘scrape’’ user information so that the application creator can 

view user profiles regardless of privacy settings. And most legal remedies for privacy law 

violations are aimed at curtailing the extremes of state surveillance, leaving corporate 

surveillance to be largely self-regulated. Ultimately, communities of resistance have formed to 

protest what users deem to be excessive surveillance (Fernback, 2013).  

 

The user’s perception and usage of a personal profile is now increasingly being impacted and 

affected by the surveillance and data mining that is being used and deployed by centralized 

platforms. On Reddit, the users communicate to each other through a centralized platform that is 

operated by a central authority.  In order to provide the communication, they also need to store it 

in databases. They provide and communicate the information between the relevant parties. The 
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information that is stored in Reddit’s databases are now, in recent year, increasingly being used to 

analyze and understand the consumers, both in order to provide a personalized service as well as 

personalized advertisement on the platform.  

 

Reddit mine the personal data and further sell this information in order to gain a revenue on this. 

The information is sold to marketers, law enforcement and governmental agencies. This is leading 

to Reddit and their partners having increased knowledge and understanding about their users. They 

collect all the actions of the users, thus increasingly understanding their actions and behaviors. As 

Reddit and other platforms are increasingly understanding their users’ behavior, this has led to 

hackers increased interest in these data. Identity theft was the most common type of data breach 

incident in 2016 (Statista). This has led to increased concern among the consumers. 67 % of 

consumers fear that they will fall victim to a data breach in the future. They know who they’ll 

blame if their personal information is stolen. Sixty-two percent of consumers believe that 

companies are primarily responsible for the security of their information. Consumers, 

organizations as well as governments are realizing that there is a need for a change.  

 

In the case of Steemit as a platform that is based on a decentralized architecture, there is a layer of 

transparency for all the participants on the network. The data will be owned and controlled by the 

whole network rather than a single central authority. While they provide a series of privacy benefits 

to end-users, the characteristics of these networks present both advantages and risks to the privacy 

of end-users. On the one hand, the pseudonymous nature of many blockchain-based networks 

allows for people to transact on a peer-to-peer basis, without disclosing their identity to anyone. 

On the other hand, the transparency inherent to these networks is such that anyone can retrieve the 

history of all transactions performed on a blockchain and rely on big data analytics to retrieve 

potentially sensitive information. End-users communicate directly to one another, without passing 

through any centralized intermediary. Communications are routed through a decentralized network 

—i.e. one that does not rely on any single trusted authority. The flipside of that is that, in order to 

transfer the information to the right destination, the metadata related to every communication 

needs to be made available to the network as a whole.  
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While Steemit might serve to promote individual and financial autonomy, the transparency of the 

Steemit network also raises important challenges about the privacy and confidentiality of 

transactions. After showing that transparency is a necessary condition to implement a trust-less 

system that does not rely on any trusted authority or intermediary, transparency is not necessarily 

in conflict with privacy. While some transparency is required to validate transactions in the current 

implementation of Steemit, modern cryptographic techniques can be used to prove that a particular 

transaction is indeed legitimate, without having to disclose the source, the destination, nor the 

actual content of the transaction. Some of these techniques are already well understood (e.g. blind 

signatures), other are not yet fully mature and still in course of development (e.g. homomorphic 

encryption) but it is only a matter of time and engineering to perfect them. Decentralized 

technologies —and blockchain technologies in particular— are paving the way for new forms of 

disintermediation which, depending on the uses that are made of them, might either increase or 

decrease people’s ability to protect their privacy and data confidentiality. While it might be harder 

to implement a decentralized system that is fully privacy-compliant, transparency and privacy 

should, however, not be regarded as being in a fundamental conflict. 

 

Being based on a blockchain, Steemit is nearly impossible to breach. This is because the data is 

stored on the large network of users rather than on a central platform. This is one of the most 

outstanding features about blockchains, that nobody has ever come close to hacking the system 

as a whole. The high level of security is due to its tamper-proof qualities. Past transactions can 

never be deleted or amended as they are known by the entire ecosystem, and new transactions 

can only be appended to the blocks. These qualities ensure that the transaction record is always 

intact (Nakamoto, 2008). Instead of uploading data to a cloud server or storing it in a single 

location, blockchain breaks everything into small chunks and distributes them across the entire 

network of computers. It’s a digital ledger of transactions that lacks a central control point. Each 

computer, or node, has a complete copy of the ledger, so one or two nodes going down will not 

result in any data loss. It effectively cuts out the need to engage a third-party to process a 

transaction. You don’t have to place your trust in a vendor or service provider when you can rely 

on a decentralized, immutable ledger. 
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7.2	Legal	considerations		

The GDPR shows that the EU is moving in the direction of grappling with the reality of a Digital 

Single Market. The shift in data protection requirements continued in the GDPR enables 

individuals to have an ownership interest in the data that is being collected by the companies with 

which they interact. Blockchain is a technology that, among other things, highlights notions of 

user control around an individual’s digital identity. Harmonizing frameworks such as the GDPR 

with other jurisdictions could serve as a basis to for establishing a protocol for international data 

flows. As the GDPR goes into effect, companies are spending significant resources to meet the 

minimum compliance standards. Corporations will continually exhaust resources going forward to 

stay in accordance with the regulation or so as not to incur unnecessary fines. What’s needed is a 

clear base layer that allows for innovations on top. It is essential to keep in mind that the optimal 

outcome is not for the data collected to be in silos.  

 

As a result of the incorporation of the regulations imposed by the GDPR, Reddit now claims that 

their data collection is completely neutral. They collect and store the information that is directly 

provided to them, this includes account information, content submitted to the platform, actions 

taken on the platform, transactional information, or other information collected from forms, 

promotions or other Reddit-sponsored activities. Some information is also automatically collected 

by the Reddit platform. This includes log and usage data, information collected by cookies and 

similar technologies, and location information. They do not only store information from their own 

platform, but also from other sources. This includes information from other users and third parties, 

that is combined with the other information they have in order to understand the users and give 

them more personalized advertising and content. This information can be coming from linked and 

integrated services (Findings 23). The collected information in the Reddit databases is used to 

provide and improve their services, safety, support, communication, monitoring and analyzing 

trends and personalization of service and advertisements. The information is therefore shared with 

linked services, partners, in order to comply with the law, to enforce policies and rights, with 

affiliates. The information is shared with consent from the user, but sometimes the information is 

aggregated or de-identified. All posts submitted by a user are publicly visible on the platform, as 

well as the profile itself. The posts can further be shared on other social media platforms (Findings 

23).  
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By default, Reddit can analyze, store and share this information with partners, but the users are, as 

part of the GDPR able to decline this access. The user can change and delete their account. This 

entails that the profile is no longer visible to other users and disassociated from content that was 

posted from that account. The posts, comments and messages will however still be visible unless 

they are specifically removed. Information may still be kept by Reddit as required by law of for 

legitimate business purposes. The users can also control which services are linked to their profiles, 

remove or reject cookies, opt-out form some adverts and analytics, as well as personalization of 

content and advertisements. The information that is stored is kept for as long as it is necessary for 

the purposes it was originally collected (Findings 23).  

 

Steemit is a solution that aims to challenge the centrally governance. There is a debate surrounding 

whether blockchain applications such as Steemit are compliant with the GDPR. The GDPR takes 

centralized models of digital data storage and transmission for granted. Blockchains are replacing 

these with distributed ledger technologies. Centralized models of data storage rely on the implicit 

premise that custodians of information are trustworthy actors with a mandate to steward personal 

data. Blockchains, on the other hand, were designed in the light of the frequent failures of some 

centralized models and their steward of trust.  Blockchains were built to function as a trustless 

environment where people transact directly with one another without a need to trust any other actor 

in the ecosystem. None of the nodes in the network running a blockchain protocol acts as an 

authority over others (EU GDPR Portal, 2018).  

 

The GDPR assumes that there is a central database inhibiting a data controller and processor. A 

blockchain based solution is inherently distributed among all participants. According to the GDPR, 

the data processor needs to ensure that the data subject has given consent to the processing of their 

data, but it is difficult to know who is the actual data processor on a blockchain. Some would 

consider the blockchain as being the data processor. Some would claim that no aspect of the 

blockchain or platform can be considered a data controller and therefore should not even be 

considered under the GDPR framework. The distinction between a data controller, data processor 

and data provider is thus blurred in the context of public blockchains. This is because anyone can 

download the full ledger on their own computer, and run a full node while transacting over the 
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blockchain. By virtue of this, the user then becomes the provider, controller and processor of the 

data  (EU).  

 

Steemit does not enforce requirement for people to reveal their identity, and therefore only entail 

personal identifiable information if users post it themselves. Data on the STEEM blockchain can 

therefore be encrypted in order to ensure that the information is inaccessible and obscured by the 

front-end tools. Steemit as a front-end app are only presenting the data in readable form. Steemit 

and its backend STEEM would then be able to comply with the “Right to be Forgotten”. The 

content will still be accessible, but decrypted on the platform, and is impossible to remove from 

the platform. Steemit therefore has very little user data. All of it is stored on the underlying STEEM 

blockchain. You can view it all with steemd.com. As a blockchain, the previous transactions as 

posts, cannot be erased or even altered after it has been published. A user cannot change any of it, 

all you can do is add new information on top of it (Finding 24). 

 

Blockchains are designed with the GDPR requirement of “data protection by design and default” 

as a core-element. Privacy by design calls for the inclusion of data protection from the onset of the 

design of the system, rather than an addition. More specifically - 'The controller shall ... implement 

appropriate technical and organizational measures … in an effective way... in order to meet the 

requirements of this Regulation and protect the rights of data subjects'” (EU). Article 23 calls for 

controllers to hold and process only the data absolutely necessary for the completion of its duties 

(data minimization), as well as limiting the access to personal data to those needing to act out the 

processing. The blockchain network keeps an accurate record of the activities, as well as making 

surveillance of the activity extremely difficult. They are designed with pseudonymity and data 

minimization built in. It only records the public keys of the transaction sender and recipient, a 

cryptographic hash of the content of the transaction and its date and time. It is impossible to 

reconstruct the complete content of the transaction from the one-way cryptographic hash. Unless 

one of the parties to the transaction decides to link a public key to a known identity, there is no 

way to map transactions to individuals or organizations. So, even though the blockchain is public 

no personal information is made public. This implies protection by design as well as 

pseudonymization, allowing anyone to validate the integrity of the transaction ledger without 

violating the privacy of the parties involved (EU).  
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Storing personal data on a blockchain is not an option, according to the GDPR, due to the right of 

consent, control and erasure. By storing the personal data off-chain while storing a reference to 

this data, along with a hash of this data on the blockchain the blockchain is ensuring control. This 

enables the right and option to completely erase data that is stored off-chain. This will leave the 

links and hashes stored on the blockchain completely useless (EU). Under GDPR, Steemit has to 

prove that consent was given, and any data held must have an audit trail. Blockchain-based 

solutions facilitate permission-based access to information by giving users control in the sharing 

of their data, leaving an audit trail of consent on the blockchain. The user can remove that consent 

at any time, satisfying the GDPR’s right to erasure.  

 

As the personal information is encrypted and distributed, hackers no longer have a target within 

the enterprise to compromise. The concept also hits on the main mission of GDPR – to give people 

back control over their own data and the ability to decide for themselves how it should be stored, 

distributed or otherwise used. Blockchain-based identity management gives users control of their 

data and helps companies toward GDPR compliance by allowing them to authenticate their users 

without storing personal data. By doing so, Steemit reduces the number of requests to access, erase 

and correct user data, as none of it is stored within the company’s systems. It also allows Steemit  

to obtain definitive proof of consent for permission (EU).  

 

With the EU’s GDPR going into effect data privacy law in the EU will be uniform in text. While 

a consistent and coordinated interpretation of the GDPR provides organizations with the requisite 

assurances needed when operating in an international environment, stricter standards and higher 

fines require the organizations to rethink their international privacy compliance protocols (Sater, 

2017). The nature of these regulations is subject to political uncertainty, and the regulations are 

often created without a full understanding of their actual impact on targeted markets and relevant 

processes. In the rapidly evolving data driven world, both the GDPR and the emergence of 

blockchain applications signal a significant change in the way personal data is managed and 

transferred across the world. Trust-failures in society are the driving force behind such 

comprehensive regulatory frameworks, but emerging technology like blockchain can aid in 

minimizing these privacy concerns (Sater, 2017). By treating data flows as transactions, 
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blockchain applications can work with regulations to facilitate the secure transfer of information 

(EU). 

 

The regulation is meant to be rational rules for people to follow and are intent on trying to regulate 

emergent phenomena through a simple system that is then fixed in time once passed into law. 

Therefore, collaboration with regulators, technology providers, and data subjects is necessary to 

develop global interoperability and industry standards so this technology can live up to its 

promises. The conversation then shifts from worrying about information breaches to the value of 

information sharing.  

7.3	Platform	development				

Blockchain is not the only technology that forces platforms to change. The industry and newer 

platforms and applications are moving towards the Web 3.0 from the Web 2.0. Web 2.0 is a term 

that was introduced in 2004 and refers to the series of technological improvements that has evolved 

on the World Wide Web (O'Reilly). This new generation of the web includes new features and 

functionality that was not available in the past. Features like blogs, wikis, social networks and web 

applications are all considered as part of the web 2.0. These features allow for users to interact on 

more dynamic and interconnected websites. Reddit, a web 2.0 platform establish an “online 

community”. By giving users a free profile, the platform grew at a tremendous rate. Web 2.0 

marked a cultural shift in how web pages were developed, designed, and used. It saw the meteoric 

rise of social media, user-generated content, wikis and video sharing sites (O’Reilly).  

 

Web 2.0 technologies also enable an increased flow of personal information across networks, the 

emergence of powerful tools for peer surveillance, the exploitation of free labor for commercial 

gain and an increased corporatization of online social spaces and outputs.  This web 2.0 is far from 

being democratic, and is linked to issues of surveillance, corporate control and the exploitation of 

users’ immaterial labor, as they are using free profiles and storage of all data in their databases. It 

is important to understand the participatory potential of Web 2.0 technologies, whilst at the same 

time take into account issues of commoditization, state censorship and market appropriation 

(Fuchs, 2012).  
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The concept of Web 3.0, as it is imagined by business models and Web developers, is often 

associated with the idea of the Semantic Web (Sweeney). The idea was first coined in 2001 by 

Tim Berners-Lee, the creator of the World Wide Web, who foresaw the possibility of enabling 

machines to ‘talk to one another’ and to understand and create meaning from semantic data 

(Barassi & Treré, 2012). Web 3.0, with its use of semantics and artificial intelligence is meant to 

be a “smarter web”—one that knows what content you want to see and how you want to see it so 

that it saves you time and improves your life (Sweeney). 

 

Businesses and computer engineers are developing increasingly small and mobile applications that 

harness the cooperation of crowds and work as databases organizing the data on the Web. the new 

applications and platforms offer users the possibility to cooperate in the creation of Web data, 

whilst at the same time searching the Web in an intelligent way. if ‘user participation’ was the key 

word within business models of Web 2.0, ‘users’ cooperation’ has become the new buzz word that 

identifies Web 3.0 technologies. Web 3.0 is created by ‘networked digital technologies that support 

human cooperation’. This focus on cooperation can be problematic. In fact, if we consider 

contemporary business models and objectives that are attached to the development of new Web 

3.0 applications, we cannot overlook the fact that in stressing cooperation these applications 

propose to manage, organize and create meaning from user-generated data in such a way that it 

maximizes the tracing of digital identities and behavioral advertising (Barassi & Treré, 2012).  

  

This blockchain based system is disrupting a complete ecosystem where organizations generate 

data from users in order to sell it. Rather than capturing value on the application layer it is captured 

on the protocol layer. Steemit is a system based on attention and reputation, that you can see in the 

evolving web 3.0 application.  As the protocol layer is owned and controlled by its users, the value 

goes to the users. It is a system based on attention and reputation, that you can see in the evolving 

web 3.0 application. Web 2.0 technologies create the basis for the development of communicative 

processes, which are guaranteed by interactive platforms (e.g. social media), and Web 3.0 

technologies facilitate cooperative processes that are integrative in the construction of new 

information and meaning.  
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8.0	Conclusion		

This paper has discussed and covered the user’s perception of their own use of profiles, on two 

different social media platforms. The paper aims to answer the research question; “How is user’s 

perception of personal profiles affected by the implementation of blockchain based profiles?” 

This was carried out with an netnographic study in order to explore the individual use of personal 

profiles, and the different use patterns seen as the users’ perceptions of value and contribution of 

these sites change. 

 

The value and use of the profiles as well as platform is similar on the platforms even though 

Reddit is a centralized and a platform for revenue generating, while Steemit is decentralized and 

purely a source for debate and social interaction for social value. A user’s perception of their 

personal profiles is therefore not affected by the implementation of blockchain based profiles. As 

the use and implementation of blockchain based profiles increase, and users understand the effect 

of this on the safety their personal profiles, it is assumed that this will change in the future. 

 

Based on the findings it is shown that both of the Reddit and Steemit platforms are using 

personal profiles in order for their users to develop communities and establish connections 

online. The aspects of voting, commenting and acknowledgements by other users on the platform 

help to build the community aspects for the users. This helps them to feel acknowledged, a sense 

of belonging, as well as engaging them as users of the platform, as well as gives them a feeling 

of belonging. The communities are built and encouraged in two different way. Firstly, it is used 

as a way that people can help and engage in other people's lives by replying, commenting and 

voting on other posts. Secondly by upvoting a post the publisher seems to get a higher self-

esteem as their points or credits grow. The users enjoy learning and providing valuable insights 

into other people's lives and interests.  

 

Both platforms acknowledge and use gamification in order to build and encourage their growing 

customer base to return to the platform. This is primarily done by implementing and using some 

sort of reward, credit or token.  Both Reddit and Steemit offer the users to write posts in order to 

contribute to a debate, comment their opinions, or asks questions. They can also contribute by 

answering, support, debate or vote on contributions made by other users on the platform. Each 
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contribution is given a score based on the perceived value given by other users. A user gains 

points from publishing, voting or commenting on a post that has also been commented and voted 

upon by many others on the platform.  They seek to find and build upon what is perceived as 

popular content.  the platforms facilitate discussions based on topics that are perceived 

interesting by the community.  

 

The platforms engage in gamification, by giving active users who engage with other users more 

credit on the platforms through tokenization on Steemit. On Reddit this is enforced through more 

access and sense of appreciation through points. Gamification ensures participation and activities 

on both the platforms. When gaining more points or buy-ins the users gain a higher reputation. 

Action and participation result in a higher reputation and a higher impact on the platforms, even 

though it is stronger on Steemit. The point systems seem to increase engagement, but also self-

confidence and satisfaction. When people are commenting, and voting on their posts, or the same 

posts as them, people feel like they have engaged in a positive contribution to the community. 

The higher scores also give an increased reputation, score as well as power on the communities. 

This ensures increased participation as people generally appreciate the benefits they can achieve 

by more contribution.  

 

The users seem to perceive the value of their profile in similar ways on both platforms. The 

paper found three areas of development that might impact the perceived value of the profiles on a 

blockchain. Firstly, the users are increasingly seeing a decreased sense of trust in the central 

databases that stores the users personal information. The platforms might see an increased trust 

in the platforms as more users use the platforms with distributed storage. 

It is assumed that users will have a stronger sense of trust on a blockchain-based system, as the 

users themselves will be in control of their information, and don’t risk profiling, surveillance, 

misuse and hacking of their information.  

 

Secondly, the regulations and standards enforced by legal authorities is one of the biggest 

obstacles for the success of platforms on blockchain. This is due to platforms on blockchains 

requires a whole different and new sets of rules on a system that supposedly does not need a 
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legal enforcements. There are no consensus with established standards and regulation for this 

technology.  

 

Thirdly, Societies and platforms in general are already seeing a transformation towards more 

user-generated content. The usage of blockchain for distributed storage and development of this 

type of content could aid in the development towards trust and more user-generated content that 

users are not afraid to use and rely upon. The impacts and values of blockchain based security for 

personal data has not yet been understood or appreciated in the broader society. 
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Rumour has it, sacrificing to Cuthulu gives you karma � . If you build a shrine to
/u/gallowboob, the karma �  gods will look at you favourably. The love of cats also sends
just karma �  your way.
Share Report Save Give gold

nt337 ¯\ ( )/¯ 9 points · 2 years ago

Emoji
Share Report Save Give gold

Madbrad200 � 10 points · 2 years ago

memes � � � � � � � � � �  good shit go ԁ sHit�  thats  some good� �
shit right� � th �  ere� � �  right there if i do ƽaү so my sel  �  i say so �
thats what im talking about right there right there mMMMMᎷМ�  � �  � НO0Оଠ

OO OmemesОଠଠOoooᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒᵒ�  � �  �  �  �  �  �  �  � � Good shit
memes� � � �
Share Report Save Give gold

nt337 ¯\ ( )/¯ 3 points · 2 years ago

K
Share Report Save Give gold

ProfDee 2 points · 2 years ago

I
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 2 years ago

L
Share Report Save Give gold

CaveTalesZ 2 points · 2 years ago

L
Share Report Save Give gold

Megadoculous 1 point · 2 years ago

F
Share Report Save Give gold

Comment deleted 2 years ago (4 children)

geekgentleman 1 point · 2 years ago

They indicate how much perceived value a redditor has contributed to Reddit through links
and comments. But you can't do anything with them.
Share Report Save Give gold
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Posts Gilded WikiRelated Subreddits Secret

SORT BY BEST

100% Upvoted

Posted by u/Imterneto 2 days ago

Why are you on reddit?

� 13 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

Comment as blockchainprofile

allthecagesinthezoo 4 points · 2 days ago

I'm procrastinating.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

mleclerc182 5 points · 2 days ago

Because it's better than doing work.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

JRDSandstorm 4 points · 2 days ago

Why are YOU on reddit?

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Imterneto 3 points · 2 days ago

To ask why YOU are on reddit

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

JRDSandstorm 7 points · 2 days ago

 What are your thoughts?

COMMENT� Switch to markdown
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Well that’s interesting, because I’m on reddit to ask why YOU are on reddit

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Imterneto 1 point · 2 days ago

In fact, I'm on reddit to ask EVERYONE why they are on reddit

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

SwingingPoo 5 points · 2 days ago

I'm in public transports and I'm low on data

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

BiagioLargo 3 points · 2 days ago

Because I have no food, I have no family no friends no car and I need to be distracted from

my pain.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

eeevol- 2 points · 2 days ago

To kill some time.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

But_IAmARobot 1 point · 2 days ago

Cuz my stupid bus broke down and now I’m at the station waiting for another one

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

igo1977 1 point · 2 days ago

Right now? Becouse i'm in my restroom.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

JustLurkinOrWhatever 1 point · 2 days ago

Cause I’m not gonna sleep yet

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

SaharaForceIndia27 1 point · 2 days ago

Cats ,F1, dank memes

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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Posts Gilded WikiRelated Subreddits Secret

SORT BY BEST

74% Upvoted

Posted by u/Pokedono12 1 month ago

Why are you on reddit?

� 136 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

Comment as blockchainprofile

rrussotwo 67 points · 1 month ago

Pooping.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

AkumaBengoshi 10 points · 1 month ago

same

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

The_Funky_Pigeon 13 points · 1 month ago

same

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Newtalicous 4 points · 1 month ago

same

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

aioufuck 5 points · 1 month ago

same

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

 What are your thoughts?

COMMENT� Switch to markdown
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Comment deleted 1 month ago (More than 5 children)

eddmario 2 points · 1 month ago

/thread

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PurpEL 2 points · 1 month ago

This guy has been pooping for 2 years. Send him help.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

networkedquokka 56 points · 1 month ago

Bored. Killing time until I die.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

TyronneMorgan 5 points · 1 month ago

Bingo. There is only so much you can do.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 31 points · 1 month ago

I have too much time to waste.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

TheJollyPlatypusMan 3 points · 1 month ago

I don't but I waste it anyway.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Pokedono12 21 points · 1 month ago

I dont have enough goodboy points to unlock 4chan.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

dirtymoney 1 point · 1 month ago

there's always r/tendies.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Elainya 15 points · 1 month ago

I got tired of reading articles from FB which were basically Reddit comments with ads and
stupid inserted comments.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

alt4079 11 points · 1 month ago

cuz everyone else is and i'm trying to socialize

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

twolipsviolet 12 points · 1 month ago
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Because my boyfriend told me I would like it and I was like nahhhhh then 3 days later I text
him like "Reddit got me� " because some wolves with watermelons...

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

macsause 7 points · 1 month ago

Bored and I don't know what I'm doing with my life.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

nonethenone 7 points · 1 month ago

why not

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

FIFApro2004 6 points · 1 month ago

cuz it’s 2am and i have to sleep

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Mythnam 6 points · 1 month ago

I'm trying to distract myself from the bad day I've had.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

JaCrispy115 3 points · 1 month ago

I use reddit when my days suck, hope it gets better for you!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

paper_swan 5 points · 1 month ago

Because I would clearly rather waste the time I have to do the 100 things I need to do
tonight. I work better under deadlines.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Zilver_Zurfer 4 points · 1 month ago

The ladies

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Emergency_Cucumber 4 points · 1 month ago

spreading the cucumber way of life

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

ProbablyTrueFacts 3 points · 1 month ago

After a rough week, bout once a month or so, I like to get langered and answer new
questions on AskReddit.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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MiasmaOfTwattery 3 points · 1 month ago

There are a lot of really solid examples of humanity on here. It sounds nuts, but Reddit gives
me hope.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 1 month ago

Y not?

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Phraoz007 2 points · 1 month ago

I’m not Dad!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

JaCrispy115 2 points · 1 month ago

It's just a habit for me at this point

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

IronGemini 2 points · 1 month ago

I’m binging ask Reddit

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Inuoso 2 points · 1 month ago

I’m over facebook

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

unclehobbs 3 points · 1 month ago

But I want to show you a pic of my dinner! Hahaha!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

TheDustByte 2 points · 1 month ago

A lot of posts I see online are usually ripped off from reddit. Why not just go to the source?

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PM_ME_PUPPA_PICS 1 point · 1 month ago

Exact reason I joined reddit!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

steakslinger 1 point · 1 month ago

Me too!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Sydadeath 2 points · 1 month ago

Waiting for my flight

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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jojo39381 2 points · 1 month ago

I have no friends.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

valley_G 2 points · 1 month ago

I just like true scary stories

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

ConnersReddit 2 points · 1 month ago

I promised myself I would go for a run when I got off my phone. It's a loser's battle.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

jenkies1084 2 points · 1 month ago

I’m high and I like scrolling on mobile lol

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

odst00529 1 point · 1 month ago

Cause I'm 6 hours into an 8 hour drive

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

ByeByeFlutterPie 2 points · 1 month ago

Just got through a crying fit and browsing Reddit wiped my tears away.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

jooele 1 point · 1 month ago

Good <3

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

MageFood 1 point · 1 month ago

Op's mom

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

FleshRobot0 2 points · 1 month ago

I'm in a long distance relationship and my girlfriend is sometimes slow to reply. So I spend
the in-between time here

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

nolanfan823 2 points · 1 month ago

Memes and news

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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Lovewell 4 points · 1 month ago

waiting on a pizza to be done

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

absent_geek 1 point · 1 month ago

With pineapple?

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Lovewell 1 point · 1 month ago

absolutely

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

The_Funky_Pigeon 1 point · 1 month ago

You monster

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

anemic99 1 point · 1 month ago

no reason

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Area50JUAN 1 point · 1 month ago

It's Friday, not much to left to do at work but I'm hourly so here I am.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Mrxcman92 1 point · 1 month ago

Bored and there is a bit if a lull at work.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Natural_Blonde_ 1 point · 1 month ago

I'm bored.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

tascer75 1 point · 1 month ago

I don't want to work on personal projects on company time, don't want to be too productive
lest I burn out further or faster, and want to keep myself entertained.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Foxienerd 1 point · 1 month ago

Cause, if you are lucky, you will find a meaningful post that makes your day or you can be
there for someone else who needs it.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

55x11 1 point · 1 month ago

Nothing else to do on a Friday night
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� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

GassyChoker 1 point · 1 month ago

Reddit > Sleep

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

llcucf80 1 point · 1 month ago

I'm at work at my hotel right now. Everyone's checked in, there's no vacancies, I've already
did my rounds (and everything is fine), and I can't run the audit for at least another hour
and a half. So, I've got that much time to kill.

Although, right now I'm not finding very many interesting questions right now, it's slow in
Redditland too.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

37bagsofdragonass 1 point · 1 month ago

I'm watching old walkthroughs of Tony Hawk Pro Skater 3 and on reddit because, well, I
have a free weekend and I'm not sure what to do with it.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

wong_numbah_bish 1 point · 1 month ago

My logoff button is broken.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

pitchfork_master 1 point · 1 month ago

Poopin

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

DivineLasso 1 point · 1 month ago

my friend used reddit, I'm tired of minecraft lol

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

lomasreaper 1 point · 1 month ago

It's the end of the workday and I'm cooling down in the break room. Fuck this triple digit
heat

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

lockintothis 1 point · 1 month ago

Bored on my last day of a vacation with all of my in-laws, but I’m pretending to have gone to
sleep early to avoid one more night of painful interaction.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

flyerflew 1 point · 1 month ago
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Drunk at the Red Sox Game

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Chimerasame 1 point · 1 month ago

I have fun with silly interactions here sometimes. And I get exposed to new fiction-things.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

humorous_mango0914 1 point · 1 month ago

Becuase I am in an akward social situation

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PopinJimbo 1 point · 1 month ago

Why not some r/wholesomememes ?

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

DB00mimi 1 point · 1 month ago

Because I don't deserve to be in summerschool

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

WolfGaming1676 1 point · 1 month ago

Stuck at grandparents for a while.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

onefineday7 1 point · 1 month ago

waiting for bf to get done working so we can eat sushi. it’s better than being in my head...

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

dahope 1 point · 1 month ago

Long car ride.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Pepe_von_Habsburg 1 point · 1 month ago

Joined reddit because I was trying to learn stuff about eu4 (r/eu4)

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

DonutHoles4 1 point · 1 month ago

the

OutoftheLoop thread is very useful

also i come here for movie reviews and askreddit

and for stuff about the Weinstein allegations and stuff like that

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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dorkside10411 1 point · 1 month ago

flash.gif

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

GeneralLemarc 1 point · 1 month ago

To argue politics. Unfortunately I'm succeeding greatly

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Quickattack30 1 point · 1 month ago

My job is to give people directions, this is the only thing that keeps me sane for 4 hours

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

intensely_human 1 point · 1 month ago

picked up the phone to turn on my hotspot

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PastorWithQuestions 1 point · 1 month ago

To understand people who are different from me.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

bookwormyworm 1 point · 1 month ago

I like the interaction with other people without having to actually be social with real live
humans.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

TheJadedSF 1 point · 1 month ago

Boredom, and for entertainment/fun

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

krystletips2 1 point · 1 month ago

Don't want to actually be with people IRL , but want the most entertaining, educational,
totally fucking AWWWWWWW moments .

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

shell1212 1 point · 1 month ago

At work and bored. now on to YouTube.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

TH_47 1 point · 1 month ago

Because it’s almost midnight and there’s nothing on TV.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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localspacekid 1 point · 1 month ago

I can’t sleep

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

unclehobbs 1 point · 1 month ago

People on reddit are smarter. Facebook is so full us superficial crap it drove me off. I like
cats, I own a cat but after a million cat videos jumping in a box?

And if I see another persons picture of some stupid dinner? Nobody cares about what you
eat!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

scatteredloops 1 point · 1 month ago

Right now? Procrastinating.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Phoenixwolfling 1 point · 1 month ago

To avoid writing my novel.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

jooele 1 point · 1 month ago

I deleted Facebook and decided that spending that time reading and learning things here
would be better for me.

For the most part, it’s a good use of time, but I’m finding that a lot of my comments, no
matter how innocent they are, receive an unpredictable amount of negativity and hatred. It
makes me sad sometimes.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

NicDwolfwood 1 point · 1 month ago

I dont have a life

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

jerpod 1 point · 1 month ago

Just finished dinner. Too hot to go back insider need entertainment.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

rokudaimehokage 1 point · 1 month ago

Because I'm alone.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PM_ME_PUPPA_PICS 1 point · 1 month ago

To keep myself from thinking about the things I should be thinking about.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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SexyMurloc 1 point · 1 month ago

I love this app,the subs and the humor. I would use 4chan but i went there a few times and
it's just too much for me.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

assinthejungle 1 point · 1 month ago

It's 1 a.m and I'm bored as shit.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

zeplin190 1 point · 1 month ago

Addicted, can’t leave now...

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Chronogos 1 point · 1 month ago

It's a great time waster.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

macmooie 1 point · 1 month ago

I’m very curious about people. I have this incessant desire to always peer under the hood.
No better way to peer into a person’s mind than through their thoughts. How people
communicate with one another says a lot about society at large.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Zapdoszaps 1 point · 1 month ago

I’m passing the time waiting for my Ex to call me.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

AnubisWeeb 1 point · 1 month ago

Addiction

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

tinypanda0 1 point · 1 month ago

I hate everyone they I see on sc and Instagram and I love the internet

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PeachyPesco 1 point · 1 month ago

ATM? Soulcrushingly lonely.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

APCR_Bullet 1 point · 1 month ago

boredom
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� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

capj23 1 point · 1 month ago

Masturbating

Edit: I meant to say procrastinating.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

icekinga18 1 point · 1 month ago

Sitting in the airport waiting to board my flight

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

gregorio02 1 point · 1 month ago

I’m on holliday by the pool so I’m on my phone and what better than reddit to binge when
you do nothing

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 1 month ago

It makes me feel like what I say matters way more than it does

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

rx__queen 1 point · 1 month ago

Boredom. And no other social media.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

opkpopfanboy 1 point · 1 month ago

To learn on how to make a conversation longer.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

teleportman3k 1 point · 1 month ago

Because I have a lot of free time

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

9x19gen4 1 point · 1 month ago

Because I'm depressed and have no friends.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

katrojin 1 point · 1 month ago

Im so depressed, it keeps me distracted enough so i wont be left to my own thoughts.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

FireBlaze1 1 point · 1 month ago
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Because it causes me not to focus on my depression.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Tilrod 1 point · 1 month ago

It’s entertaining and I wanted to improve my English!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

kams88 1 point · 1 month ago

I’m having an anxiety attack and I’m trying to distract myself. It’s not working and I feel like
I’m having a hard attack

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

elbow_of_rassilon 1 point · 1 month ago

Because of you, OP.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Crummyplac3 1 point · 1 month ago

So i dont focus on my sadness

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

SpotMePods 1 point · 1 month ago

Got annoyed at using the website so much to look up shit but never having an account.
Made the account recently and never looking back�

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 1 month ago

I don't know, but its 5 in the morning and I keep thing about going to bed, but I don't for
some reason, even though I know im not going to find anything interesting.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

dirtymoney 1 point · 1 month ago

Nothing better to do and very much need the distraction.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

dfze 1 point · 1 month ago

Flat mates are arguing - thought I’d pop on here to see what’s happening during this
awkward moment.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

X-lem 1 point · 1 month ago

�

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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unequivocallyvegan 1 point · 1 month ago

Because my kid is playing on his own for a bit and I'm taking this time to drink a cup of tea
while it's still hot.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

Comment deleted 1 month ago (0 children)
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Posted by u/Nerdiant 12 days ago

Redditors of Reddit, why are you on Reddit?

� 19 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

Comment as blockchainprofile

DaTeddy 3 points · 12 days ago

Because I have fallen and can't get up

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

belac206 3 points · 12 days ago

I got bored one day

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

udder_sucker 2 points · 12 days ago

friend convinced me. i have tried multiple times in the past, but i didn't find this interesting.

now i am fully addicted

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

0438 2 points · 12 days ago

im bored

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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dcninja123 2 points · 12 days ago

it's better than facebook

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

AyamXII 2 points · 12 days ago

Waiting for my wife for a few minutes, awesome time killer for this situation.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

specksboi 2 points · 12 days ago

Cause chemistry sucks.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

aBigSportsFan 2 points · 12 days ago

to reddit

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

victorgrlp99 2 points · 12 days ago

Realized I could see the same content I used to see on 9gag but sooner

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

KushyMakeke 2 points · 12 days ago

To let out steam and since it's public draw attention to certain shit I know is fucked up on

the internet that does effect mentalities in real life and being basically a social media drill

sergeant.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

KushyMakeke 1 point · 12 days ago

Only the internet is not the military and you can easily leave without it being considered

desertion.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

LNAKL 2 points · 12 days ago

looking for likeminded people

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

justabundleofsadness 2 points · 12 days ago

The just no mother in law content

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

ITeechYoKidsArt 2 points · 12 days ago

The line for your mom is really long!

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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Nerdiant 1 point · 11 days ago

Most likely because you're in it

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

ITeechYoKidsArt 2 points · 11 days ago

I'm sorry it was just too easy.

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

PeachyArt 2 points · 12 days ago

Quora is too pretentious at this point

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold

richneptune 1 point · 12 days ago

Boredom, cute animals and boobies

� Reply Share Report Save Give gold
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Do you enjoy trolling/entertaining people? Do you feel like getting your opinion out is important or
healthy? Did you come here to learn via discussion? etc.

100% Upvoted

Posted by u/Squishymonkey69 2 years ago �

Why do you participate in discussions on Reddit or other online forums?

� 9 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

IncendiaryChicken 1 point · 2 years ago

Validation via upvotes.
Share Report Save Give gold

Squishymonkey69 1 point · 2 years ago

Is reddit the only online space you comment on? If you comment on youtube channels or
Facebook do you also it for the likes?
Share Report Save Give gold

IncendiaryChicken 1 point · 2 years ago

Only other place I really comment is on twitter, but then I just do it to talk with
friends.
Share Report Save Give gold

cmdrDROC 1 point · 2 years ago

Good way to waste time on the shitter.
Share Report Save Give gold

Squishymonkey69 1 point · 2 years ago

So would you say you find it more fulfilling and stimulating than your "real" life?
Share Report Save Give gold

whathefigurativefuck 1 point · 2 years ago
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Because I didn't have friends
Share Report Save Give gold

Squishymonkey69 1 point · 2 years ago

Do you have friends now? Has the internet fostered a sense of community for you?
Share Report Save Give gold

whathefigurativefuck 1 point · 2 years ago

In a sense... but not really because it's all fake
Share Report Save Give gold

Squishymonkey69 1 point · 2 years ago

Could you elaborate? Do you feel like you can't trust anyone because you can't see
their "true identity"? If someone shows you empathy online or sides with you
online is it any less meaningful? Perhaps because there is no risk associated with
sticking up for you when both of you have fake identities? I would argue that
people taking the time to comment and respond to you says something, either
about a sense of community or a hidden agenda.
Share Report Save Give gold
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Posted by u/bluerat1996 1 year ago �

Why do you participate on Reddit?

� 14 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

MT_Flesch 1 point · 1 year ago

because its educational, entertaining, and a place to discuss things that doesn't typically
devolve into a pissing contest...typically
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 1 year ago

It distracts me from my self loathing.
Share Report Save Give gold

Zahke 1 point · 1 year ago

Mostly the community and its versatility, I would say. Reddit always manages to turn my
daily commute into an emotional rollercoaster, whilst informing me of current hot topics
and a lot of random bullshit that still somehow manages to keep me interested.
Share Report Save Give gold

bluerat1996 1 point · 1 year ago

I'd also like to ask, why do you feel like posting and commenting on things too?
Share Report Save Give gold

DecoriTitan 1 point · 1 year ago

To talk to people.
Share Report Save Give gold

CowSeizure 2 points · 1 year ago

/r/Me_irl
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Share Report Save Give gold

DecoriTitan 3 points · 1 year ago

They'll upvote anything. Even my shitty ass comment about human interaction.
Share Report Save Give gold

CowSeizure 2 points · 1 year ago

pfffft, look at this guy, thinks hes interacted with humans
Share Report Save Give gold

DecoriTitan 2 points · 1 year ago

Ah right, laughing at me, not with me.
Share Report Save Give gold

Konayo 1 point · 1 year ago

For Reddit silver!
Share Report Save Give gold

DecoriTitan 1 point · 1 year ago

Cause there are things I can only say here and nor IRL. Also because interacting with anyone
is rare.
Share Report Save Give gold

WWAED 1 point · 1 year ago

I'm at work and there's still another hour or two before I can head home.
Share Report Save Give gold

ThingHuan 1 point · 1 year ago

The sweet sweet karma I need in order to validate myself as an individual.
Share Report Save Give gold

CowSeizure 1 point · 1 year ago

all too real
Share Report Save Give gold
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Posted by u/16andALWAYSpreggerz 2 years ago �

How would reddit be different without karma? Better or worse?

� 25 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

YouWantALime 12 points · 2 years ago

See facebook
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 2 points · 2 years ago

Don't have Facebook but from what I've seen (on reddit) it looks horrid. And I see your
point, I think you are right...
Share Report Save Give gold

YouWantALime 1 point · 2 years ago

It really depends who you're friends with. I just had my relatives and it was relatively
(heh) clean.
Share Report Save Give gold

FourtE2 2 points · 2 years ago

On Reddit I post every day.

On Facebook it's close to a month.
Share Report Save Give gold

Jubbbbles 3 points · 2 years ago

I believe it would be a catch 22, you have karma to show the most popular post, and
downvotes to narrow down the crappy ones, but it feels like people just want the karma,
rather than the content itself. It's complicated, I think we could do without it.
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 3 points · 2 years ago
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This was exactly what I thought...its a toss-up
Share Report Save Give gold

hey_listen_link 2 points · 2 years ago

What if posts had karma but users didn't?
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 2 years ago

I'm not sure until it happens but I'm inclined to believe it would be better, solely because I
believe it could help diminish the amount of predictable, bandwagon, circlejerk comments.
It wouldn't get rid of it, but I think it would mean there would be fewer comments like "Not
using your turn signals" and other comments you can 100% bet on being in every single
related thread.
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 2 points · 2 years ago

...or "shh bby is ok" and "gay swan" ...kill me now
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 2 years ago

It would also stop "Downvote bandwagonning" too.

You say something. One person completely obscures what you said with an
interpretation plucked out of nowhere and calls you out on it. A bunch of people
follow that person and sees it that way too. Bam. Downvoted and called-out for
something you didn't even say.

It almost happened recently. I said something like "I feel sorry for people who say sex
is overrated." Out of nowhere people started saying "You think sex is the only good
thing in life" and "I feel sorry for people who think there aren't better things and
experiences than sex." Woah woah woah. Where did I say that?
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 1 point · 2 years ago

Ya...the pack mentality....never go to r/Austin. Its a shitshow in there...
Share Report Save Give gold

tb3648 2 points · 2 years ago

Karma has always felt unnecessary to me.
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 2 years ago · edited 2 years ago

Because of the voting system I always feel like I'm performing in some way whenever I
make a post. If it weren't for karma I'd probably post more and maybe be a little less
cautious with expressing my opinions. Whether that would make Reddit better or worse I
don't know.

EDIT: Something else I thought of - I think one of the biggest issues with the voting system
here is the lack of context with downvotes that can make it difficult to tell what went wrong
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or why you're being downvoted. Say I make a post and it gets a couple downvotes. I don't
know who downvoted me (is it an expert in whatever the topic is or a kid who doesn't know
what they're talking about?), why they downvoted me (especially if my post is long there can
be multiple things that can rub someone the wrong way), whether the votes I'm receiving is
an accurate sample of how the public at large would view my post (especially if it's in a spot
where it won't be seen by many people), and so on. The lack of context makes it difficult to
know how seriously to take it. I wonder what it would be like if upvotes and downvotes
people gave were tied to their username or if one was required to make a comment with a
downvote how that would change things.
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 2 years ago

I think is would be much better. I really wish Reddit would get rid of the whole karma
bullshit.
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 2 points · 2 years ago

I feel that way sometimes. But the down voting keeps the shitposts from getting out of
hand...so I'm really not sure!
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 2 years ago

I have no problem with the up/down vote system, I just wish it you couldn't see the
numbers.
Share Report Save Give gold

16andALWAYSpreggerz 1 point · 2 years ago

Ah, good idea!
Share Report Save Give gold

cashcow1 1 point · 2 years ago

Awful. Like sex without judgment and criticism.
Share Report Save Give gold

DeVeelvraat 1 point · 2 years ago

Better, 'karma' is just silly. Very feminine btw.
Share Report Save Give gold

gameboy17 3 points · 2 years ago

How is it feminine and what does that have to do with anything?
Share Report Save Give gold

dRomeo02 1 point · 2 years ago

No more reposts.
Share Report Save Give gold
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[deleted] 1 point · 2 years ago

I think things would be a lot less organized. The competent posts would be mixed in with
the incompetent posts and it'd get annoying for the bigger subs. I'm almost positive it would
make Reddit less likely to have succeeded.
Share Report Save Give gold

Comment deleted 2 years ago (0 children)
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Posts Scheduled ThreadsResources Chat Rooms

SORT BY BEST

I think it encourages people to be civil, but also leads to countless complaints that people are just
seeking internet points and can really make people overly cynical and such. What are your opinions?

90% Upvoted

Posted by u/Doctor_Arkham 3 years ago �

How do you guys think karma affects reddit? Would we be better off without it?

� 28 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

harcole Je suis content 5 points · 3 years ago

Karma is good when it's not in the defaults sub, discussions stays on topic, good comments
are upvoted etc, but on defaults, karma is just a race, who will meme the harder, who will
repost at the right moment, who will milk the joke once again, etc.
Share Report Save Give gold

shadowsandmirrors 6 points · 3 years ago

People do really weird things with karma.

I had a 'bad Reddit day' yesterday and ended up with a downvote stalker [please note that
I'm not saying that as a dig for up votes]. Like, someone went through and systemically
downvoted -pages- worth of comments. I have over 9,000 karma. That's dedication right
there.

As in, they decided my beach ball annoying snarky face pissed them off so much that they
decided to make that I would be less visible in every comm I'm in instead of just acting like
an adult, downvoting me in the comm that I pissed them off in, and moving on with life.

I'm not terribly worked up but it's not like I'm some random bizarre case. People in MUA
joke about their pet downvote stalkers all the time.

I keep hearing about how karma supposedly makes everyone civil. I have yet to actually see
it. It's an Internet popularity contest, period. There's no way to enforce the system that's in
place and in the larger comms they don't even bother trying (not that I blame them).

As to whether or not we would be better off without it, I don't think it makes a difference
either way. Most comms don't have a karma system and manage to function just fine. I
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don't think the site would be that much different, since like I said, it's not like people use it
for the reason it was created.
Share Report Save Give gold

Comment deleted 3 years ago (4 children)

[deleted] 4 points · 3 years ago

I think upvotes should stay, its nice to know people took the time to read what you wrote
and approve of it. But a good argument can be made for getting rid of downvotes I think,
they're usually used by people who just don't like what you've said and there is still a 'report'
button for offensive comments or spam.
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 3 years ago

I agree with this wholeheartedly. And some subreddits do get rid of downvotes for this
very reason.
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 3 years ago

I didn't know that. Can you give a few examples of subreddits that don't use
downvotes?
Share Report Save Give gold

jacksky 2 points · 3 years ago

this one
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 3 years ago

HA! I genuinely hadn't even noticed! Feel kind of stupid now...
Share Report Save Give gold

Doctor_Arkham 2 points · 3 years ago

That's a good point. I didn't consider only having upvotes- not a bad idea!
Share Report Save Give gold

Greygooseandice muhahahahaha 2 points · 3 years ago · edited 3 years ago

It is helpful in casual subreddits, but harmful in others.

If you're in /r/politics (which no one should ever be), they downvote anyone they disagree
with, making it a very one sided discussion which is bad in the case of politics.

However, in a more relaxed subreddit, they down votes often allow us to browse without
seeing the comments that are just there to cause a ruckus.

EDIT: Would we be better off without it? No. It helps make it easy to determine what subs to
avoid.
Share Report Save Give gold

Paradigm240 that Cape Town dude 2 points · 3 years ago
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I feel like in this sub it is good because when I go into a conversation with hundreds of
comments, the ones on top are usually the most entertaining or relevant.

Also, a lot of the time, downvoting assholes does really help keep the discussion civil in
other subs.

I don't get annoyed as much by the karma whoring as I do by the unreasonable downvote
sprees, though. Differ from the hivemind on a specific sub and even if it's reasonable, your
comment will never see the light of day.
Share Report Save Give gold

ah64a rawr 2 points · 3 years ago

I feel like karma and points on threads and text are good as it filters through the content,
but having a stat on your profile page makes it feel as if you're being judged for that, and if
you are cautious of your karma you may not post your true opinions of topics for fear they
may get downvoted to the bottom.
Share Report Save Give gold

--smokeandmirrors-- limited time only fliar 2 points · 3 years ago

Yep. Keep the points on the submissions/comments, but don't show the user their total
karma would be the best solution.
Share Report Save Give gold

jacksky 1 point · 3 years ago

i do this
Share Report Save Give gold

anubisdidmymomAMA Love me some uruk grills 1 point · 3 years ago

Some people just get obsessed with attention. Look at unidan and the some of the big users
that get shadowbanned, it's really pathetic. Other than that, it does help with trolls and
spoilers.
Share Report Save Give gold

gcruzatto 1 point · 3 years ago

Upvotes and downvotes are what made reddit so powerful. They need to stay. However,
having an overall "score" of all your comments and posts is a bit useless for me.
Share Report Save Give gold

magic_is_might non presser 1 point · 3 years ago

In large subs, people repost and shitpost for karma and is generally a harmful thing for the
sub. Especially picture based subs.

It seems that larger active text based subs are better. /r/harrypotter is a good example. It
has text only weeks, and the sub quality is noticeably better. I rarely visit that sub when it
allows photo posts because it's so bad. But with text based posts, it encourages more
discussion which I enjoy reading a lot more.

For smaller/casual subs, karma is a good thing (overall) to help promote discussion when it's
bare.
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Share Report Save Give gold

samingue I just like that color 1 point · 3 years ago

I feel like it should not be shown. The system should still be there and ranking would work
as usual but it would just not be shown. I think there would be less people upvoting just
because it has high score, and downvoting just because it has negative score.
Share Report Save Give gold

brainandforce ¡sõṍtaq! 1 point · 3 years ago

Are you referring to karma or comment scores?
Share Report Save Give gold

samingue I just like that color 1 point · 3 years ago

Both actually!
Share Report Save Give gold

TheBQE swing the fuck out! 1 point · 3 years ago

I think total karma on a post should be hidden until you vote up or down, and your vote is
irreversible.
Share Report Save Give gold

nuc1earwessels DankMemesandSteelBeams 1 point · 3 years ago

It has it's pros and cons obviously. But I think that we would be like youtube without it.
Share Report Save Give gold

jacksky 1 point · 3 years ago · edited 3 years ago

I've only been commenting seriously on reddit a single day and I've already felt some pretty
uncomfortable effects. I posted a question in explainlikeim5. I mean, that seems like a
pretty safe place to ask a real question. I was not trying to troll or to be all subversive, i had
real questions about eminent domain and mineral rights. Everyone can get so touchy about
certain subjects that it's almost impossible to try to understand. Especially when that
downvoting happens. Wish it wasn't there so maybe more people could feel comfortable
saying what they think, so maybe we could all reach a greater understanding.

i did get a response from someone who's family had sold their land but not their mineral
rights and there were so many questions i wanted to ask them, but the whole question was
hemorrhaging karma points and I only have a total of 25, so i deleted it. Thats sad to me.
Share Report Save Give gold

trytryagainn 1 point · 3 years ago

Sometimes I don't post what I honestly think about something because it'll be unpopular. I
promised myself I wouldn't do that, but I succumbed. I bet other people do it too. I come to
reddit to talk about things, so this is limiting conversation.
Share Report Save Give gold

Prisaneify Forever Day Dreamer 1 point · 3 years ago
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Are you really saying what you want to say, truly expressing your opinions and beliefs?

100% Upvoted

Posted by u/TypicalCracker 4 years ago �

How different would Reddit be without the karma system?

� 8 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

D0nthate 3 points · 4 years ago

I truly don't care about karma on Reddit. If someone doesn't like my opinion or belief well

sucks for them because I will continue to post them. :)

Share Report Save Give gold

Wittled_metal 1 point · 4 years ago

There ya go.

Share Report Save Give gold

sergeant_charmander 3 points · 4 years ago

4chan

Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 4 years ago

Well, there would be fewer people bitching about it.

Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 4 years ago

Shit posts and comments. How else are we supposed to control quality?

Share Report Save Give gold

AKoreanJew 2 points · 4 years ago
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I don't even pay attention to karma, I think I'm just addicted to answering questions and

subjecting others to my opinions.

Share Report Save Give gold

ohhsilly 1 point · 4 years ago

Lame website.

Share Report Save Give gold

dra39437 1 point · 4 years ago

The up and down vote system itself is great. Turning those upvotes into karma is kind of

pointless obviously but its also addicting in its own way

Share Report Save Give gold
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75% Upvoted

Posted by u/ThePeskyWabbit 5 years ago �

What would reddit be without karma? How much different would things be?

� 15 Comments * Share � Give Gold �

�
This thread is archived

New comments cannot be posted and votes cannot be cast

[deleted] 1 point · 5 years ago

there'd probably be an offsite that collects karma from posts and it'd be about the same
Share Report Save Give gold

Indeed_A_Murderer 0 points · 5 years ago

Have you ever been molested?
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 2 points · 5 years ago

hmm what
Share Report Save Give gold

Muugle 2 points · 5 years ago

Answer the question, lukeje.
Share Report Save Give gold

Indeed_A_Murderer 1 point · 5 years ago

I SAID HAVE YOU EVER BEEN MOLESTED?
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 5 years ago

i havent
Share Report Save Give gold

mikeblack265 1 point · 5 years ago

Ideally: more original content, thoughtful discussions.
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Realistically: The site's traffic would slow down and be left behind.
Share Report Save Give gold

Ayevee 1 point · 5 years ago

Everything would be better.
Share Report Save Give gold

TheNoodlyMessiah 1 point · 5 years ago

There probably wouldn't be reposts.

There also wouldn't be any people complaining about karmawhores.
Share Report Save Give gold

ThePeskyWabbit 1 point · 5 years ago

But thered be no motivation to post
Share Report Save Give gold

TheNoodlyMessiah 1 point · 5 years ago

I'm not saying it would be a good thing not to have karma.
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] 1 point · 5 years ago

You realise karma is bad, right? Don't you know that a jiva cannot attain moksha until the
accumulated sanchita karmas are completely exhausted?
Share Report Save Give gold

[deleted] -2 points · 5 years ago

Maybe people wouldn't just say weird things for attention. Then again they probably would.
Share Report Save Give gold

Muugle 0 points · 5 years ago

lick mah booty-hole, bubbywubby
Share Report Save Give gold
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What are your thoughts? Log in or Sign up LOG IN SIGN UP

SORT BY BEST

Join the discussion BECOME A REDDITOR

Each time I come across a friend who doesn't use Reddit I actually cannot easily explain what Reddit
is. Like I would go on describing all the features there are: discussions, aggregation, personalised
feeds and subscriptions etc. But at the end of the day it's really difficult to define Reddit since it has
so many features. I am mostly using Reddit for discussions, and rarely as a social media aggregator.
I don't get my news from Reddit and I still prefer a FB/Twitter feed when I follow people or
magazines I like. I was wondering what others are using Reddit for. Is it more of an aggregator for
you or a discussion platform? What is more engaging?

 

93% Upvoted

Posted by u/Stelumstone 15 days ago

What is Reddit for you?

� 51 Comments * Share �

Sandals__with__socks 72 points · 15 days ago 1

It's like social networking. I have the same issue. People seem to get lost on the concept of
how subreddits work. The best I can tell them is that instead of following people and their
interests like other sites, on reddit we follow our interests along with other people.
Share Save

�

sublimei 12 points · 15 days ago

You just solved the theory of Reddit
Share Save

Stelumstone 8 points · 15 days ago

Good explanation, thx!
Share Save

Sandals__with__socks 5 points · 15 days ago

No problem.
Share Save
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flavix04 16 points · 15 days ago

Well, i knew about reddit for a long time, but only started using it recently on a regular
basis, and oh man what have I been missing all these yers. I love everything of it, the
discussions, the memes, the information that provides, the many features and interactions
with the people and expecially the community. I don't remember on which subreddit I saw
it, but there was a post about a guy showing a weird bite of an insect, and everyone in the
comments warned him immediately about going and seeing a doctor since it might be
dangerous and also about updating the community about his state. That gave me a really
nice sense of unity and community, because it shows that in the end people actually care
about each other and we kinda like to help and know that the other ones are happy.
Share Save

ellensundies 5 points · 15 days ago

Same, I love it when we solve each other’s problems. I love it that there are people here
who know more than I do and who can give me a better perspective on something I
might be struggling with. I love having a glimpse into what other people are struggling
with. I love the ‘awwww’ moments. I love the “holy shit“ moments. I love the people of
Reddit.
Share Save

Live-Love-Lie 2 points · 14 days ago

There was a post on r/whatisthis the other day where a guy had found a sea mine and
had started taking the explosives out it and people were like wtf go scrub your hands
and phone the police thats a sea mine
Share Save

bladegmn 23 points · 15 days ago

It is where I occupy my time when I am going number 2.
Share Save

sjphi26 6 points · 15 days ago

This is really the best, and the only, explanation anyone would ever need.
Share Save

Ch3rrytr1x 11 points · 15 days ago

Honestly, it reminds me of being 12 and on forums like Gaia Online. Reddit is for
socializing/social networking, but it favors those who like to type, instead of film. It’s a really
big, fancy forum.
Share Save

AnEpiphanyTooLate 6 points · 15 days ago

It basically killed replaced forums for better or worse, so I’m here for everything you can’t
find elsewhere. And there’s a few entertaining subreddits. But it’s best not to take this place
too seriously.
Share Save
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Kevalemig 6 points · 15 days ago

For me it's a modern, more active version of NNTP (aka usenet or newsgroups). Basically a
digital bulletin board. In the old days (around 1992 to 1996) usenet was full of special
interest groups. Groups like rec.arts.anime had a lot of users discussing anime shows. There
were groups for all subjects. Usenet exists to this day, but it's not the same. Reddit is like a
more fun and lively version. So I subscribe to various groups here, mostly to do with my
interests like music and movies, or hobbies like origami and cooking.

I open the reddit app on my phone whenever I have idle time, and do a quick scan of the
latest posts in my subscribed groups. I do it anout twice a day �
Share Save

Stelumstone 5 points · 15 days ago

Great feedback. Thx! On more question - is your home feed actually relevant to you? I
mean, I am following some pretty popular subs (news, crypto etc), but since they are so
huge the posts I see on my homefeed is often not relevant to me anymore.
Share Save

Kevalemig 3 points · 14 days ago · edited 14 days ago

I have an Android phone, so I get my news from Google. It's built into the system, so
hitting the Home button brings up the news feed which shows anything related to my
location, and topics I tend to search for. After I browse the Google feed, I open Reddit
and head straight for the MoviePass sub. I have MoviePass and it's such a volatile
subject that there's news about it daily. Afterwards I flip through the main portion of
Reddit that shows the most recent posts of all my subscriptions. It's mostly noise... I
agree with you that a lot of it isn't relevant. But without Reddit I would sit around
doing Google searches on my interests all day. I rarely use Google search thanks to
Reddit and I think I save a lot of time this way �

Reddit itself has become my go-to for specific information and/or troubleshooting. If I
want to connect a MIDI keyboard to my phone to make music, for example, my first
instinct is to open Reddit and do a search about my phone model and MIDI. Users
often post their experiences on such niche things and it often helps me figure out my
problem. Also, there seems to be a sub for practically every little interest I can think
of. It's a quick way to find others with the same hobbies. I have an interest in string
figures (aka cat's cradle) and there's a group here on Reddit. It's next to impossible to
find other string enthusiasts outside of the app.

On the fun side, Reddit has all the social stuff that people talk about everyday. Viral
animated gifs and pics, memes, celebrity gossip, you name it. I don't use Twitter,
Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram... Nothing but Reddit. It keeps my life simple!

I think Reddit is one of the most useful resources on the internet these days. It's full
of noise, but in the mix is a lot of useful information. I am always excited to dig into
Reddit. I rarely leave without learning something useful �
Share Save

8rick80 1 point · 13 days ago

I have got an android, but I have unhooked all the integrated google stuff so it
doesnt bother me. I only use duckduckgo as search engine xD
Share Save
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Sandals__with__socks 1 point · 14 days ago

I've actually made my home feed pretty relevant to my interests. Sometimes when
you look at some of the subreddits that you're subscribed to you have to decide if
they're providing you with more enjoyable content than irrelevant. If it turns out that
the subreddit only has one post of interest for every twenty posted, I'll simply
unsubscribe because the bad greatly outweighs the good. The large amount of
uninteresting posts will clog up my feed and possibly cause me to miss something
that I want to see.

On my old account I was subscribed to a ton of subreddits and it was constant
scrolling through content that had no real interest. The problem was that with a lot of
the subreddits, I didn't want to unsubscribe because they had content that I liked but
also there was too much that I didn't. So when I created this account I chose to simply
start with the ones that I knew I definitely wanted and slowly work my way up.

Another thing is that popular subreddits tend to have much more irrelevant content.
All the subreddits that I'm still subscribed to are ones that I found within a thread and
not on r/all. The subreddits that are commonly featured on the front page tend to
have a lot of posts from people that are just looking for karma as opposed to trying to
post quality content with the hopes of simply creating an interesting thread.
Share Save

8rick80 1 point · 13 days ago

I am not subscribed to any boards but I check to see if there are any answers. I ll just
check out the one or other reddit according to interest manually.
Share Save

ooax 4 points · 15 days ago

For me, it's a centralized bulletin board replacement combined with an up/downvote
mechanism for post order.
Share Save

macsta 4 points · 15 days ago

I'm using Reddit as a way to communicate with my descendents. I love the forum for the
banter, the ideas, the opportunity to converse with people all round the globe, but it also
serves as an ideal way to leave a record of who I am and what I believe in. Some of my
ancestors were interesting people but I know so little about them. My descendents will have
a Reddit window into my soul. If I wrote an autobiography it'd be too selfconscious, this way
my readers can eavesdrop on animated conversations (if only more people would actually
debate issues, that would be so nice).
Share Save

_if_only_i_ 2 points · 13 days ago

Omfg, that is beautiful!
Share Save

ggAlex 4 points · 15 days ago
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“Reddit is not a social network, it is a network of communities. We have communities
dedicated to ideas, stories, passions, support, news, commerce, discussion, gaming, weight
loss, personal finance and everything in between! Reddit communities provide a sense of
belonging to the people who come everyday to participate in them, and the communities
interact with each other and create amazing experiences every day. There’s probably a
community on Reddit just for you, too.”
Share Save

Sanlear 4 points · 15 days ago

A social network of communities.
Share Save

rogermelly1 3 points · 15 days ago

My portal into an online world :)
Share Save

Live-Love-Lie 3 points · 15 days ago

Basically facebook but more focussed on talking in groups that interest you with people that
have similar interests by subscribing to specific closely moderated topics, rather than having
facebook friends that just post whatever shit they want and 90% of your newsfeed is shite.
On reddit 95% of the homepage is things you’re interested in.
Share Save

Stelumstone 1 point · 15 days ago

Thx! How would you compare subreddits to hashtags then?
Share Save

5 more replies
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Still Confused by Steem, Steem

Dollars, and Steem Power? The Power

Plant Analogy

Welcome to all of our new users! Like most people who discover Steemit,
you’re probably wondering about the currency tokens: STEEM, Steem
Dollars, and Steem Power. Why do we need three of them? How are they
different? When will I get paid? These questions are understandable, but
they focus on the pieces. What we really need is a 200-foot view.

Let’s power up the drone

The basics of Steemit are easy to understand: you make money by posting
and voting on good content. But as you get hooked on the great articles and
moneymaking potential, you’ll want to understand how it really works.
Steemit and the Steem economy are a complex system with lots of moving
parts, so you’re in for quite an education.

donkeypong (74)  (/@donkeypong) in steemit (/trending/steemit) •  2
years ago

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending

(/trending/steemit)

New

(/created/steemit)

Hot

(/hot/steemit)

Promoted

(/promoted/steemit)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)

https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
https://steemit.com/@donkeypong
https://steemit.com/@cecilieb93/feed
https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
https://steemit.com/created/steemit
https://steemit.com/hot/steemit
https://steemit.com/promoted/steemit
https://steemit.com/static/search.html
https://steemit.com/submit.html
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If you try to understand the each part of Steemit, you’ll get there
eventually. But I think there’s an easier way to begin. Turn on that monitor,
please, and I’ll take the drone over STEEM CENTRAL, our main power
plant. When you see the whole platform functioning, I think you’ll have a
better understanding of the parts themselves and the roles they play. It's
an imperfect analogy, to be sure, but a helpful one also!

What Powers Steemit?

What powers Steemit? The blockchain spins the gears. Witnesses keep it
honest. Developers enable the Steemit social media platform and the
payment systems with which we interact. Average people like us provide
the content that gives the site its chief value. And we curate it, too,
deciding which content is rewarded. Everybody tells their friends about it.

Put that together and what does it give you?

Holy guacamole! If a holistic whole is what you want, here is a model for
you. We can compare Steemit to a conventional thermal steam electric
power plant. Steam power, get it? Wink, wink. Change the ‘a’ to an ‘e’. But
before we go there, I need to explain how a normal steam power plant
works.

By then, our drone should be in position.

Steam Power Plants
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Thermal steam power plants are used to generate power from coal,
nuclear, geothermal, solar thermal, waste incineration, and many natural
gas sources. Though there are many variations, these plants basically turn
heat energy into electricity. This basic model forms the bones for much of
the world’s energy generation.

Here is a picture of a geothermal power plant in Iceland, which uses steam
to convert heat from the earth into electricity. Don’t worry about pollution;
there isn't much of that. It is just releasing extra steam into the air. This is a
very renewable and sustainable energy source.

Here is a diagram of how the main parts of a steam power plant work:

A steam power plant requires water (which can be recycled and reused)
and a heat source. The heat could come from geothermal, solar thermal,
coal, nuclear, natural gas, or some other source that is hot or can be
burned. A pump sends the water to a boiler, which heats it into steam, and
then that steam powers a turbine. When the turbine spins, it creates
electricity with help from the generator. The generator is connected to an
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electrical grid, and customers who plug into the grid are able to use that
electricity. The steam condensate is then collected an cooled, and that
water gets pumped back into the system for reuse.

The Steemit Power Plant

The weather is nice today and they have the top down. Love that
retractable roof, Steemians! Did one of the witnesses spring for that? My,
it's a sleek machine. STEEM CENTRAL sure looks so light and airy. Such a
transparent place.

Now the drone is directly overhead. STEEM CENTRAL sits right below us
and we’re looking down inside. The inner workings are plainly visible on
our monitor. They look something like this:
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Content provides the value to the Steemit social media platform. It is most
similar to the water that circulates through a conventional steam power
plant. Vaporized into steam one day, more content appears instantly.
Content is ever present, always changing, and capable of reuse and
regeneration as content creators contribute fresh ideas with new written
blog posts, videos, photographs, art, music, and more.

The Blockchain drives everything, like the great pump at a conventional
power plant. Spinning out new blocks, generating new data that grows
continually, it veri�es and enables transactions and posting information.
Content can be posted, more currency can be created, and people can get
paid. This beast never sleeps.

Steem Power (SP) operates like a concentrating force. Like a boiler, it
superheats the content and creates steam. Oops, I misspelled that; I meant
STEEM! When you earn rewards for posting and voting, part of this is paid
to you in SP. When you Power Up, you are increasing your SP also.
Congratulations, you are becoming a virtual Class A shareholder with your
bucketful of shiny tokens. SP gives you stronger voting in�uence. It also
gives you a virtual stake in the future growth of Steemit and the Steem
economy, since most of the new currency tokens created are paid out to SP
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holders. Where does the real muscle come from? From your hard work,
of course. Creating and curating content makes it all start to bubble
happily.

Steem Dollars are the price-stable currency tokens that represent about $1
each in value. You will get paid partly in Steem Dollars (SD or SBD). There
are so many possibilities with SD. You can spend these in the virtual
economy which is soon to come, you can hold them and accumulate a 10%
return, or you can sell or transfer them into Steem, Bitcoin, or other
currencies. Like the turbine that’s spun by steam power in a conventional
steam power plant, SD bridge the raw power of Steemit with the real world
applications of a price stable currency.

STEEM is the liquid currency, much as electricity is the �nal product from
a conventional steam power plant. You can transfer it, spend it, or Power
Up into SP. Passing through this generator is the �nal step before the
product of all your hard work is realized. Through bridges, gateways,
merchants, and exchanges, your STEEM plugs right into the online
economy. When the market cap of STEEM goes up, you are paid more for
bringing your STEEM to the market, just as if wholesale electricity rates
had gone up and a conventional power plant operator cashed in by selling
it back to the customers on the grid.

World Domination

The drone is out of power now. We’re grounding the sucker. Fortunately,
we have an appointment with the man himself, the evil genius in charge of
the Steemit Power Plant. Let’s see what he can add to our understanding of
how Steemit works.
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What’s that? He says he has no time to speak at the moment. He’ll make
one statement and that’s all the time he can give us. Let the great man
make his statement:

“This Power Plant facility is a most impressive creation.

And yet, my Power Plant is only the beginning. If you

thought I would stop here, you were wrong. (evil

laughter ensues) I will not rest until we have achieved

total world domination. Onward and Upward,

Steemians!

steemit (/trending/steemit) steem (/trending/steem)

2 years ago by 

donkeypong (74)  (/@donkeypong)

Reply  387 (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-

confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-

power-the-power-plant-analogy)

       

Sort Order:  

$452.45 1330 votes

Trending

[ - ]juniusmaltby (49)  (/@juniusmaltby)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@juniusmaltby/re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170603t193230345z)

I just signed up a�er some urging by my subscriber base on youtube. I am glad to be here and am excited to
see what I can bring to the table.

Reply$1.26 124 votes

https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
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https://steemit.com/@donkeypong
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https://steemit.com/@juniusmaltby
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[ - ]donkeypong (74)  (/@donkeypong)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@donkeypong/re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-
still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170603t224619558z)

Awesome! Welcome aboard. Please join Steemit.chat and contact me there; I'll be glad to help get
you started and make sure you get some votes, etc.

Reply

·

$0.00 25 votes

[ - ]amoltc (31)  (/@amoltc)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@amoltc/re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-
plant-analogy-20170609t031344888z)

how to convert steem power into steem ?
Reply

··

$0.09 15 votes

[ - ]donkeypong (74)  (/@donkeypong)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@donkeypong/re-amoltc-re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170609t031714550z)

When logged into your account, you will see some drop-down arrows next to your
balances. Next to the Steem balance, there should be an option to power down. It
takes 13 weeks for the full amount, a one week wait for the first part of that.

Reply

···

$0.00 22 votes

[ - ]amoltc (31)  (/@amoltc)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@amoltc/re-donkeypong-re-amoltc-re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-
re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-
power-plant-analogy-20170609t031900474z)

thx sir for your quick response
Reply

····

$0.00 5 votes

[ - ]ckcryptoinvest (42)  (/@ckcryptoinvest)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-
steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@ckcryptoinvest/re-amoltc-
re-donkeypong-re-amoltc-re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-
power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170629t142546801z)

I´m still not sure about it, however, I have learnt quite a bit.
Thank you very much.

Reply

·····

$0.00 2 votes

[ - ]trumppolitics (30)  (/@trumppolitics)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-
power-the-power-plant-analogy#@trumppolitics/re-donkeypong-re-amoltc-re-
donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170706t030854698z)

Do you mean it takes 13 weeks for the full amount to be transferred to
Steam dollars? 
Is that to prevent people from all 'withdrawing' their money right away?

Reply

····

$0.00 2 votes

https://steemit.com/@donkeypong
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https://steemit.com/@ckcryptoinvest
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[ - ]marcoharley1995 (31)  (/@marcoharley1995)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-
power-the-power-plant-analogy#@marcoharley1995/re-donkeypong-re-
amoltc-re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170821t182557856z)

Is it 13 for a certain amount or is it for amount? For instance if I make
$100 do get ALL of it or do I get to only have a small percentage of it and
the rest I get a�er 13 weeks. Seems like a long time to something you've
earned. I don't know if this is worth it if that case.

Reply

····

$0.00 4 votes

[ - ]donkeypong (74)  (/@donkeypong)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-
steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@donkeypong/re-
marcoharley1995-re-donkeypong-re-amoltc-re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-
and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170822t053106336z)

Your Steem Power is locked up, but can be powered down in 13
equal installments over that many weeks.

Reply

·····

$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]marcoharley1995 (31)  (/@marcoharley1995)  ·
 last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@marcoharley1995/re-donkeypong-re-
marcoharley1995-re-donkeypong-re-amoltc-re-
donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-
power-plant-analogy-20170822t053619744z)

Thanks for your reply and please do help out a newbie
if you can and up vote.

Reply

······

$0.00 5 votes

[ - ]palmerjm1 (56)  (/@palmerjm1)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@palmerjm1/re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-
plant-analogy-20170916t153249762z)

donkey can you help me get some votes and give some advice and tips?
Reply

··

$0.00 10 votes

[ - ]steveperzia (36)  (/@steveperzia)  ·  9 months ago
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-
power-plant-analogy#@steveperzia/re-palmerjm1-re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy-20171211t152004893z)

I helped you out with a vote.
Reply

···

$0.00 2 votes

[ - ]adarsh02021991 (40)  (/@adarsh02021991)  ·  10 months ago
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-··

https://steemit.com/@marcoharley1995
https://steemit.com/@donkeypong
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https://steemit.com/@palmerjm1
https://steemit.com/@steveperzia
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analogy#@adarsh02021991/re-donkeypong-re-juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20171115t111721662z)

I don't know steem will succeed or not because you see there are 13 votes and not even a
cent in place . Thats ridiculous.

Reply$0.00 4 votes

[ - ]thomaskatan (47)  (/@thomaskatan)  ·  7 months ago
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-
power-plant-analogy#@thomaskatan/re-adarsh02021991-re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-
the-power-plant-analogy-20180211t160121322z)

depends who votes
Reply

···

$0.00 1 vote

[ - ]larajt (33)  (/@larajt)  ·  6 months ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@larajt/re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-
plant-analogy-20180307t084556793z)

I just saw this.. could I contact you for help too? I'm a bit ba�led - but loving this as as an
outlet for my writing.

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]myagenda (41)  (/@myagenda)  ·  last month (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@myagenda/re-donkeypong-re-
juniusmaltby-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-
plant-analogy-20180730t235107567z)

hey.. I have created my account last year. but had not used it. though I did not get the
concept. your article is good for beginners and it helps me a lot. would be great if you share
some links. and one more thing... whats your steem.chat username? 
regards,

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]mgtow-stacker (30)  (/@mgtow-stacker)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@mgtow-stacker/re-juniusmaltby-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170613t194851824z)

Good to see you here juniusmaltby.... i watch your videos on youtube.... keep up the good work!
Reply

·

$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]nickmorphew (59)  (/@nickmorphew)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@nickmorphew/re-juniusmaltby-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170805t025533205z)

Steem is very much in need of quality material. I am a part time travel blogger and I'm very much
resisting any urge to post memes that appear to get attention, however detract from the blog and
the purpose of my writing. good luck with your following here, too on Steem it.

Cheers, 
Nick

Reply

·

$0.00 4 votes
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[ - ]thelordsfinest (53)  (/@thelordsfinest)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@thelordsfinest/re-knircky-re-donkeypong-
still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170512t134517607z)

me too
Reply

·

$0.00 8 votes

[ - ]botomatic (25)  (/@botomatic)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@botomatic/re-thelordsfinest-re-
knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy-20170513t024219113z)

Same here...I read it twice
Reply

··

$0.00 8 votes

[ - ]cryptoknight12 (43)  (/@cryptoknight12)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-
power-plant-analogy#@cryptoknight12/re-botomatic-re-thelordsfinest-re-knircky-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy-20170617t032616875z)

you guys ever figured out how to explain STEEM a little easier? it's been a month
and figured you might know by now

Reply

···

$0.00 6 votes

[ - ]howtostartablog (65)  (/@howtostartablog)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-
power-the-power-plant-analogy#@howtostartablog/re-cryptoknight12-re-
botomatic-re-thelordsfinest-re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170617t045545262z)

I got more confused.
Reply

····

$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]theasiantrader (25)  (/@theasiantrader)  ·  8 months ago
(/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-
steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@theasiantrader/re-
howtostartablog-re-cryptoknight12-re-botomatic-re-thelordsfinest-
re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-
and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20180104t061110877z)

These posts are getting me more confused..
Reply

·····

$0.00

[ - ]kingrenovatio (43)  (/@kingrenovatio)  ·  8
months ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@kingrenovatio/re-theasiantrader-re-
howtostartablog-re-cryptoknight12-re-botomatic-re-
thelordsfinest-re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy-20180108t153329939z)

The confusion level is beyond 9000 at this point.. lol at
least he tried, I get what he was saying though to a
degree.

······
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donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20180406t091614700z)

yes, i think you are onto something there! lol
Reply$0.00

[ - ]vmsolutionsltd (47)  (/@vmsolutionsltd)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@vmsolutionsltd/re-knircky-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20170602t001903580z)

SUMMARY: I understand @donkeypong (/@donkeypong) to be saying, you get paid in SBD and can
recieve 10% annual interest on it. You can buy products in the STEEM Market Place with SBD or pay
to promote your content in the promotion section. If you want to receive money for your SBD, or
invest in the STEEM crypto currency that is traded on the exchanges, you must convert it to STEEM. If
you want to Power Up, since it's the only way to receive 90% interest or value on the SBD you have to
first convert the SBD into STEEM and then convert it into STEEM Power by powering up. You can also
withdraw SBD as real hard cash you can touch, by converting SBD into STEEM and then withdrawing
it to poloniex where you convert it to bitcoin and then withdraw to Payza or Paypal, or your bank
etc...

I am 99% certain this is what he was trying to say.

NOW HERE IS MY QUESTION.

1. AFTER 7 DAYS, DO WE NO LONGER ACCRUE EARNINGS ON OUR CONTENT?

2. DOES THE SAME APPLY TO THIS COMMENT IF I POSTED IT JUST NOW BUT THIS POST WAS
POSTED 11 MONTHS AGO?

If it's true, that you no longer receive money on content more than 7 days old, then that will be the
tragic flaw of Steemit, or the entry point for a competitor.

People will not produce long lasting high quality evergreen content, but quick timely content they
know can run good for 7 days.

I hope that is not the case, but even if it is, it just means Steemit is more supplement and less
disrupt.

Please reply if you know the answers to my questions. 
@thelordesfinest (/@thelordesfinest) @knircky (/@knircky) @botomatic (/@botomatic) @drpeanus
(/@drpeanus) @stealthtrader (/@stealthtrader) @atomica (/@atomica) @owdy (/@owdy) @gregor-f
(/@gregor-f) @beastmastermason (/@beastmastermason) @doggguy (/@doggguy) @beadunks
(/@beadunks) @vilivolcini (/@vilivolcini) @skapaneas (/@skapaneas) @easteagle13 (/@easteagle13)
@bergy (/@bergy) @monty-kirkman (/@monty-kirkman) @paulmlomonaco (/@paulmlomonaco)
@splatterhaus (/@splatterhaus) @leprechaun (/@leprechaun) @darknet (/@darknet)
@johnmelendez (/@johnmelendez) @djleo (/@djleo) @donkeypong (/@donkeypong)
@freedomrings (/@freedomrings) @hitmeasap (/@hitmeasap) @bravenewcoin (/@bravenewcoin)

Reply

·

$0.00 22 votes

[ - ]cryptoknight12 (43)  (/@cryptoknight12)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@cryptoknight12/re-vmsolutionsltd-re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170617t033021022z)

Did you ever find out if you don't accrue on content a�er 7 days? I agree with you 100%, I
was hoping to put some solid research in some articles but if I knew I'd only have 7 days to
yield anything that would never be the case! Quick hits only!

··
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[ - ]vmsolutionsltd-re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-
steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20180204t131430327z)

Very helpful man, I sure have a lot to learn. Many great users help me keep pushing forward
though so hopefully I'll make a post that can help others :)

Reply$0.00

[ - ]astro-finance (25)  (/@astro-finance)  ·  3 months ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@astro-finance/re-
vmsolutionsltd-re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-
the-power-plant-analogy-20180614t113629944z)

I've created a full ASTRO-prediction to @Reddcoin (/@reddcoin) to entire 2018. You can
watch it for free. 
Watch it here (FREE): https://d.tube/#!/v/astro-finance/821vk0i7

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]nirmal (50)  (/@nirmal)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-
and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@nirmal/re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170603t111538252z)

Ohh yeah! This post is kinda confusing :p
Reply

·

$0.00 1 vote

[ - ]gokulnk (61)  (/@gokulnk)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@gokulnk/re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170614t031743426z)

While analogies make things clearer to you this one for sure has confused me more.
Reply

·

$0.00 5 votes

[ - ]ianarko (25)  (/@ianarko)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@ianarko/re-knircky-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20170627t141503337z)

The way that I understand it, Steem Power is used to give people an incentive to keep creating and
curating quality content. The more Power you have, the easier it is to have your content seen and
distributed. An analogy, if this were twitter--SP is more like the number of followers you have. So by
building power, you have a higher stake in the gaining of future currency that is released.

Reply

·

$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]tomwest (25)  (/@tomwest)  ·  7 months ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-
steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@tomwest/re-ianarko-re-knircky-
re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20180125t010220593z)

is that it? That could actually be the answer you just gave and nobody noticed it! :) Nice one
if that's true... That helps.

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]stealthtrader (67)  (/@stealthtrader)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@stealthtrader/re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-
dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20160710t014508009z)

This is perfect for new comers.. Very well said!
Reply$0.05 23 votes

https://steemit.com/@astro-finance
https://steemit.com/@reddcoin
https://d.tube/#!/v/astro-finance/821vk0i7
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Nonsense. Money are assets that have REAL value. Like gold or silver.
Those have value because of their rarity, the work it took to mine them
and the use they have. ONLY Fiat money is created out of nothing. Even
bitcoin takes WORK to create, so it can't be created in unlimited amounts
like paper currency.

Reply$0.00

[ - ]skapaneas (70)  (/@skapaneas)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@skapaneas/re-vilivolcini-re-gregory-f-re-owdy-re-donkeypong-still-confused-
by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20160720t220101742z)

I do pay for my electric bills too but I don't like mining with a cpu 
instead mining with my brain seems much more productive...and e�icient.

steem it just use the ledger to confirm transactions and not to generate value.. is
the short answer to your question.

Reply

···

$0.00 1 vote

[ - ]bergy (58)  (/@bergy)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@bergy/re-gregory-f-re-owdy-re-
donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-
20160719t124904368z)

Sounds kind of like a ponzi to me.
Reply

··

$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]gregory-f (62)  (/@gregory-f)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@gregory-
f/re-bergy-re-gregory-f-re-owdy-re-donkeypong-still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-
and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20160719t150115949z)

Which one, The Federal Reserve or the US Dollar? Because if they sound like a
ponzi, then you must have been listening very closely.

Reply

···

$0.02 19 votes

[ - ]decibel (44)  (/@decibel)  ·  last year (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy#@decibel/re-gregory-f-re-bergy-re-gregory-f-re-owdy-re-donkeypong-
still-confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-
analogy-20170428t052840205z)

Only since 1914... ;)
Reply

····

$0.00 2 votes

[ - ]easteagle13 (62)  (/@easteagle13)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@donkeypong/still-confused-by-steem-
steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy#@easteagle13/re-owdy-re-donkeypong-still-
confused-by-steem-steem-dollars-and-steem-power-the-power-plant-analogy-20160714t051625533z)

Who pays? The Steemit system "pays". With what? With crypto currencies called "Steem", "Steem
Power" and "Steem Dollars". If no one in the world cares about those cryptocurrencies then, its like
receiving emails from a stranger that have no monetary value. But wait! Steem is now accepted by
other people to trade with their BITCOINS...and Bitcoin on the other hand is now accepted by many

·

https://steemit.com/@skapaneas
https://steemit.com/@bergy
https://steemit.com/@gregory-f
https://steemit.com/@decibel
https://steemit.com/@easteagle13
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What if STEEM POWER wouldn't
increase your power?

This is the ultimate controversy for a lot of people on SteemIt. I've been
thinking about it a lot the past months and i think I've come to a
conclusion. I will compare the current implementation with an
implementation where STEEM POWER doesn't directly have impact on
your stake in the reward pool. You might be surprised about the impact!

Implementation comparison

Current implementation
You own a portion of the reward pool based on your STEEM POWER
You can increase your in�uence without contributing to the network
directly (releasing content or actively curating)

calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056) in steemit (/trending/steemit) •  last
year

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending

(/trending/steemit)

New

(/created/steemit)

Hot

(/hot/steemit)

Promoted

(/promoted/steemit)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)

https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
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https://steemit.com/@cecilieb93/feed
https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
https://steemit.com/created/steemit
https://steemit.com/hot/steemit
https://steemit.com/promoted/steemit
https://steemit.com/static/search.html
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Having more STEEM POWER increases your absolute curation rewards
Investors can use SteemIt for marketing purposes through promoted
content
Being very pro�table at curating isn't relevant when having a large
amount of STEEM POWER

Hypothetical implementation
STEEM POWER doesn't impact your stake in the reward pool
You can NOT increase your in�uence without contributing to the
network directly (releasing content or actively curating)
Having more STEEM POWER increases your absolute curation rewards
Investors can use SteemIt for marketing purposes through promoted
content
Being very pro�table at curating is very relevant regardless of the
amount of STEEM POWER

E�ects of this hypothetical implementation
Users don't have more in�uence than other users (let alone 100s of
other users combined) purely based on stake
Content will be curated way more accurately because there is way less
statistical variance in author rewards
Everyone gets rewarded based on their contribution to the network
Large stake holders still make more (absolute) money than smaller
stake holders
Investors can still use SteemIt for marketing purposes through
promoted content
Being more pro�table at curating is very relevant
The more STEEM POWER you have, the more motivation you have to
curate as pro�tably as possible

Conclusion
The only drastic change for large STEEM POWER holders seems to be that
they wouldn't be able to make content trending by themselves anymore.
This is only a good thing, because who's better at deciding what's trending;
1 person or millions of people?
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Curation is a more relevant way to change a user's in�uence! When the
platform would measure curation skill (average relative pro�t per voting
power), curators with a better relative pro�t should have more in�uence
because they recognize more pro�table opportunities better than others
(and therefore contribute more to to the platform). I suggest renaming
reputation to something like "author score" (which will only be visible next
to content) and adding a "curation score" and renaming that to reputation
(which will only be visible next the user in curation lists).

The more STEEM POWER you have, the more motivation you would have
to be as pro�table as possible with curation (similar to Poker where
players with a large bankroll are much better on average than players with
a small bankroll). If you are better than others at curating, your vote is
essentially more relevant than others.

In this new implementation investors would still have incentive to invest in
STEEM POWER because of the 0.1425% (15% of 0.95%) annual interest and
getting relative curation rewards based on curation skill. SteemIt curation
is a game of skill where you are essentially playing against other curators.
Similar to Poker, it might look like gambling, but the better curators win
more in the long run.

When everyone's vote is equal, one concern might be multi-accounting.
This is actually already handled fairly well. You need to �ll in your e-mail
and phone number to get access to a new account. A�er that you need to
pay for any extra accounts you want. Of course this can still be abused, but
not pro�tably in my opinion, because a few extra accounts to vote on your
own content isn't gonna make much of a difference when thousands, if not
millions of others are also curating your content.

Don't forget to follow, resteem and browse my channel
(https://steemit.com/@calamus056) for more information!

steemit (/trending/steemit) steem (/trending/steem) steemdev (/trending/steemdev)

money (/trending/money) economy (/trending/economy)

last year by 

calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056)

Reply  46 (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-

steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power)

$30.01 53 votes
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Sort Order:  Trending

[ - ]bryan-imho� (62)  (/@bryan-imho�)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-
t-increase-your-power#@bryan-imho�/re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-
20170621t171904902z)

I think ideas like this will run into a lot more problems when we fully realize some of the new front ends
of the Steem blockchain. We can't expect the definition of a good curator to be the same on Steemit,
Zappl, Steepshot, and ChainBB. 
Early communities would also receive an inherent first mover advantage similar to what whales have
(although of course with much better equality post HF19!) If a million person strong Justin Bieber fan
club subreddit makes the jump to Steemit, they'd potentially be instantly dominating the rewards pool
and curation profitability. Imagine the trending page then! Biebs scrolling for hours... 
I'm fairly happy with the organic diversification that's been occurring into di�erent topics and areas
under the current SP weighted system, and I think it'll continue with the advent of communities.

Reply$4.95 1 vote

[ - ]kyle.anderson (60)  (/@kyle.anderson)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@kyle.anderson/re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power-20170620t221005947z)

This is a fantastic idea. I am not sure I like this "better at curating" concept. Curating is just that, objective
- some niches will enjoy content curated by certain individuals, others will hate this content. I think some
of the incentive structures around curating will mature eventually. The cart is before the horse on this
one; steem is operating far from economic equilibrium. This can be both good and bad.

I think this concept will be explored further by new communities independent from steem. The space is
large. It will be larger.

Now when discussing concepts for alternative voting schemes, I think a model where steem power is
consumed voting is interesting. Especially with the concept of quadratic voting  implemented, see my
recent post below. This essentially requires curators to put their money where their mouths are.

There are lots of other concepts that can be explored in the new attention economy playing feild. Steem
is incredibly and possibly over complex. Time will tell what users want.

https://steemit.com/steem/@kyle.anderson/your-vote-squared-not-everyone-s-vote-is-equal-insight-
into-quadratic-voting-and-why-there-wasn-t-linear-rewards-in-the-first
(https://steemit.com/steem/@kyle.anderson/your-vote-squared-not-everyone-s-vote-is-equal-insight-
into-quadratic-voting-and-why-there-wasn-t-linear-rewards-in-the-first)

Reply$3.59 3 votes

[ - ]calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@calamus056/re-kyleanderson-re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power-20170620t221421930z)

You know we already discussed that post yesterday :)

Anyway, didn't they JUST remove quadratic (exponential) voting? I still don't understand
exactly what you mean. I'm against people gaining exponentially more power the richer they
are, unless the system is waterproof.

·

https://steemit.com/@bryan-imhoff
https://steemit.com/@kyle.anderson
http://ericposner.com/quadratic-voting/
https://steemit.com/steem/@kyle.anderson/your-vote-squared-not-everyone-s-vote-is-equal-insight-into-quadratic-voting-and-why-there-wasn-t-linear-rewards-in-the-first
https://steemit.com/@calamus056
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Reply$1.47 2 votes

[ - ]kyle.anderson (60)  (/@kyle.anderson)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-
steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@kyle.anderson/re-calamus056-re-
kyleanderson-re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-
20170620t230516592z)

Haha yes :P

They just removed something similar, quadratic rewards. The purpose of quadratic
voting is that more vote power costs more. Quadratic voting is basically the opposite.

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power#@calamus056/re-kyleanderson-re-calamus056-re-kyleanderson-re-
calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-
20170620t230736736z)

Oh yeah that's exactly what i said yesterday.

It should literally be the other way around, someone with 100x more
money should only have 10 times more influence. And even that is
insanely high in it's current implementation because curation quality is
completely ignored. A person with 10 times more SP should also be 10
times more critical and should be penalized 10 times as hard for
making curation mistakes.

Let's rename curation mistakes to unreasonable curation :p
Reply

···

$0.27 2 votes

[ - ]fiord18 (14)  (/@fiord18)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power#@fiord18/re-calamus056-re-kyleanderson-re-calamus056-re-
kyleanderson-re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-
your-power-20170621t001425303z)

Никто никому ничего не должен,..))..вы еще в инет выходить
запретите.)))

Reply

····

$0.00

[ - ]airmatti (61)  (/@airmatti)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-
your-power#@airmatti/re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-20170621t172129788z)

Great post, we all have to reflect on this. By the way

Reply$1.23 2 votes

[ - ]ender (52)  (/@ender)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power#@ender/re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-20170621t171008796z)

https://steemit.com/@kyle.anderson
https://steemit.com/@calamus056
https://steemit.com/@fiord18
https://steemit.com/@airmatti
https://steemit.com/@ender
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I like parts of this. I think perhaps a more simple way to get there is get rid of posting rewards and make
everything curation reward. A poster gets to curate his own post first of course and would have outsized
curation rewards due to this. This would pay for their post. Right now it's easy for investors and writers to
accumulate steem power but not curators- the most important group. 
Hf19 is getting us much closer to really getting this system fine tuned. 
A closer look at these issues is a mother step in the right direction.

Reply$0.14 1 vote

[ - ]thatmemeguy (56)  (/@thatmemeguy)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@thatmemeguy/re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power-20170621t180635229z)

I do see a flaw in the system:

You can NOT increase your influence without contributing to the network directly (releasing
content or actively curating)

This can make a lot of investors uneasy because e�ort to creating content its e�ort away from investing.
Reply$0.11 1 vote

[ - ]calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@calamus056/re-thatmemeguy-re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-
wouldn-t-increase-your-power-20170621t182604372z)

I don't understand. Investors buy SP for curation already, that won't change. And they will still
get interest.

Reply

·

$0.27 1 vote

[ - ]thatmemeguy (56)  (/@thatmemeguy)  ·  last year (/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-
steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power#@thatmemeguy/re-calamus056-re-
thatmemeguy-re-calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-
20170621t183943573z)

But they will seem discourage by publishing articles? Its a possibility
Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]calamus056 (58)  (/@calamus056)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power#@calamus056/re-thatmemeguy-re-calamus056-re-thatmemeguy-re-
calamus056-what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-power-
20170621t190119363z)

Of course not. That has absolutely nothing to do with it. And being an author
or curator are very di�erent things. You don't need an investment as an
author.

Reply

···

$0.24 1 vote

[ - ]thatmemeguy (56)  (/@thatmemeguy)  ·  last year
(/steemit/@calamus056/what-if-steem-power-wouldn-t-increase-your-
power#@thatmemeguy/re-calamus056-re-thatmemeguy-re-calamus056-

····
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the benefits of using steemit for
everyone

I am a technical person but i will try to explain what bene�ts people have
when using Steemit so everyone understands it:

What is Steemit?

danieleder (54)  (/@danieleder) in steemit (/trending/steemit) •  2 years

ago

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending
(/trending/steemit)

New
(/created/steemit)

Hot
(/hot/steemit)

Promoted
(/promoted/steemit)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)
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Its an online community comparable to Facebook, Twitter, Quora.

You can make money on Steemit by creating great content. Some are
earning thousands per post.

Why should i use it? Especially since my friends are not on here?

Everyone of us has valuable things to share for the world. Sometimes even
more than we think. I got my girlfriend on here
https://steemit.com/@lenag (https://steemit.com/@lenag)  and she loves
it. Take a look at her posts.

Consider the fact that you are giving away free time & content to Facebook
& Twitter without hardly getting anything in return. These corporations
monetize your content without you ever seeing one dollar.

Some bene�ts that you won't be getting on Facebook or Twitter that you
will get on Steemit:

earn money posting your most favourite content
instant audience for what you write about
the money you earn for great content can be transfered into Euros or
Dollars or whatever currency you use

How does Steemit work?

You click on "Submit a Story" and you post whatever you like. The more
interesting for others and the more you enjoy writing it the better. When
you wrote your story add one or more tags like "travel" "fashion" etc. it
allows people to �nd your content quicker.

Bene�ts of posting to Steemit

you earn money when people like and upvote your content
the money is instantly at your disposal 
you gain a following / fans with your posts
you can link to your own blog or other social media pro�les in your
post

https://steemit.com/@lenag
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nobody can delete your post because steemit stores it in a database
which makes copies of itself all over the world (decentralized
blockchain)

What type of content is best?

content which is either informative, entertaining or historical. The more
authentic and emotional the better for entertaining posts. Take your time
writing in detail

What can i expect?

It takes some time to learn how to make great posts. Don't be shy and learn
how to write better and better posts with each post.

How to add images to posts?

just copy & paste an image link directly into your post.

Example: http://www.blabla.com/image

if you need a quick way to upload an image go to

http://www.steemimg.com  and create an account there

What is Steem and Steemit?

Steemit.com is the online community. Steem is the currency behind
Steemit. The currency can be converted to any type of other currency and
cashed out.

steem is a digital currency secured by encryption. Soon all currencies will
be digital currencies so its good to get an overview. A good site to see all
major digital currencies is http://www.coinmarketcap.com

Should i just be on Steemit and abandon Twitter & Facebook?

Steemit is a very new platform unlike Twitter & Facebook. But why put so
much time into Twitter & Facebook when you can develop your skills
creating great content on Steemit and becoming better at it and maybe

http://www.blabla.com/image
http://www.steemimg.com/
http://www.coinmarketcap.com/
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even make a living with Steemit. You can then create great content from
anywhere in the world.

steemit (/trending/steemit) explained (/trending/explained) benefits (/trending/benefits)

facebook (/trending/facebook) twitter (/trending/twitter) quora (/trending/quora)

alternative (/trending/alternative)

2 years ago by 

danieleder (54)  (/@danieleder)

Reply  4 (/steemit/@danieleder/the-

benefits-of-using-steemit-for-everyone)

       

Sort Order:  

$0.05 17 votes

Trending

[ - ]danieleder (54)  (/@danieleder)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@danieleder/the-benefits-

of-using-steemit-for-everyone#@danieleder/re-thomas1992-re-danieleder-the-benefits-of-using-

steemit-for-everyone-20160719t230751672z)

i disagree on the dangers.. first of all you cannot censor and second you just need to keep

working on it... don't be so greedy :-) i think its a bad idea to rely making money on

steemit. I think its better to see it complimentary to online marketing and spreading

knowledge

Reply

·

$0.00

[ - ]midou05 (34)  (/@midou05)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@danieleder/the-benefits-of-using-steemit-

for-everyone#@midou05/re-danieleder-the-benefits-of-using-steemit-for-everyone-20160720t105221602z)

like it

Reply$0.00 2 votes

Comments were hidden due to low ratings. SHOW
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27 reasons to join Steemit

#1 – Community

Steemit is not just another social media network, it was created with a
community in mind. Most of the people stay because they �nd new group
of people that have common values in mind.

#2 – Freedom of speech

On Steemit you can share whatever you want without being afraid that
your content is going to be forbidden, banned or removed like in Facebook
for instance. Freedom of speech is the foundational component here.

#3 – Transparency

Steemit uses blockchain technology which is fully transparent and publicly
available to everybody.

dmitriybtc (63)  (/@dmitriybtc) in steemit (/trending/steemit) •  2 years

ago

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending

(/trending/steemit)

New

(/created/steemit)

Hot

(/hot/steemit)

Promoted

(/promoted/steemit)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)
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#4 – Killer app

Steemit does not require a deep knowledge in cryptocurrency, because of
that it developed a reputation of Bitcoin/blockchain killer app.

#5 – Reward system

By providing value you are getting rewarded which is a complete opposite
to existing social networks. There are 3 ways how you can be rewarded:
posting original content, commenting on people’s posts, getting curation
rewards by upvoting other people’s posts. When the post is payed out, 25%
goes to curators who upvoted the post, 75% goes to the author who created
the post.

#6 – Bonus reward #1

By helping to spread the message of Steemit, which is additional way of
adding a value to the community, you’re also getting rewarded.

#7 – Bonus reward #2

Blockchain technology also allows anybody to create custom applications
and other versions/appearances of Steemit using the same database. By
doing so and sharing with Steemians you’re getting rewarded as well.

#8 – Monetization

If you’re a blogger or a writer and struggling to monetize your work,
Steemit is the perfect place. It doesn’t runs ads, instead you’re rewarded for
your efforts from thousands of people who liked your content.

#9 – Bonus reward #3

If you’re a popular blogger or writer or youtuber or you just have
thousands or millions of followers, you’re going to be rewarded even more
because you will bring lots of new users on Steemit.

#10 – Everybody are welcomed
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Steemit doesn’t have any restrictions or preferences in terms of the niche
you’re passionate about. That means that anybody from personal
development, music, dance, art, cooking, travel, accounting, anarchism,
sport, �shing, programming, trading, �nance, entertainment space and so
forth can go here and start sharing their voice and experiences in any form
possible. You’re all welcomed.

#11 – Investment

If you believe in the long-term future of the platform, you can power up,
which basically means investing. This long-term commitment causes
stakeholders to vote for the long-term rather than short-term pumps.
Statistically the majority of people are heavily investing because they see
the brighter picture.

#12 – Interest

If you hold your Steem Power (one of the tokens that represents your
voting power on the platform), you’ll receive interest for holding it. It’s
almost like having a deposit in a bank but instead of �at currency, you’re
getting an interest in

#13 – Benefits

Steemit is still in the beta, that’s why you’re going to be an early adapter,
which implies you’ll have more bene�ts and more Steem Power :)

#14 – Ecosystem

In Steemit there are 3 types of users: whales, dolphins and minnows,
which is kind of cool. Every single of them place a huge role in overall
economy.

#15 – Transactions

Steemit doesn’t have any transactional fees whatsoever. It is the �rst
platform that actually have done it.
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#16 – Mining

If you came from Bitcoin space, you can also start mining Steem (liquid
cryptocurrency).

#17 – Developers

Steemit was developed by co-founder of Bitshares  Daniel Larimer
(https://steemit.com/@dan) who learned quite a lot of lessons throughout
the process, and used them to build stronger and more secure platform.

#18 – Security

Steemit has implemented a totally new approach to securing user
accounts, which is a brand new in the cryptocurrency space. It is
decentralized and based upon real-world identity rather than the poor
substitute of a single private key. All of this means that you’re completely
safe, if you had some issues with that previously on other platforms.

#19 – No censorship

Steemit is a decentralized network that is operated by miners around the
world. There is no way of censorship because all user actions are publicly
recorded on the blockchain, and can be publicly veri�ed.

#20 – Unique password

You are the only owner of your password. So when you create a password
for your account, only you can have it. If you lose your password, there is
no way to claim that it is somebody else’s. Of course in this case you have
to be careful, write it down, store it in a secure place and never ever forget
it.

#21 – Huge potential

Steemit has a potential to exist not only as a social network but to become
“an alternative social economy that is bootstrapped though social
media”(@dan (https://steemit.com/@dantheman) from the last interview
).

https://bitshares.org/
https://steemit.com/@dan
https://steemit.com/@dantheman
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W0EYe23or4
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#22 – Marketcap

So far the value of cryptocurrency Steem is a top 3 of all of the others that
is actually very hard to achieve. Its value is $2.15 on the time I’m writing
the post, and has $231,637,626 in marketing capitalization.

#23 – First trillionaires

If Steemit indeed becomes as big as Facebook, there will be created lots of
trillionaires :)

#24 – Trading

Steem currently can be traded for Bitcoin/other altcoin on Bittrex and
Poloniex which both are the biggest and trusted altcoin exchanges. There
is also internal exchange available.

#25 – Top payouts

3 most payed out posts:

[piston.web] First Open Source Steem GUI - Searching for alpha testers
(https://steemit.com/piston/@xeroc/piston-web-�rst-open-source-
steem-gui---searching-for-alpha-testers) by @xeroc
(https://steemit.com/@xeroc) - $44,529.22
SA’s City of Durban to be engulfed by STEEM! The world to follow!
(https://steemit.com/money/@steemdrive/sa-s-city-of-durban-to-be-
engulfed-by-steem-the-world-to-follow) by @steemdrive
(https://steemit.com/@steemdrive) - $20,681.31
How Steemit Has Changed My Life: From living on $1/day and 3 hours
of electricity to Having over $41,319
(https://steemit.com/steem/@infovore/how-steemit-has-changed-my-
life-from-living-on-usd1-day-and-3-hours-of-electricity-to-having-over-
usd41-319) by @infovore (https://steemit.com/@infovore) - $17,349.87

#26 – Marketing

https://steemit.com/piston/@xeroc/piston-web-first-open-source-steem-gui---searching-for-alpha-testers
https://steemit.com/@xeroc
https://steemit.com/money/@steemdrive/sa-s-city-of-durban-to-be-engulfed-by-steem-the-world-to-follow
https://steemit.com/@steemdrive
https://steemit.com/steem/@infovore/how-steemit-has-changed-my-life-from-living-on-usd1-day-and-3-hours-of-electricity-to-having-over-usd41-319
https://steemit.com/@infovore
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Steemit is a fascinating marketing platform
(https://steemit.com/internet/@dmitriybtc/why-steemit-is-the-best-
marketing-platform-ever). Almost all of the posts are appearing in the top
search queries. That is really important because the more content is
released on Steemit, the more people are going to notice it in the Google.

#27 – Number of users

Steemit recently passed the number of 50,000 accounts and is growing
exponentially.

Thanks for reading, I would like to hear your reason if I

haven’t mentioned it yet.

steemit (/trending/steemit) steem (/trending/steem) steem-help (/trending/steem-help)

news (/trending/news) life (/trending/life)

2 years ago by 

dmitriybtc (63)  (/@dmitriybtc)

Reply  10 (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-

reasons-to-join-steemit)

       

Sort Order:  

$12.02 51 votes

Trending

[ - ]johnsmith (64)  (/@johnsmith)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@johnsmith/re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20160808t182316068z)

Excellent post, thank you for putting together such a comprehensive list! Neat thing is that Steemit

is still in beta and with a very limited feature set. Imagine what it could become when fully built

out...

Reply$0.00

[ - ]dmitriybtc (63)  (/@dmitriybtc)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-

join-steemit#@dmitriybtc/re-johnsmith-re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-

20160808t185842541z)

Thanks a lot. Actually I cannot imagine. If Ned and Dan are going to implement everything

that they want, it will be the most massive platform in the history.

Reply

·

$0.00

[ - ]johnsmith (64)  (/@johnsmith)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-

reasons-to-join-steemit#@johnsmith/re-dmitriybtc-re-johnsmith-re-dmitriybtc-27-

reasons-to-join-steemit-20160808t192814958z)

Yes, agree completely. Next 12 months are going to be quite a ride!

Reply

··

$0.00

https://steemit.com/internet/@dmitriybtc/why-steemit-is-the-best-marketing-platform-ever
https://steemit.com/trending/steemit
https://steemit.com/trending/steem
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https://steemit.com/trending/life
https://steemit.com/@dmitriybtc
https://steemit.com/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-steemit
https://steemit.com/@johnsmith
https://steemit.com/@dmitriybtc
https://steemit.com/@johnsmith
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[ - ]dollarvigilante (75)  (/@dollarvigilante)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@dollarvigilante/re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20160808t212022509z)

Great post. Not sure on the "trillionaires" part though... a trillion is a LOT of money (it's more than

any company is worth in the world)... although to the Pentagram it isn't much, they "lost" $6

trillion. But, definitely, absolutely, lots of millionaires... and perhaps the founders, @dan (/@dan)

and @ned (/@ned), could be billionaires if this continues with success!

Reply$0.00 3 votes

[ - ]arevolution (56)  (/@arevolution)  ·  last year (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-

join-steemit#@arevolution/re-dollarvigilante-re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-

20170713t204727632z)

Agreed. I thought the same thing when I saw "trillionaires." Unless he's talking about in

hyper-inflated USDs :)

Reply

·

$0.00

[ - ]pnc (62)  (/@pnc)  ·  2 years ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-steemit#@pnc/re-

dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20160809t010230900z)

Engagement in Steemit is higher than Reddit, community members are really participating and

engaging with others

Reply$0.00

[ - ]dufresne (45)  (/@dufresne)  ·  last year (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@dufresne/re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20170620t120641712z)

thank you for your good article.^^

Reply$0.00

[ - ]dmitriybtc (63)  (/@dmitriybtc)  ·  last year (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@dmitriybtc/re-dufresne-re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-

20170620t130842076z)

you're welcome my friend :)

Reply

·

$0.00

[ - ]digitalpro (36)  (/@digitalpro)  ·  last year (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@digitalpro/re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20170724t123745979z)

Great article. Thanks for the info

Reply$0.00

[ - ]leroydiener (36)  (/@leroydiener)  ·  5 months ago (/steemit/@dmitriybtc/27-reasons-to-join-

steemit#@leroydiener/re-dmitriybtc-27-reasons-to-join-steemit-20180402t214755657z)

Thanks for such a great post. I liked your post so much that I reposted it. I would have used the re-

steem feature, but it appears that feautre only works for posts less than a week old.

Reply$0.00

https://steemit.com/@dollarvigilante
https://steemit.com/@dan
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What is something you are looking

forward to do with your Steem Power

in the future?

 

Hey everyone!

Haven't done any #asksteemit (/trending/asksteemit) posts in a long time.
On Reddit the r/askreddit was one of my most favorite subreddits as the
discussions were amazing and anyone in the world could take part in and
share their experiences and knowledge about anything and everything and
the users would upvote depending on quality.

It truly is amazing to now be on a platform where that same activity can be
rewarded with actual value through votes and incentivize the growth of
even more quality. We are still at the very early stages of the platform and

acidyo (77)  (/@acidyo) in asksteemit (/trending/asksteemit) •  7
months ago

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending

(/trending/asksteemit)

New

(/created/asksteemit)

Hot

(/hot/asksteemit)

Promoted

(/promoted/asksteemit)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)
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it reminds me a lot of how Reddit was in the beginning when the userbase
was smaller and most discussions revolved around Reddit itself and its
development.

As you may have noticed there are many apps springing up to life lately
such as @dtube (/@dtube), @dsound (/@dsound), @dlive (/@dlive) and
many more even though we haven't even implemented SMT's yet which
will let anyone more easily incentivize and monetize their own platforms
through them as well. There will literally be no limits to what you will be
able to do with SMT's and curating just for content will probably become a
fraction of what people will do with their voting power. This is also a
reason why I think the current curation algorithm should remain as it is,
even though vote selling and buying has been one of the �rst major effects
from it I doubt it will be the last. I know many users don't appreciate that
aspect of the platform and assosiate it with abuse but I like to compare it to
the early days of Bitcoin, where the innovative blockchain technology was
not yet clear to many and obviously was abused by shady people and
businesses �rst.

The good will in the end outweigh the bad and people have started to
�nally realize the invention that is now blockchain and all the advantages
that will bring us in the future.

So what are you looking forward to do with your voting power in

the future, Steemians? What sort of services and functions do

you expect to arise with SMT's and other?

asksteemit (/trending/asksteemit) asksteemians (/trending/asksteemians)

discussion (/trending/discussion) community (/trending/community) smt (/trending/smt)

https://steemit.com/@dtube
https://steemit.com/@dsound
https://steemit.com/@dlive
https://steemit.com/trending/asksteemit
https://steemit.com/trending/asksteemians
https://steemit.com/trending/discussion
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7 months ago by 

acidyo (77)  (/@acidyo)

Reply  161 (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-

is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-

with-your-steem-power-in-the-future)

       

Sort Order:  

$296.11 403 votes

Trending

[ - ]fivefiveeleven (64)  (/@fivefiveeleven)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-
you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@fivefiveeleven/re-acidyo-what-is-
something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t154252884z)

I was thinking about a project for free lancer graphic designer, where you can submit a prtfolio and
other can hire you based on you reputation and how well was your previous work. All will work
under a blockchain and rewards will be in SMT. The main idea is to let new designers get to have
some jobs to earn some tokens and build a designers community to make all the market grow and
have a place where its easy to contact with a person who's willing to do what you need and with
other users backup :)

Reply$4.67 6 votes

[ - ]cryptosharon (61)  (/@cryptosharon)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-
something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-
future#@cryptosharon/re-fivefiveeleven-re-acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-
to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t163417832z)

Hmmm, that sounds a helluva lot like cra�y.work . You might want to check this project
out. It's an ICO and I have no idea how trustworthy they are, ¯\_( )_/¯ but it exists.
Freelancers are rewarded with tokens and a blockchain-based reputation lookup system.

Reply

·

$0.20 2 votes

[ - ]fivefiveeleven (64)  (/@fivefiveeleven)  ·  7 months ago
(/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-
steem-power-in-the-future#@fivefiveeleven/re-cryptosharon-re-fivefiveeleven-re-
acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-
the-future-20180215t164213899z)

Never heard of it, I will totally check it out, and thanks for the tip. It sounds a lot
like what I have in mind lol, maybe I could star working there :)

Reply

··

$0.00

[ - ]charitybot (63)  (/@charitybot)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-
is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-
future#@charitybot/re-cryptosharon-re-fivefiveeleven-re-acidyo-what-is-something-
you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-
20180215t172902313z)

Cra�y sounded really... meh, when I looked at them when I saw someone shilling
it. There's already someone on steemit making a jobs board kind of thing, forgot
the name of it.

··

https://steemit.com/@acidyo
https://steemit.com/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future
https://steemit.com/@fivefiveeleven
https://steemit.com/@cryptosharon
https://crafty.work/
https://steemit.com/@fivefiveeleven
https://steemit.com/@charitybot
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Reply$0.00

[ - ]cryptosharon (61)  (/@cryptosharon)  ·  7 months ago
(/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-
with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@cryptosharon/re-charitybot-re-
cryptosharon-re-fivefiveeleven-re-acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-
forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t173208023z)

Hmmm, there are also plenty of people on Steemit promoting
Kryptonia. There's also jobs there for SuperiorCoin.

I saw the shilling you mentioned. @originalworks (/@originalworks)
is/was actually hosting a contest for cra�y's campaign.

If you remember the name of this thing you mention, please tell me!
I'm interested in it.

Reply

···

$0.00

[ - ]fivefiveeleven (64)  (/@fivefiveeleven)  ·  7 months ago
(/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-
with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@fivefiveeleven/re-charitybot-re-
cryptosharon-re-fivefiveeleven-re-acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-
forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t173712265z)

I remember something about steemj, for jobs rewarded on Steam, but I
never join and I don't know if it's still working. Im gonna look for what
you told me on Steemit. Thanks for the advice mate

Reply

···

$0.00

[ - ]drpu�nstu� (60)  (/@drpu�nstu�)  ·  7 months ago
(/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-
to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@drpu�nstu�/re-
fivefiveeleven-re-charitybot-re-cryptosharon-re-fivefiveeleven-re-
acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-
your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t191247268z)

steemgigs?
Reply

····

$0.00

[ - ]wa2qr (58)  (/@wa2qr)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-
are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@wa2qr/re-fivefiveeleven-re-
acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-
20180215t163613577z)

Im looking forward to use my steem power to help those who are really in need. My steem
will mostly go to charity in underdeveloped countries and other poor and homeless
people around my own community. A�er that I'm going to use my voting power to help
the minnows so that they can contribute further. And finally all I want is to travel, I would
like to travel all the places I have in mind and enjoy my life to the fullest. Thank you.

Reply

·

$0.00

https://steemit.com/@cryptosharon
https://steemit.com/@originalworks
https://steemit.com/@fivefiveeleven
https://steemit.com/@drpuffnstuff
https://steemit.com/@wa2qr
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[ - ]phinaloly (31)  (/@phinaloly)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-
something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@phinaloly/re-
fivefiveeleven-re-acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-
power-in-the-future-20180215t171230016z)

i love your response @fivefiveeleven (/@fivefiveeleven), you didn't try to impress as some
would love to.

well, for me, what i plan doing with my future voting power are;

i would love to get a big house for my mother-in-law. she is such a great and lovely
woman, she was there for me when my folks didn't even consider me to be their own

Secondly, i would help potential steemians especially in community, i have started talking
to lots of them especially those who couldn't help themselves in school. i have introduced
steemit to ten people already and seven have joined already while the remaining three
will jump on board by next week.

Thirdly, i have a goal to send 50 children to primary school whose parents couldn’t a�ord
them good education 
Fourthly, i will drill a bore hole in my home town so they can have access to good water
supply which in turn will reduce malaria and other diseases

Reply

·

$0.00

[ - ]mhizsophie (52)  (/@mhizsophie)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-you-
are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@mhizsophie/re-acidyo-what-is-
something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future-20180215t155515660z)

Hi @acidyo (/@acidyo)

I'll try to be as honest as a can, this is the truth and nothing but the truth, so help me God. 
It's quite simple for me:

1. I'll help this wonderful community grow: this am already doing with my 15SP delegated to me
as a newbie.

2. I'll help myself grow : This is the reason am acquiring steem power in the first place ,...am not
doing it because i like numbers.

3. I'll help the needy : this should be number 2... but then, how can i help people if i cannot help
myself here. I believe when someone takes freely from steemit that person should also be
willing to give freely. At this point nothing will be able to stop me from helping people that are
truly in need.

Reply$1.62 13 votes

[ - ]destrudo (50)  (/@destrudo)  ·  7 months ago (/asksteemit/@acidyo/what-is-something-
you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-future#@destrudo/re-mhizsophie-
re-acidyo-what-is-something-you-are-looking-forward-to-do-with-your-steem-power-in-the-
future-20180215t161139293z)

It's such a simple yet not as common as an attitude that you could guess to find here. So
praiseworthy. Godspeed for your journey, @mhizsophie (/@mhizsophie) !

·

https://steemit.com/@phinaloly
https://steemit.com/@fivefiveeleven
https://steemit.com/@mhizsophie
https://steemit.com/@acidyo
https://steemit.com/@destrudo
https://steemit.com/@mhizsophie
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Terms of Service

1. Privacy Policy

2. Eligibility

3. Copyright and Limited License

Last Updated June 15, 2018

Welcome to Steemit! This agreement (the “Agreement”) between
you and Steemit, Inc. (“we”, “us”, “our”) sets out your rights to
access and use of steemit.com and any other products or
services provided by us (the “Service”). If you are accepting this
Agreement and using the Services on behalf of a company,
organization, government, or other legal entity, you represent
and warrant that you are authorized to do so and have the
authority to bind such entity to this Agreement. By accessing our
Service, you agree that you have read, understood and accepted
this Agreement.

If we decide to make changes to this Agreement, we will provide
notice of those changes by updating the “Last Updated” date
above or posting notice on steemit.com. Your continued use of
the Service will confirm your acceptance of the changes.

Please refer to our Privacy Policy for information about how we
collect, use, and disclose information about you.

The Service is not targeted toward, nor intended for use by,
anyone under the age of 13. You must be at least 13 years of age
to access or use of the Service. If you are between 13 and 18
years of age (or the age of legal majority where you reside), you
may only access or use the Service under the supervision of a
parent or legal guardian who agrees to be bound by this
Agreement.

We may retain data, text, photographs, images, video, audio,
graphics, articles, comments, so�ware, code, scripts, and other
content supplied by us, the Steem blockchain or our licensors,

(/@cecilieb93/feed)

Trending

(/trending/)

New

(/created/)

Hot

(/hot/)

Promoted

(/promoted/)(/static/search.html) (/submit.html)

https://steemit.com/@cecilieb93/feed
https://steemit.com/trending/
https://steemit.com/created/
https://steemit.com/hot/
https://steemit.com/promoted/
https://steemit.com/static/search.html
https://steemit.com/submit.html
Cecilie Bøhn
Finding 23
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4. Trademark Policy

which we call “Steemit Content.” Steemit Content is protected by
intellectual property laws, including copyright and other
proprietary rights of the United States and foreign countries.
Except as explicitly stated in this Agreement, we do not grant any
express or implied rights to use Steemit Content.

You are granted a limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, and
non-sublicensable license to access and use the Service and
Steemit Content for your personal use. You retain ownership of
and responsibility for Content you create or own ("Your
Content"). If you're posting anything you did not create yourself
or do not own the rights to, you agree that you are responsible
for any Content you post; that you will only submit Content that
you have the right to post; and that you will fully comply with
any third-party licenses relating to Content you post.

“Steemit,”, the Steemit logo and any other product or service
names, logos, slogans that may appear on the Service are
trademarks of Steemit, Inc., and, may not be copied, imitated, or
used, in whole or in part, unless explicitly permitted or without
first receiving written permission from us to do so. The look and
feel of steemit.com and the Service is protected by copyright ©
Steemit, Inc. All rights reserved. You may not duplicate, copy, or
reuse any portion of the HTML/CSS, Javascript, or visual design
elements or concepts without express written permission.

We encourage third-party dapp developers building on top of the
Steem blockchain to reach out to legal@steemit.com for all
branding and licensing questions.

All other trademarks, registered trademarks, product names and
company names or logos mentioned or used on our Service are
the property of their respective owners and may not be copied,
imitated, or used, in whole or in part, without the permission of
the applicable trademark holder. Reference to any products,
services, processes or other information by name, trademark,
manufacturer, supplier or otherwise does not constitute or imply
endorsement, sponsorship, or recommendation by us.
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5. Assumption of Risk, Limitations on

Liability.

5.1. You accept and acknowledge that there are risks associated
with utilizing an Internet-based Steem blockchain account
service including, but not limited to, the risk of failure of
hardware, so�ware and Internet connections, the risk of
malicious so�ware introduction, and the risk that third-parties
may obtain unauthorized access to information stored within or
associated with your Account, including, but not limited to your
private key(s) (“Private Key”). You accept and acknowledge that
we will not be responsible for any communication failures,
disruptions, errors, distortions, or delays you may experience
when using the Services, however caused.

5.2. We make no representation or warranty of any kind, express
or implied, statutory, or otherwise, regarding the contents of the
Service, information and functions made accessible through the
Service, any hyperlinks to third-party websites, nor for any
breach of security associated with the transmission of
information through the Service or any website linked to by the
Service.

5.3. We will not be responsible or liable to you for any loss and
take no responsibility for and will not be liable to you for any use
of our Services, including but not limited to any losses, damages
or claims arising from: (a) User error such as forgotten
passwords, incorrectly constructed transactions, or mistyped
Steem blockchain addresses; (b) Server failure or data loss; (c)
Corrupted Account files; (d) Unauthorized access to applications;
(e) Any unauthorized third-party activities, including without
limitation the use of viruses, phishing, brute forcing or other
means of attack against the Service or Services.

5.4. We make no warranty that the Service or the server that
makes it available, are free of viruses or errors, that its content is
accurate, that it will be uninterrupted, or that defects will be
corrected. We will not be responsible or liable to you for any loss
of any kind, from action taken, or taken in reliance on material,
or information, contained on the Service.
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6. Agreement to Hold Steemit, Inc. Harmless

7. No Liability for Third-Party Services and

Content

5.5. Subject to 6.1 below, any and all indemnities, warranties,
terms, and conditions (whether express or implied) are hereby
excluded to the fullest extent permitted under New York law.

5.6. We will not be liable, in contract, or tort (including, without
limitation, negligence), other than where we have been
fraudulent or made negligent misrepresentations.

5.7. Nothing in this Agreement excludes or limits liability for
death or personal injury caused by negligence, fraudulent
misrepresentation, or any other liability which may not
otherwise be limited or excluded under United States law.

6.1. You agree to hold harmless Steemit, Inc. (and each of our
o�icers, directors, members, employees, agents, and a�iliates)
from any claim, demand, action, damage, loss, cost, or expense,
including without limitation reasonable legal fees, arising out, or
relating to:

6.1.1. Your use of, or conduct in connection with, our Services;

6.1.2. Your violation of any term in this Agreement; or

6.1.3. Violation of any rights of any other person or entity.

6.2. If you are obligated to indemnify us, we will have the right, in
our sole discretion, to control any action or proceeding (at our
expense) and determine whether we will pursue a settlement of
any action or proceeding.

7.1. In using our Services, you may view content or utilize
services provided by third parties, including links to web pages
and services of such parties (“Third-Party Content”). We do not
control, endorse, or adopt any Third-Party Content and will have
no responsibility for Third-Party Content including, without
limitation, material that may be misleading, incomplete,
erroneous, o�ensive, indecent, or otherwise objectionable in
your jurisdiction. In addition, your dealings or correspondence
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8. Account Registration

9. The Services

with such third parties are solely between you and the third
parties. We are not responsible or liable for any loss or damage
of any sort incurred because of any such dealings and you
understand that your use of Third-Party Content, and your
interactions with third parties, is at your own risk.

8.1. You need not use a Steem blockchain account provided by
us, and you can create an account independently of the Service.
If you would like to use part of the Service, you must create a
Steem blockchain account (“Account”). When you create an
Account, you are strongly advised to take the following
precautions, as failure to do so may result in loss of access to,
and/or control over, your Account: (b) Provide accurate and
truthful information; (c) maintain the security of your Account by
protecting your Account password and access to your computer
and your Account; (e) Promptly notify us if you discover or
otherwise suspect any security breaches related to your Account.

8.2. You hereby accept and acknowledge that you take
responsibility for all activities that occur under your Account and
accept all risks of any authorized or unauthorized access to your
Account, to the maximum extent permitted by law.

8.3. You acknowledge and understand that cryptography is a
progressing field. Advances in code cracking or technical
advances such as the development of quantum computers may
present risks to the Services that you use and your Account,
which could result in the the� or loss of your property. By using
the Service or accessing Steemit Content, you acknowledge
these inherent risks.

9.1. As described in more detail below, the Services, among
other things, provide so�ware that facilitates the submission of
Steem blockchain transaction data to the Steem blockchain
without requiring you to access the Steem blockchain command
line interface.
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9.2. Account and Private Keys. Should you agree to create an
Account through our Service, we generate a cryptographic
private and public key pair that are provided solely to you and
completely owned by you; provided however that we not store
passwords or Private Keys for our you. We never have access to
your Private Key and do not custody any Private Keys on your
behalf, and therefore, assume no responsibility for the
management of the Private Key tied to your Account. The Private
Key uniquely match the Account name and must be used in
connection with the Account to authorize the transfer of STEEM
and Steem Dollars from that Account. You are solely responsible
for maintaining the security of your Private Keys. You must keep
your Private Key access information secure. Failure to do so may
result in the loss of control of STEEM, Steem Power and Steem
Dollars associated with your Account.

9.3. No Password Retrieval. We do not receive or store your
Account password or Private Keys. Your Private Key is your own
and you are solely responsible for their safekeeping. We cannot
assist you with Account password retrieval, reset, or recovery.
You are solely responsible for remembering your Account
password. If you have not safely stored a backup of any Account
and password pairs maintained in your Account, you accept and
acknowledge that any STEEM, Steem Dollars and Steem Power
you have associated with such Account will become
permanently inaccessible if you do not have your Account
password.

9.4. Transactions. All proposed Steem blockchain transactions
must be confirmed and recorded in the Steem blockchain via the
Steem distributed consensus network (a peer-to-peer network),
which is not owned, controlled, or operated by us. The Steem
blockchain is operated by a decentralized network of
independent third parties. We have no control over the Steem
blockchain and therefore cannot and will not ensure that any
transaction details you submit via the Services will be confirmed
on the Steem blockchain. You acknowledge and agree that the
transaction details you submit via the Services may not be
completed, or may be substantially delayed, by the Steem
blockchain. You may use the Services to submit these details to
the Steem blockchain.
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9.5. No Storage or Transmission of STEEM, Steem Dollars or
Steem Power. STEEM, in any of its forms (STEEM, Steem Dollars
and Steem Power) is an intangible, digital asset controlled by
you. These assets exist only by virtue of the ownership record
maintained on the Steem blockchain. The Service does not store,
send, or receive STEEM, Steem Dollars, or Steem Power. Any
transfer of title that might occur in any STEEM, Steem Dollars or
Steem Power occurs on the Steem blockchain and not within the
Services. We do not guarantee that the Service can a�ect the
transfer of title or right in any STEEM, Steem Dollars or Steem
Power.

9.6. Relationship. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to nor
shall create any partnership, joint venture, agency, consultancy,
or trusteeship, between you and us.

9.7. Accuracy of Information. You represent and warrant that any
information you provide via the Services is accurate and
complete. You accept and acknowledge that we are not
responsible for any errors or omissions that you make in
connection with any Steem blockchain transaction initiated via
the Services, for instance, if you mistype an Account name or
otherwise provide incorrect information. We strongly encourage
you to review your transaction details carefully before
completing them via the Services.

9.8. No Cancellations or Modifications. Once transaction details
have been submitted to the Steem blockchain via the Services,
The Services cannot assist you to cancel or otherwise modify
your transaction details. We have no control over the Steem
blockchain and do not have the ability to facilitate any
cancellation or modification requests.

9.9. Taxes. It is your responsibility to determine what, if any,
taxes apply to the transactions you for which you have
submitted transaction details via the Services, and it is your
responsibility to report and remit the correct tax to the
appropriate tax authority. You agree that the we are not
responsible for determining whether taxes apply to your Steem
blockchain transactions or for collecting, reporting, withholding,
or remitting any taxes arising from any Steem blockchain
transactions.
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10. Fees for Using the Services

11. No Right to Cancel And/or Reverse Steem

Transactions

12. Discontinuation of Services.

13. Suspension or Termination of Service.

10.1. Fees Creating an Account. We do not currently charge fees
for any Services in connection with the creation of Accounts,
however we reserve the right to do so in future, and in such case
any applicable fees will be displayed prior to you using any
Service to which a fee applies.

11.1. If you use a Service to which STEEM, Steem Dollars or
Steem Power is transacted, you will not be able to change your
mind once you have confirmed that you wish to proceed with the
Service or transaction.

12.1. We may, in our sole discretion and without cost to you, with
or without prior notice and at any time, modify or discontinue,
temporarily or permanently, any portion of our Services. You are
solely responsible for storing, outside of the Services, a backup
of any Account and Private Key that you maintain in your
Account.

12.2. If you do not maintain a backup of your Account data
outside of the Services, you will be may not be able to access
STEEM, Steem Dollars and Steem Power associated with any
Account maintained in your Account if we discontinue or
deprecate the Services.

13.1. We may suspend or terminate your access to the Services in
our sole discretion, immediately and without prior notice, and
delete or deactivate your steemit.com account and all related
information and files in such without cost to you, including, for
instance, if you breach any term of this Agreement. In the event
of termination, your access to the funds in your account will
require you access to the Steem blockchain via the command
line API or third party tool, and will require you to have access to
your backup of your Account data including your Account and
Private Keys.
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14. User Conduct

15. Copyright Complaints, the DMCA, and

Takedowns

14.1. When accessing or using the Services, you agree that you
will not commit any unlawful act, and that you are solely
responsible for your conduct while using our Services. Without
limiting the generality of the foregoing, you agree that you will
not:

14.1.1. Use of our Services in any manner that could interfere
with, disrupt, negatively a�ect, or inhibit other users from fully
enjoying our Services, or that could damage, disable,
overburden, or impair the functioning of our Services in any
manner;

14.1.2. Use our Services to pay for, support or otherwise engage
in any activity prohibited by law, including, but not limited to
illegal gambling, fraud, money-laundering, or terrorist financing
activities.

14.1.3. Use or attempt to use another user’s Account without
authorization;

14.1.4. Attempt to circumvent any content filtering techniques
we employ, or attempt to access any service or area of our
Services that you are not authorized to access;

14.1.5. Introduce to the Services any virus, Trojan, worms, logic
bombs or other harmful material;

14.1.6. Encourage or induce any third-party to engage in any of
the activities prohibited under this Section.

15.1 We will respond to legitimate requests under the Digital
Millennium Copyright Act ("DMCA"), and we retain the right to
remove access to user content provided via the Service that we
deem to be infringing the copyright of others. If you become
aware of user content on the Service that infringes your
copyright rights, you may submit a properly formatted DMCA
request (see 17 U.S.C. § 512) to Steemit, Inc.
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

   The electronic or physical signature of the ow

   Identification of the copyrighted work claimed

   The URL or Internet location of the materials 

   Your name, address, telephone number, and emai

   A statement by you that you have a good faith 

   A statement by you, made under penalty of perj

Misrepresentations of infringement can result in liability for
monetary damages. You may want to consult an attorney before
taking any action pursuant to the DMCA. A DMCA request can be
sent to us via the contact information below:

Copyright Agent

Steemit, Inc.

251 LITTLE FALLS DRIVE

WILMINGTON, DE 19808

copyright@steemit.com

Please send our Copyright Agent the following information:

the person authorized to act on the owner's behalf;

infringed, or a representative list of such works;

infringing or to be the subject of infringing activity, or
information reasonably su�icient to permit us to locate the
material;

disputed use of the material is not authorized by the copyright
owner, its agent, or the law; and

information in your notice is accurate and that you are the
copyright owner or are authorized to act on the copyright
owner's behalf.
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

16. Indemnity

   Your physical or electronic signature; 

   Identification of the material that has been r

   A statement by you, under penalty of perjury, 

   Your name, address, and telephone number, and 

15.2 Your right to file a counter-notice. If you believe your user
content was wrongly removed due to a mistake or
misidentification of the material, you can s end a counter-notice
to our Copyright Agent (contact information provided above)
that includes the following:

access has been disabled and where the material was located
online before it was removed or access to it was disabled;

faith belief that the material was removed or disabled because of
mistake or misidentification of the material to be removed or
disabled; and

consent to the jurisdiction of federal district court for the judicial
district in which the address is located, or if your address is
outside of the United States, for any judicial district in which the
service provider may be found, and that you will accept service
of process from the person who provided notification under
DMCA 512 subsection (c)(1)(c) or an agent of such person.

Upon receiving a counter-notice we will forward it to the
complaining party and tell them we will restore your content
within 10 business days. If that party does not notify us that they
have filed an action to enjoin your use of that content on the
Service before that period passes, we will consider restoring your
user content to the site.

It is our policy to deny use of the Service to users we identify as
repeat infringers. We apply this policy at our discretion and in
appropriate circumstances, such as when a user has repeatedly
been charged with infringing the copyrights or other intellectual
property rights of others.
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17. Disclaimers

18. Limitation of liability

All the things you do and all the information you submit or post
to the Service remain your responsibility. Indemnity is basically a
way of saying that you will not hold us legally liable for any of
your content or actions that infringe the law or the rights of a
third party or person in any way.

Specifically, you agree to hold us, our a�iliates, o�icers,
directors, employees, agents, and third-party service providers
harmless from and defend them against any claims, costs,
damages, losses, expenses, and any other liabilities, including
attorneys’ fees and costs, arising out of or related to your access
to or use of the Service, your violation of this user agreement,
and/or your violation of the rights of any third-party or person.

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, the Service and
the Steemit Content are provided on an “as is” and “as available”
basis, without warranties of any kind, either express or implied,
including, without limitation, implied warranties of
merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, title and non-
infringement and any warranties implied by any course of
performance or usage of trade. The company does not represent
or warrant that the Service and the Steemit Content: (a) will be
secure or available at any time or location; (b) are accurate,
complete, reliable, current, or error-free or that any defects or
errors will be corrected; and (c) are free of viruses or other
harmful components. Your use of the Service and Steemit
Content is solely at your own risk. Some jurisdictions do not
allow the disclaimer of implied terms in contracts with
consumers, so some or all of the disclaimers in this Section may
not apply to you.

To the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, in no event
shall Steemit, Inc. or the any related party to Steemit, Inc., that
includes but is not limited to, subsidiaries, vendors, or
contractors, be liable for any special, indirect, incidental,
consequential, exemplary or punitive damages, or any other
damages of any kind, including, but not limited to, loss of use,
loss of profits or loss of data, whether in an action in contract,
tort (including, but not limited to, negligence) or otherwise,
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19. Modifications to the Service

20. Arbitration

arising out of, or in any way connected with, the use of, or
inability to use, the Service or the Steemit Content. To the fullest
extent permitted by applicable law, in no event shall the
aggregate liability of Steemit, Inc. or any related party, whether
in contract, warranty, tort (including negligence, whether active,
passive or imputed), product liability, strict liability or other
theory, arising out of or relating to the use of or inability to use of
the Service

Some jurisdictions do not allow the exclusion or limitation of
certain damages, so some or all of the exclusions and limitations
in this Section may not apply to you.

We reserve the right to modify or discontinue, temporarily or
permanently, the Service, or any features or portions of the
Service, without prior notice. You agree that we will not be liable
for any modification, suspension, or discontinuance of the
Service.

Please read the following section carefully because it requires
you to arbitrate certain disputes with Steemit, Inc. and limits the
way you can seek relief from Steemit, Inc. If you do not agree
with this Section 20, please discontinue using the Service.

20.1. Binding Arbitration. Except for disputes in which either
party seeks to bring an individual action in small claims court or
seeks injunctive or other equitable relief for the alleged unlawful
use of copyrights, trademarks, trade names, logos, trade secrets
or patents, you and Steemit, Inc.: (a) waive your right to have any
and all disputes or Claims arising from this Agreement or
Steemit, Inc. (collectively, “Disputes”) resolved in a court; and (b)
waive your right to a jury trial. Instead, you and Steemit, Inc. will
arbitrate Disputes through binding arbitration (which is the
referral of a Dispute to one or more persons charged with
reviewing the Dispute and making a final and binding
determination to resolve it, instead of having the Dispute
decided by a judge or jury in court).
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20.2. No Class Arbitrations, Class Actions or Representative
Actions. You agree that any dispute is personal to you and
Steemit, Inc. and that any such dispute will be resolved solely
through individual arbitration and will not be brought as a class
arbitration, class action or any other type of representative
proceeding. Neither party agrees to class arbitration or to an
arbitration in which an individual makes and attempt to resolve
a dispute as a representative of another individual or group of
individuals. Further, you and Steemit, Inc. agree that a dispute
cannot be brought as a class, or other type of representative
action, whether within or outside of arbitration, or on behalf of
any other individual or group of individuals.

20.3. Federal Arbitration Act. You agree that this Agreement
a�ects interstate commerce and that the enforceability of this
Section 20 shall be governed by, construed, and enforced, both
substantively and procedurally, by the Federal Arbitration Act, 9
U.S.C. § 1 et seq. (the “FAA”) to the maximum extent permitted
by applicable law.

20.4. Process. You agree that you will notify us in writing of any
Dispute within thirty (30) days of when it arises so that the
parties can attempt, in good faith, to resolve the Dispute
informally. Notice to the us shall be provided by sending an
email to legal@steemit.com. Your notice must include: (1) your
name, postal address, and email address; (2) a description of the
nature or basis of the Dispute; and (3) the specific relief that you
are seeking. If we cannot agree how to resolve the Dispute within
thirty (30) days of the us receiving the notice, either you or
Steemit, Inc. may, as appropriate pursuant to this Section 20,
commence an arbitration proceeding or file a claim in court. You
agree that any arbitration or claim against us must be
commenced or filed within one (1) year a�er the Dispute arose;
otherwise, you agree that the claim is permanently barred
(which means that you will no longer have the right to assert a
claim regarding the Dispute). You have read, understand, and
agree that: (a) any arbitration will occur in New York County,
New York; (b) arbitration will be conducted confidentially by a
single arbitrator in accordance with the rules of JAMS; and (c) the
state or federal courts in New York will have exclusive jurisdiction
over the enforcement of an arbitration award and over any
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21. Applicable Law and Venue

Dispute between the parties that is not subject to arbitration.
You may also litigate a Dispute in small claims court located in
the county where you reside if the Dispute meets the
requirements to be heard in small claims court.

20.5. Authority of Arbitrator. As limited by the FAA, this
Agreement and applicable JAMS rules, the arbitrator will have:
(a) the exclusive authority and jurisdiction to make all
procedural and substantive decisions regarding a Dispute; and
(b) the authority to grant any remedy that would otherwise be
available in court. The arbitrator may only conduct an individual
arbitration and may not consolidate more than one individual’ s
claims, preside over any type of class or representative
proceeding or preside over any proceeding involving more than
one individual.

20.6. Rules of JAMS. The rules of, and additional information
about, JAMS are available on the JAMS website at
http://www.jamsadr.com/ (http://www.jamsadr.com/), as may
be updated from time to time. By agreeing to be bound by this
Agreement, you either: (a) acknowledge and agree that you have
read and understand the rules of JAMS; or (b) waive your
opportunity to read the rules of JAMS and any claim that the
rules of JAMS are unfair or should not apply for any reason.

20.7. Severability. If any term, clause, or provision of this Section
20 is held invalid or unenforceable, it will be so held to the
minimum extent required by law and all other terms, clauses or
provisions will remain valid and enforceable. Further, the
waivers set forth in Section 20.2 are severable from the other
provisions of this Agreement and will remain valid and
enforceable, except as prohibited by applicable law.

This Agreement and your access to and use of the Service and
the Steemit Content will be governed by, and construed in
accordance with, the laws of New York, without resort to its
conflict of law provisions. To the extent the arbitration provision
in Section 20 does not apply and the Dispute cannot be heard in
small claims court, you agree that any action at law or in equity
arising out of, or relating to, this Agreement shall be filed only in

http://www.jamsadr.com/
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22. Termination

23. Severability

24. Changes

25. Contact Information

the state and federal courts located in New York County, New
York and you hereby irrevocably and unconditionally consent
and submit to the exclusive jurisdiction of such courts over any
suit, action or proceeding arising out of this Agreement.

We reserve the right, without notice and in our sole discretion, to
terminate your license to access and use of the Service, which
includes, steemit.com, and to block or prevent your future
access to, and use of, the Service that we provide.

If any term, clause, or provision of this Agreement is deemed to
be unlawful, void or for any reason unenforceable, then that
term, clause or provision shall be deemed severable from this
Agreement and shall not a�ect the validity and enforceability of
any remaining provisions.

This Agreement is the entire agreement between you and us
concerning the Service. It supersedes all prior or
contemporaneous agreements between you and us. We may
modify this user agreement at any time. If we make changes to
this agreement that materially a�ect your rights, we will provide
notice and keep this edition available as an archive on
steemit.com. By continuing to use the Services a�er a change to
this agreement, you agree to those changes.

Notices to Steemit, Inc. should be directed to
legal@steemit.com.
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